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in years raged at Nashua, N. H.,
afternoon.
Hundreds of basewere flooded and the
damage to
residences will amount to thousands of
dollars.A despatch from Naples says
that Mount Vesuvius is in eruption.
An
area of 2,CK)0 yards long by 500 wide is
covered with lava and it is dangerous to
approach within 400 yards of the principal crater.Mayor, Phelan of San Francisco has approved the order of the board
of supervisors prohibiting the wearing of
high hats in theatres, and the order, which
is now a law, will be rigidly enforced.
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Waldo County Veterans.
_

The remainder of the program was as follows :
Rec., One of the Heroes, Mattie Lesan.
Solo, Half-past Niue, Gertrude Falk.
Rec., The Challenge, Mary Lesan.
Solo, Don’t Let the Veterans Suffer, Effie
Curtis.
Rec., The Voiceless Chimes, E. Kneeland.
Rec., Modern Reviews, Grace Thompson.
Solo, He fought for the cause he thought
was right, Ruth Jepson.
Rec., So Was I, Victor Lesan.
Rec., An Incident of the War, Gertrude
Falk.
Solo, The Pardon came too late, Mamie
Ward well.
Rec., The Chief’s Daughter, May Lesan.
Song, By Fairbanks.
The program was well carried out and all
who took part in it deserve great credit.
Remarks were made by J. H. Gordon of
Brooks, County Attorney Ellery Bowden
and President A. Stinson.
A rising vote of thanks was given to Warren Post, the Relief Corps and citizens of
Winterport for their hospitality. Remarks
by comrades Clifford, Duuion aud Gordon.
The genial faces of Comrades Dawson and
Piper were much missed and it is hoped they
will report at the next meeting.
Closed by singing America.

__

The Waldo County \ eteran
Association
met with Warren Post, G. A.
R., Winterport, June 3d. The meeting was called to
order in Union Hall at 11 a. m.
by President
A. Stinson.
The weather was unfavorable
and the forenoon attendance was rather
small. The secretary’s report was read and
accepted. The following were appointed a
committee on time and place of the
next

meeting—Gordon of Brooks, Fernald of
Searsport, Cunningham of Waldo. Voted

insertion.

Washington
Whisperings.
Mr.
that the secretary procure the records of
ail
Preston, the Director of the Mint, has
the meetings not on tile and copy the same
of To-Day’s journal.
about completed his figures of the gold
and silver production in the United States into a book for the Association. Adjourned
PAGE 1.
during the calendar year 1S00. He finds for dinner.
Dana Sarsaparilla Milt..
The afternoon session was cahed to order
the production of gold to have been about
A Maine Weddinu in Mas•>! v\ aido » unity Veterans
(mh 1.1 ion, an increase of over
at one o'clock.
SO,250,000
Prayer was offered by the
Base Bad Personal,
as compared with 1SI‘5.
The production Post chaplain. The committee
on time and
p v.E 2.
of silver is given as 57.tW.000 riue ounces,
place of next meeting reported as follows:
.i-r Free Library
The Eye- an increase of
ounces over 1M»5.
l,i*00,00u
W a-hingu
VI
LetTime, the first Thursday in July, 1897; place,
..Pint* Tree State Chib .>f .speaker Reed reduces Senator MorBaptist church, East Thorndike. The AsMatters..Defender at lier j gau's attack to an absurdity in this way:
“The House is not in session; therefore sociation then listened to tfie following adPAGE 3.
the Senate is not in session; therefore no dress of welcome by Comrade D. M.
Spencer:
Kingd--ia..A < >bh-iun Senator has said anything."
The gentleMembers of Waldo Veteran
Association,
Aer< --..A Maine 1mt-utvT.
man from Alabama has met rather more
Comrades and Friends:—
Warren Post, G. A. R., ami the Woman's
than his match.
IK* would better stick to
PAGE 4.
his old occupation of baiting the Spanish
Relirf Corps extend to you a right royal wel:'
.’ iv
P.< -ats. .City G.vernr: New
come.
Our meetings in various parts of the
The C bundle-. bull or twisting the tail of the British
P-Tuie New- of the G ranges. ! lion.The present session of
Congress is j county are always looked forward to with
not to be
PAGE 5.
adjourned immediately after j pleasure, and I assure you the members id
the passage of the tariff. One other thing Warreu Post and the Relief Corps are pleas’Wedding BePi.-.
will
remain
to be done before adjourn- , ed to have you here to-day. That our meet1’AGE 6.
ment.
The programme of the Republican ! ings are pleasant we all agree, f«>r since the
A Maine Horse in Africa
days when we carried the knapsack filled
Note- The Lobster Industry
managers, in accordance with the wishes 1 with hard
at
s
<1hi
tack, or empty, as the case might
of the administration, contemplates the
•.
.The Country K< a<t poem
be, until the present time, the "Vets" have
.-t an act,
'-eii.
Go
An
after
the
L!*•.»;
i
passage
i
immediately
Spelling
always enjoyed sodai talks; and that the laLa
s' ’ike.AN
el I.. F- tariff' is disposed of,
authorizing the Presi- ! dies of Relief Corps will hare something for
<•:- t!.’i Periodical-..
Register of dent to appoint a
currency commission to us we feel assured. Our ranks are fast growmake an investigation and report recom- ing thin, and as our organization is such
PAGE 7.
mendations for the improvement of our that only those who were enlisted can beiOne Kind of Piety
Peucome members of our
order, it is only a
si ■;>
Teachers A Tril ute to currency system.Senator Tillman, from
question of a few years when our meetings
A New
nngregan.-na’ Church.. the committee on interstate commerce,
will
be
at
an
end:
yet those of us whose
Maine .- Grace Darling.
June 4. reported the bill introduced by heads are
sprinkled white are ail as young
page S.
himself giving States the same control of in manlv work as ever.
«
i;:.ty Correspondence..ship liquors
The citizens of the town take a deep inimported into a State which they
F:rrhs..Marriages Deaths.
exercise over liquors of domestic manu- terest in these meetings, and for them I bid
facture.
The bill is amended to iu part you a cordial welcome. When it was known
OP lhh
WEEK.
that war would follow the
of
to meet the objections to the State
dispen- President Lincoln, loyal inauguration
people were loud
sin' law pointed out in the recent decision
in
of
Prof. H. (
those
who would volunteer to
praise
Emery, of
Judge Simonton.The committee on go to the front, and many have not forgot.A. Emery of Ellsworth,
civil
service Friday
as
ten their gratitude then expressed for us.
an
reported
“t
professorship recently amendment to the
deficiency appropria- That we have some "croakers” who de> >inith College and will
tion bills this:
“That no laborers of any nounce us a class of "bounty jumpers" and
tlie offer of the full proclass employed by the government shall be "government paupers," may be true, but
■uomic> ami sociology at
iucluded in the classified executive service; their number is as small, pro rata, as in any
gt.
Prof. Emery Las been
in the county we believe.
Our
that all civil service rules heretofore j community
Lese sciences at Bowdoin,
meetings are of mutual benefit to us all, for
with respect to this class of m this, as in all
promulgated
"in
union there is
things,
Europe studying the sys*
]>■ wdoin thus secures au- employes are hereby abrogated.".The strength," and we have many of us felt the
first international chess match between benefits derived from coming in closer conoi talent and learning.
the House of Commons and the House of tact and renewing old acquaintances and
«>f the college_J. Winsmaking many new and pleasant friends.
Representatives has resulted iu a draw.’
ran many
corn-canning
May every member of every Post come to
>Pdne a generation ago, has
realize the benefits, indirect though they
Fish and Game.
Hon. P. O. Vickery
•1
1 < areer since. it seems,
may be, and the pleasure, \\ hieh are certainof Augusta offered £50 to the first perly a direct benefit to us, md meet with ns
uder arrest in Pennsylvania
s-m who caught a landlocked salmon in
as often as they can.
To hear a story from
mi deity in a
bank-wrecking Lake Cobboseecontee. Landlord A. W. ; some "f our
brothers eer‘ainly adds vigor
odned to acknowledge the
of the Augusta House had the ! and life to is alb and I believe we have as
>taml trial.Bates street Thayer
honor to catch the lirst salmon a day or : good story-tellers m the association as can
>: *n
city, celebrated its two
The lisli weighed about three- j be found.
ago.
:
ii v
last Thursday nig.:'
We recall the events of camp life and give
quarters of a pound.The United States i
iiate exercises.
A histoiy
Commission car Xo. 1. has just instances of mighty deeds jf valor, and rej
L was read which shows a Fishery
late how great battles wert won; anti is it
finished distributing 2,000,000 California !
wot
in membership.
to do so in an association of this
The cele- and
1,0<X).000 Penobscot salmon fry in the kindproper
? for at the time the ba'tles were being
>'-d Friday.Preston Bennett
Pen-'bscot river and tributaries.
The
the
fought
pleasures were somewhat limited.
inis effected a composition
California ri>h were liatclied at the govAs I have said, our ratios are growing
•. ditors
and is settling with
thinner constantly. It may not be out of
ernment station in Orland,
from
eggs
basis ‘1 Pi cents .»n a lollai.
brought there last fall, directly from the place to speak of a gr^at bereavement to
:ei matters connected with the
Put-::;
coast.
It is expected that they many of us as individuals, and to the asfailure
are
sociatioii, ft r, since our last meeting, death
progressing will thrive well in these waters.The
has claimed a citizen of our county who
settlement_E.
p.
i.ic'ory
first sail mackern ot the season from the was
eu appointed to succeed
always a true friend to every soldier
shore (Xova >eotia) fleet were landed ami his family.
cape
That many huiues have
itendent Farrington in
at Gloucester Saturday.
T’lie schooner been made happier and upon many hearths
ate reform school.
M.r.
Haskins landed 100 barrels ; has the lire burned brightly and many a
Marguerite
issistant superintendent
table has been more sumptoiis.y clad by the
and the < a trie L. Phillips 125 barrels.
tin charge.
The appoiut1 hese vessels report that the season off untiring efforts of the late H-» i. S. L. Miloi':e ;i ustees. bur must be
keu for the welfare of the soldier.
That his
the cape shore thus far has been a failure, i
••'ei nor.
It is said that all i
plat e will be filled b\ ..me whe will be our
friend
we
feei
but
for
him
whose
assured,
ivorable to the appoint- j
labors have been fur us we have true reA Dana Sarsaparilla Suit.
d cutworth.Vt a ball held :
grets at his summous from us, ami I have
Pads June 4th by the ForIn the United States Circuit Court at Bos- no doubt appropriate resolutions will be
as offered to die
lady who j ton, June a 1. before Judge Brown
adopted by this meeting.
and a
What '-an T say to bid you a most cordial
wj*yp»ut stopping. Twelve! jury, w as begun the trial of the action
waltzing at lg.gO a. m.. | brought by Charles A. West, a iocal whole- welcome .’ You are most assuredly we
<
v m.. before Miss Bessie! sale
time, and in the name of Warren Post, in
druggist, against (4 (’. lviigore of Bel- the
name of
Relief Corps, in
mki
winner, and her partner,
damages for the name of the Women's
j fast, Me.. t>> recover
every member of each of those
This breaks the >tate ! alleged false representations which defendand
in
the
name of
the
organizations
ant
is
to
have
and
which
inmade,
alleged
ind record, it is said.
patriotic and
people of Wiuterport, 1
i>
airead\ been subscribed duced plaintiff to buy from him loo shares of bid you a mostloyal
cordial welcome, ami may
stock in the Dana Sarsaparilla Company at
biaiicli of the M line musi- •it
1,4*hi a share. The plaintiff alleged that the day be one which each of us s lall cherish
t
thought that the en- the defendant, who had options upon the in our memory in years to n.ue. Again I
""
to
>io.ooo, will be se- whole stock of the company, represented sac: welcome! welcome! welcome! each
and every one, welcome.
ays.C'apt. Robinson of j that one James L. Whitney laid bought 60
schooner Charles A. ! shares and had paid S1.4»kj a share for it, and
President A. Stison responded as follows:
that
of the stock would he sold for a
d
hiaspoiu is now s4 years i less none
Comrades of Warren Post and Ladies of the
sum.
The
defendant
denies
these
been mast ei of vessels 05 !
Relief Corps: As no one was chosen to rethings, and claims lie is not liable. Elder,
>s that when he gets old he
Wait & Whitman for plaintiff: L. D. spond to the beautiful address of welcome
I will attempt to say a few words. Ladies
:i
the sea and settle down on Brandels and E. R.
Thayer for defendant.
of the Relief Corps and comrades of Warren
1
i«t.
K. Pi. Peary delivered i
The trial was continued through Friday
Post,in behalf of the Waldo County Veteran
'dditervilie PTiday night under \ and Saturday, and Monday the jury brought
Association I thank you for the manner in
-. •I
Colby University. A small ! in a verdict for the defeudeut. The Boston which we are being entertained
to-day. It
dents may accompany Mr. j Herald says the case will probably he taken is with a
feeling of pride ami satisfaction
d
Pi. Hill gave a lunch in to the circuit court of appeals on law ques- that 1 am able to stand in your beautiful hall
tions.
t.
under the folds of the old flag and say a few
Peary, with 05 guests. j
words to the good people of Winterport. I
'■mmiitee ui tne Bangor city ;
Lobsters are Scarce.
see those before me who fought in the 20tli
made up its estimates for the !
With liberal appropriations
Lobster fishing in Steuben bay, says the Maine on Round Top. I see those who
fought on Cemetery Hill, at Gettysburg in
that the tax rate will be Machias Union, is a failure this spring. A the
lbth Maine. I see those who fought in
is very much lower than man with 75 traps gets but five <>r six marthe lbth Maine on the first day of that bat•J. P. Tucker of the Wiscas- ketable lobsters to a haul. It is going to be tle aud were taken
prisoners; those who
hard on some, but
they may do bet- tore their
;>ec K.
P. says the plans sub- ter later on. Over perhaps
flag into shreds, wound it around
>1,750 had been expended
their
and
m fur
it home, a living
of
bodies,
the
road
brought
completion
on lobster boats in this place within a year.
memento that no Maine Regiment ever lost
■’••aid gauge basis do not in any Every trap cost a dollar or more when
ready their
>
flag.
the absorbtion of the com- to go in the water, and each man can use
1 always feel proud to say a word for the
about 100 traps, and we have 20 or 50 men in
< auadian Pacific.
They simp- the
noble men aud women of the grand old
lobster
business
in
our
so
see
bay,
ate a junction with the Canayou
there is a lot of money invested, but the State of Maine. Since our last meetiug iu
as they do with the Maine
fishermen are not getting anything out of it. North Searsport cue of our noble statesmen
the Bangor <fc Aroostook.
has died at his post; one whose hand and
Reports from down the bay are hardly voice were
Murrell of Gardiner, chairman more
always raised in behalf of the
encouraging. The past winter many
idttee of the library directors in of the lobster fishermen are said to have veteran and his country. May the one who
is soon to take his place prove as faithful
raising funds for the pur- barely made expenses; ami this is the season a friend to the
their widows aud
'■
iking an addition to the library when they expect the best results. Evident- orphans, as was soldiers,
Hon. S. L. Milliken of Belthe
lobster is becoming exterminated.
as received a
pledge from An- ly
fast.
mie to give $2,5(X) provided a
Since our last meeting a good sister has
The opening ball at Veterans’
Unity.
larger sum may be raised by Hall, Windermere Park, June 1st, was a been called from our midst to a better land;
one
who always lent the helping hand to
Mr. Morrell says hehopesto very pleasant affair. Sanborn’s Orchestra
"
those in need; always read./ with a kind
for the purpose_It was an- of Belfast furnished excellent music and
word. We shall miss her from our meetings;
num day, tl at D. A. Booker of Landlord Evans provided a fine supper_
but let us trust that our loss is her gain.
has at his request been re- Miss F. M. Watson, who has been visiting
her
mother
the
two
past
weeks, returned to I trust that sister Nickerson is looking
> duties as
Maine Central masBoston Monday-Miss Nellie Tabor, who down from the eternal camping ground and
and inspector of bridges.
lie has been at the New
us success in our meetiug.
England Conservatory, wishing
*eeded by Theodore Dunn. Mr. Boston, came home
I am proud of my native State, for the
to spend the
Saturday
s
been one of the Maine C’eu- summer with her parents.Mrs. Helen noble boys she sent to the war—more than
* us and most active officials.
Rackliffe from Belfast is visiting her daugh- sixty thousand. Half of them to day sleep
battle fields of the
the service iu November, ter, Mrs. Bertha Earle....The hotel at Win- in the church-yards,on the
dermere Park is open, but has no boarders sunny south, in rebel prisons, aud in the
to uphold the old flag and
died
ocean.
They
yet. Some of the eo'tages will be opened
protect the best government the sun ever
Judge bimonton iu the this week... .Mrs. Salome Harding is steadi- shone
upon.
Circuit Court has decided ly improving-Mrs. Frank Farwell went
to Lowell, Mass., last week to join her husWe have not a very numerous army to-dav,
1
a:Mina liquor-dispeusary law
who
has
been
there
some
time....
Mr.
band,
although some are found in almost every
as it seek.> to
prevent tlie sale L. Barbour of Troy has moved into the house circle. We have not forgotten our army
tie of
from
liquor imported
vacated by Mrs. R. Chandler... .Charles life; we remember our duty to our fallen
This decision is not caleu- Stevens lias built an addition on his barn.... comrades, their widows and orphans; we
di 1 v benatur Tillman’s an- George Weymouth is very sick and can live cherish the same love for country as in the
‘bfc United States judiciary. but a short time.... Mr. G. Clough is failing days of '<11 to ’ilo; we have uot forgotten
are taking place
•Mh u ne's story of the terrible fast. Mr. Bangs, who has been taking care each other. Great changes
We are all past the middle
of him, has been obliged to leave on account
iu our ranks.
b> famine in India emphasize of sickness,
and Mr. Isaiah Bletheu is caring age of life; our locks are thin aud gray; we
tty and wisdom of those who for him... .Mrs. Edw. Rand is having a bad are fast sweeping along to that shore from
tu get relief there as soon as time with a sore on her hand. It is
which no weary comrade has yet returned.
very
We are an
ven
at the cost of ueglectiug painful.
Death is thinning our ranks.
recruits. The
1 Cuba.In Connecticut
army for which there is no
170,Household
we
Economics.
Mrs.
are facing
Sarah
Fairbut
1
is bearing us along;
a are
qualified to vote at school field Hamilton of Saco, who will be in at- tide situation
as well as we cau and we cling
the
nut only 2,087 cast their ballots tendance
upon the Unitarian conference, to
Earth knows no tie more
to each other.
2Such facts as this would be held in Belfast next week, will give a sacred than those that bind together those
worthy of discussion at woman paper upon Household Economies for the who shared the dangers of army life. We
'-•inventions as the injustice of benefit of the Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alli- gather in our Grand Army Halls; we fight
‘T
admitting women to full suf- ance. Mrs. Hamilton is vice president of the our battles over again and again; we sing
The United States gunboat national organization and has presented the old patriotic songs once more. We love
this subject, before large audiences in Port- the music of the life aud drum; we derive
a
w hich is
being built at the ship
Brunswick and other satisfaction from them. Those who were
'"bn-H. Dialogue & Son, Camden, land, Gardiner,
places. Miss Frances J. Dyer of The Con- not soldiers ; those who have not our experias
successfully launched Thurs- gregationalist will be present and partici- ence in army life; wonder why we cling to
: Oliver Mowat’s bill to
prohibit pate in the discussion, as will other visiting each other as we do. They are surprised to
:-itiun in C anada of the kineto- friends and members of the local organiza- see us so harmonious, regardless of race,
Hires of the
Corbett-Fitzsim- tion. The discussion will be followed by a creed or politics. It does not surprise us.
five o'clock tea, served by the Alliance. All
It will be
a: ze
We shall soon be mustered out.
light was practically killed in
persons interested in the subject are cordiverv lonesome f«• r those who are last to go.
a.ite Wednesday.The new arinvited to be present and bear testi- I do not wish to be found in the third relief.
ally
aiser Brooklyn sailed Thursday,
mony if they have any to give. Notice of We must make the best of our situatiou; we
5’
England to participate in the the time and place of meeting will be given are all under marching orders. Let us be
'eiJb Jubilee demonstration to take in the local
press next week. Admission
wise and get the countersign while it is
as month.The severest rain
10 cents.
possible to get it.
..
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Lorenzo

Joseph

has lost

1

■

1

Farrington.

valuable citizen. His younger
and as a school teacher fitted
him for his after life. Of a sound moral and
Christian nature, with a heart overflowing
with good impulses and kindness, lie won
the hearts of the young. His studious life aud
exactness iu details fitted him as farm superintendent of the State College farm when
the institution was m its early years aud
strict economy was necessary ; and yet with
his small available resources he soon made
manifest his ability, and among other practical and scientific tests determined the relative value of cooked or uncooked food Ur
swine, and to him belongs the honor of what
I now is
accepted as an established fact.
j
April 14, 1880, he became superintendent
of the Reform School. This institution was
established in 1853, and uine superintendents have preceded him. W. R. Lincoln, the
first, held office 5 years; Seth Scammon, 7 ;
no others so long.
Mr. Farrington believed
there was an opportunity to improve the

days

a

of toil

boys

sent

to the

school, and early began

to

rule by love and kindness.Cells were abolished ami dormitories arranged, and soon 100 or
more boys in one room confirmed Mr. Farrington’s theory. Gradually but steadily he

j

■

Junes, Secretary.

SUPERINTENDENT OF STATE REFORM SCHOOL.
In the death of Mr. Farrington Maine

—

■

R.

this line of administration. The
work shop am) farm were improved.
In
1870 the income from the farm was >4,'.K"> 11;
in 181*0, 88,073 57, an increase of 83,088.40.
Under his direction the farm was brought
into a high state of cultivation, and the boys
have aided in the work -and many became
good farmers and are now respected citizens.
In line with his ideas the institution became more of an industrial school, ami the
continued

|

inaugurated by building
dedicating the “Farrington Cottage” in
I 181*3. It was occupied May 20th by 30 boys,

;
■

ottage system

was

and

a master, matron
v^.d teacher. Here
locks and fences do not exist. The boys,
i however, keep within their lines and are
proud t<> be so trusted. Another new cottage will be completed the present year,

with

when

rington had
with much pleasure and given

care

to

.rs

preparation.
The dingy, dark dining room in the main
building, with an oriieer in charge, l.as
given way to a cheerful (.lining hall, neatly
furnished, and in place of an officer the
teachers and officials dine with the hoys.
This has brought about, a vast improvement
in table manners, which the boys are quick
to

learn.
Mr

rarnngton na.t tin* love and respect of
as well as of the otiirers.
He ruled
by kindness, yet imniu-ss. He readily gave
bearing to the boys' tr mbles, aud kindly and
effectually made the boys his friends.
Systematic in his accounts, a careftti aud
all
expert buyer, the State got \alite
funds intrusted to him. Few are aware of the
hours per day and the varied cares and
duties devolving upon him. From 5 a. m. to
9 p. m. and often later you would find him
at his work, Sundays included—now listening to a boy’s troubles ; now to the trustees :
the

boys

teachers; now to the farm and other
employes. Then to market to buy and sell;
a sick boy to look after: and many other requirements that were constantly coming up.
He was fortunate iu having as an assistant
Mr. Wentworth, who has been connected
now

to

with the

school for many years and who is

a

disciplinarian aud an authority upon
law and all questions pertaining to reformitory institutions.
Mr. Farrington’s only daughter died in
1894, followed by the sudden death of a
brother and in a few months by the sudden
death of his wife, a most worthy woman.
His faith in the future life upheld him in his
affliction, yet these, added to his arduous
duties, impaired his health. Full of hope,
his crops well advanced, the new cottage
soon to be occupied, be lay down to sleep
his last sleep. The morrow came, but Mr.
tine

Farrington did not appear. He had tiuished
his life work and joined the friends who had
gone before.
“If a man die can be live again?*’ The life
work of Mr. Farrington can never die. The
kindness, the good earnest teaching to the
boys under his care, will ever live; and so
long as a brick is left, or a boy who was an
inmate of Farrington cottage lives, Mr. Far-

rington

will live in memory.

A Maine Wedding in

Augusta, June

2.

Hassachusetts.

Manning S. Campbell,

the efficient steward and treasurer of the
Maine Insane Hospital, has as many friends
as any citizen of Augusta, and he has the
best wishes of them all to-day, on the occasion of his marriage in Waltham, Mass., at
1
O'clock this afternoon to Miss Christia
Nat.halee Erskine of that place, formerly of
Palermo, Me. The ceremony was performed in the Church of the Ascension by Ilev.
F. E. Webster in the presence of friends and
relatives of the parties. After a brief wedding trip they will return to Augusta aud
reside here.
Mr. Campbell’s friends of the
Abenaki club and Masonic fraternity presented him with a fine jeweled Knights
Templar ami 32d degree charm.
Dr. Orin Fitzgerald,
Of the Medical Home, Allston.and Colonial
Hall home institute, Tyngsboro, Mass., the
most wonderful man of the present age, will
by special request visit Belfast Wednesday,
June 16th, and examine all who may call on
him, free of charge, at the Windsor House.
You all know of Dr. Fitzgerald. You all
know of his wonderful cures in Belfast. You
all know of his wonderful cures
throughout
New England. He treats all diseases. A
more successful man never lived.
When he
tells you there is a cure for you, and you
follow his treatment, it is Life to you. Every
disease that flesh is heir to lie will conquer,
like the dew before the sun when be says
cure.
Remember the date, June 16th.

NUMBER 23.

Base

the

Ball.

coming week: June 10 with Portland at
Belfast; June 11 with Lewiston at Belfast; June
12, with Augusta at Belfast ; June 14, with Bangors at Belfast; June 15, with Portland at Portland; June 16. with Lewistons at Lewiston.

MAINE LEAGUE STANDING.

Per
Won.
8
Augusta. 7
Lewiston.
7
Belfast.4
Rockland4
Bangor. ...3

Lost.
2
3
5
7
9
7

Portland

...

Played,

cent.

.800
.700
-.583
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looked like

through
Innings

last,

1

2

.0 0
Earned runs-Rockland 4. Two-base hit-—MaHome runs—Quinn.
Stolen
.Murphy.
Bases—Dorsey 3, Wiley 3, Reagan. Double plays—
Mahoney, Viau, and Fitzpatrick. Bases on hails—
by Viau 3; by McBride 6. Struck out—by McBride
3: by Viau V
Hit by pitched ball—Sheehan,
Mazena. Sacrifice hits- Sheehan. Murphy, l ime,
2.15. Empire, Carpenter.
The Rockland Star says of the game "Belfast’s

The

Elijah Phillips
ness yesterday.

George Thomas and
Portland last week.

Belfasts

Capt. John W. Ferguson
last Thursday on business.

BELFAST'S.

Mazena, s. s .5
Collopv, ob. 5
Hill, If.4
Reagan, lb.4
Webster, r. f.4
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0
1
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c.4
4
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0
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1
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2
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2
2
0
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2
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1
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0
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Ellen M. Richardson will goto LewisSaturday to live with her daughter
Sadie. Her other daughter, Jennie, spent a
few days with her last week, returning home
Mrs.

ton next

Bucksport Sunday morning.

Charles Kennedy of CamBridgeport, Mass., arrived last Thursday.
They were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F.
Shaw a few days and went to
Northport
Camp Ground to spend the summer.
Mr. and

Augusta yesterday
Augustas. The fore
game stood, Augusta 3, Belfast 0. The afterprogress when The Journal

press.

James Mitchell and daughter Sadie
Calais visited Mrs. M.’s parents, Mr. ami
Mrs. J. N. Stewart, last week.
They went
to Union Saturday to visit her son John,
who celebrated his twenty-first birthday
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Clarence English of Kansas City,
Mo., arrived last Saturday to visit his uncle,
Geo. E. Johnson. His mother, Mrs. P. A.
Master
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S., visited Mr. IP's uncle, Charles R. Harrison, a few days the past week The young

X.

made a good record in the Pennsylvania League.
The Belfast pitchers are now Dilworth. McBride
and Ulmer.
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f Kent’s II
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with her
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was
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summer

Randall.

Friday

The Belfasts have released pitchers Carriveau
and Mulhall, and signed Ulmer, a man who has

t

said that New

to

Bangor gets credit for the first shutout of the
in the Maine League. The Lewiston team
was the victim and Fowler was the star performer.
The game was at Bangor June 2nd.

hut

Flora E. McDonald of Brockton,
Mass., arrived last Friday from Wiuterport,
where she has been visiting, to visit her
relatives in Belfast. She left for home

Monday.
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which
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Medical Association in Portland last week,
Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom was, at his
own request, placed on the'retired list.
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SHOKT STOPS.

following games

Concord,

to

for Newton

Conductor

Bat-

Bangors made their trip from Bangor to
Friday by three different modes of
travel: Bangor to Belfast by rail; Belfast to Camden by one of the Belfast Livery Co.’s four horse
buckboards; Camden to Rockland by the electrics.

went

Mrs. Win. H. II

week

Mass., returned home Mont"

Woodcock

be found

good work in holding the

booked for the

L.

European

The Belfast an l Bangor game booked for Belfast Saturday, was postponed on amount of the

are

of

Tilton and Rev. (ie

account of his

McCarthy ami Schrecongost; 1 >ilworth and
Hastonguay.

The Belfast

st

.a,

Mrs.

Ahbie M. Caldwell went to Seal HarUm, Mt
Desert, last Thursday to open the Sta-ahInn for the season.

teries,

in

t-t s.it-

her -.in, I

Institute.
and

Mr.

Augusta -Be fast game at Augusta, Tuesday Augusta had Belfast, shut ait, but Brady's decision running down men between bases gave
them two runs. Augusta batted Dliworth heavily, scoring all but one inning .McCarthy’s work
was superb. The hitting <>f Schrecongost and
Yeitcli and the playing of Delaney and Reagan
were features.
Attendance 350. Score: Augusta

was

urn-

to

at

Monday

logical

In the

game

visit

Centre, Mass. i.
attend the commencement of Newton The

Portlands down to five hits in seven innings. He
is a promising pitcher ami watches the bases well.

went to

last

Rev. J. F.
left

assists for Tom McDermott, and four put outs
with three assists for Collopy is not bad infield

noon

i

,-

S.iturdiy

arrived

.man

W. H. M
-:
Gnion and M rs
tr;t M
1
took the- l
tra a fioiu p.. ’{as: T
attend t!i• tieid day -x.-r, ;s.-s o< h<

ir-

Europe.

Earned runs. Portland. Two-base hits, Coughlin. Deisel, Engel. Stolen bases. Nichols 2, Kane,
Hill
Sacrifice hit, Hastonguay. First on balls,
by Engel 5; bv McBride 4 Hit by pitched ball,
by Engel, Mazena: by McBride. McHuirk. First
oh errors, Portland 1. Struck out, by Engel 3.
Wild pitch, McBride. Double plays, Houle and
Nichols; Reagan and McBride. Left on bases,
Portlands; Belfast 0 Umpire, Bradley. Attendance. 450.
Time, 1.45.
We take the following from the Portland Arguson
the game: Six put outs with lour
comments

noon

»

The Washington, L>. C Ev-ning Star says
that Mrs. Mayo Ha/ Itine ai 1 ilaughter a
n
going abroad for a Seism ely tour < f south

not known to the visiting manager, and
hence the second game was not played
Belfast. 0 0 4 1 0 1 1 0 x- 7
Portland.1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1—0

Two games were played
between the Belfasts anil

Mi Keen

Piper of Malden,
day from a visit
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Miss Fannie Hatch of

1
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braced up toward the last of the game, but
t was too late.
It had b en announced that two
games would be p ayed, but such arrangements

to 3.
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Ma.-s
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snort. :n s, a.
Helen, of will.-a M:ss p. ’s fed

s

her mother, Mrs. Mar; Waterman,
week, returning home Friday.

last

Umpire, Brauy.
Portland dispatches thus report tin* Beifasrportlaml game in that city Monday: Belfast defeated Portland by ounching their hits. The home

11, Belfast 2.
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McBride did

1

eh ise-lts I ostitut.

Johuson ami daught»-r f New
York arrived h\ -reamer Sunday m...ruing
to spend the summer m Belfast.

15 13 j: 14 5
Innings.... —.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s y
Belfast.5 s 2 3 0 0 5 2 0 j5
Lewiston
1
6 0 0 0 3 0 2 3—15
Earned runs, Belfast
Lewis,on-. 3. Two base
liitr-. Mazena2.< ullopy, Hill. Carri\ run 2. S 111 an,
Thorne. Home 1 uns.Hi! Reagan. * ii.bcrt, Lezotte.
Stolen liases. Collopy. Hill. Double plays, France,
Sullivan. Hilbert. Dolan, Lezotte; ( arriveau,
Ha>Tonguay. Reagon. liases on nails, b\ Kelly 2.
Conroy 10; by ('arriveau 10. Struck out. by ('arriveau
2
1’as-ed balls. Hastonguay l. Edgar 1.
Wild pitches, Conmy 4. ('arriveau 1. Time 2.311.
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Bangor Whig
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Saturday to spend
her brother, II. J. Locke.

!
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stitute of
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Hilbert. 2b
.f.
Sullivan. 3l).
4
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E. Paul
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1
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Ecliopy. .a,.
Hili. 1.

W.

Mrs. Calvin

c.

Mazena,

and

county Monday

score.

A

Kane,

John Strattard arrived by boa: yes.
from Natick. Mass
where he soent
the winter, aud went t" M uir u* f.• r the
Mr.

terday

have moved
B.

of Eur -pe

a tour

Herald.

Miss Laura Whitmore of Ro. kland was a
guest of Mrs. M. ry Whitmore a few laythe past week.

BELFAST.

ui.

Miss Cora Mixer has finished her millins
may
ery work at (L A. Colson's and
with her brother, (ieorge Mixer.
Can dot.

Fred

Eugene L. Bryant and family
Woburn, Mass., where Mr.
ployment.

to

three men on
them all home and
made a home run hiin*el«. Ritchie, formerly 1st
base of tin* Belfast*, played riclit ladd for the
Lewiston*, and die! good work in that position.

gradual;
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Pond.

feet

E

ar-

Miss Bertha Smiley of Waterville was a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Shaw last
week.

left

a

on

fence, which it eieared

the

M.^s.,

visit her relatives .-.mi at-

to

Fred T. Chase returned h :m- Saturday
from a three weeks’ trij iu northern M line.
Most of the time was spent at East C irrv

wedding.

was

in

tion and will then make

M iss Josie Wiggin of Bangor was in Belfast Monday to attend the Loeke-Kuowlton

replaced y Conroy, who suffered fine >ame fate,
'flic catting and second br.se work of McDermott
was exceptionally good.
The features were batting of Coiioj.y. Webster, Hill of the local team,
splemnd first base work d Reagan ami I czotte and the terrific
home drives
Reagan,

ies-

.z

O. G. Critcliett left last Thursday for a
live days’ visit ill Boston and New Harnpshire.

vicinity.

grounds from Lewiston Friday by terrific batting, scoring 1:: runs in
the first two innings. Kelly, the Lew iston pitcher,

i

aud Mrs. E. O. Thorndike w : be iu
London for the (>ueen's jululc .lemons:ra-

John Pitcher of Beverly, Mass., arrived
week to visit friends in Belfast and
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Rockland last
brother, A. C. Philbriek.

her

Monday
the High

rived

to

Mrs. E. I). Freeman went to Rockland last
to visit her son, Charles E. Bicknell.

0

1234 5 6789
Innings
Belfast.2 0 0 4 0 1 1 0 x—8
Rockland.0 0 0 3 0 1 0 2 1—7
Earned runs—Belfast 4. Rockland 2. Two base
hits—McDermott 2, Mazena, Bass. Home run
Double play —Dorsey, Fitzpatrick ami
Quinn.
Wiley. Bases 011 balls—by D*ilworth. 2; by Ba*.->,
1. Hi: by pitched ball—by Bass 1. Struck out
by Dilworih, 3; by Bass 2’. Time. 2.15. Empire,
Belfast

Bailey

Friday to.visit
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went

sit-

Roekport.
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Thumbs spent Sunday with his
Wyman, in Thomastou.
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her home in

to

day. She spent the winter and
Washington, Boston and Lowell.

business

on

Marie Andrews, w’,.. h is brcii
sister, Mrs. A. A. H wves. 1

her

turued

of Waltham, Mass., was in
a few days the past week.

Clias. F. Parks
Belfast

Mon-

Mrs. E

substitute.

Miss

ing

Patterson left Monday
visit in Boston and vicinity.
W.

a

daughter.

Clias. Tyler, who has beer, in New York
the past winter ami spring, arrived •: his
home in Frankfort last week.

Hon. R. W. Ellis of Euibden was in town
days last week on business.
Frank

ef
A. K. C' irk's

Mrs. Manfred Lawler of Mai lewoo! .Mass
arrived yesterday to remain until aft-r the
High school graduation.

visit-
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T. P. IV.;

vaeatieu of 11
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is his
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to
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Damon returned last
her
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day from a visit to
Burgess of Boston
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few

a

lit.

Miss Margaret, daughter of
Rockland, is visiting at Capt

Eben Clark went t.» Rockland last
a visit of several weeks.

Mrs.

Friday

Kane, Dorsev and Collopy.
AB. R.
2

Mrs. Charlotte Tibbetts of Banger
ing her aunt, Miss Jennb- M. M Her.

Mrs.

went

was

C. H. Sargent has moved !■ Mrs. .!
Wood's house, Xu. 44 Cedar street.

busi-

moved

Mrs. E. L. White of Lynn. Mass.,
ing her father, Howard Murphy.

Dilworth pitched his first game of the seafor the Belfasts and was steady throughout.
Bass pitched well for the visitors. The features
were the catching of Gastonguay, and the fielding

f.. .4
McDermott, 2b.5

William Berry, Jr., "f Waterville
guest of W. T. Howard Tuesday.

Boston iast

family

a

R. 1.

Miss Lovisa Hart went to Augusta Tuesa visit of a few days.

Monday

asm.

c.
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on

Knowlton left Tuesday for

B.

Providence,

day for

Capt. Fields S. Pendleton of Islesboro left
noon for Boston.

on

son

Kane,

Winds.-r

went to

Fred Foss arrived home fr
week for a vacation.

won from the Roeklamls last
the Belfast grounds by a score of 8 to
7.in one of tlie hardest fought games of the season.
Both teams were on their mettle ami contested every point. The fairly good gathering of
spectators was aroused to a high pitch of enthusi-

of

Frank
visit to

PERSONAL.

only fault was an inability to find Viau safely.
They fielded very nicely and their infield seems to
be one of the best in the league."
Thursday

Mrs. L. M Keith went to Bangor Tuesday
morning to visit friends.

At Lewiston. June 5. Lewiston 5; Rockland 2.
At Augusta. June 7. Augusta 7: Bangor. 3.
At Lewiston. June 7. Rockland 10; Lewiston 8.
At Lewiston, June 8. Lewiston 8; Bangor 6.
At Portland. June 8. two games, first forfeited
to Portland; second Portland 15. Rockland 4.

honey,

Boston yester-

to

went

on

day

poned
At Rockland, June 4. Bangor 8 ; Rockland 7.
At Augusta. June 4. Portland 0;
Augusta 2.
At Portland. June 5, game with
Augusta postponed.

3456789
l
0 l o 0 6—10
0 0 0
0 0 0 1—1

Belfast.

Mrs. John Kenney
for a short visit.

is the record of games of the other
of the Maine league for the past week
At Bangor, June 2, Bangor 4 ; Lewiston O.
At Augusta, June 2, Portland 10;
Augusta 3.
At Augusta, June 3. Lewiston 4 ; Augusta 2.
At Bangor. June 3. game with Portland
post-

by Wiley.

an error

Rockland.0

Dana B. South worth went to Boston
business Tuesday.

Following

shutout, but Belfast scored in the

a

PERSONAL.

teams

By aid of the splendid pitching of Viau. Rockland defeated Belfast, at Rockland June 2nd, by
a score of 10 to 1. McBride pitched well for the
Belfasts until the ninth, when he weakened. It

buys

will occupy it.
Mr. Farlooked forward to its opening

hi) more

1897~
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lately bought by Mr. Walter Ross of Bangor.
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exercise great caution in taking so ima step as that which is demanded
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the retroactive features of the
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Dingley ports
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People

who are assuming that the improved business conditions have not arrived will, perhaps, he interested to know
that ;) careful inquiry by the Buffalo Express results iu an estimate that one million men who were idle in the autumn of
3SOo have obtained
employment since
tl at time.
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least,
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There

received from their own reprerecently dispatched to that is-

were some interesting developments in
Washington during the past week and
land.
When the work which this Admin- some specially significant in their charistration has already done in the release acter.
The Republican Senators have
of American citizens from Cuban prisons, shown their determination to push the
and the relief of other Americans there tariff bill with all possible speed, while
from starvation, is compared with the at- the Democratic Senators have shown
titude and acts of tlie last Administration themselves entirely at sea in the matter
on this subject, it
would seem that the of policy upon this important question.
Both parties have held caucuses to detercontrast is decidedly striking.

made no complaint last fall,
however, when their party proposed to
» ike :> retroactive fifty-cent dollar with

bill.
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by many people in the United States, or
that they are unwilling to act until re-
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mine their action in regard to the tariff
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suddenly

voter

bill,

become.

and the contrast between the devel-
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fall,
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Republican body everybody knows.
That the ability of the Republicans to
pass a tariff bill depeuds upon the
of the protective sentiment
the Senate, and is now under considera- strength
tion in that body; prison doors have been among the Democrats and Populists is
j
are in the
I opened in Cuba, and American citizens conceded. The Republicans
To pass the
released in great, numbers; a commission minority in the Senate.
has been dispatched t F.urope to inaugu- tariff bill they must either have the active,
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Sir. Bryan visited 2S States as
a
campaign orator during the recent presidential campaign, and succeeded in
carivitig six of them, five of those six
having
tioin time immemorial been Democratic

good

one.

■States.

In all the

large cities
Republican vote was

uim the
imi

nearly every

of them

one

by Republicans,

lu So

visited

by

enormous,
carried

large cities

of the

18*47..1127.7
G. M. The true life of
Capt.

Richard F. Burton. 1897. 833 23
Stuart, Ruth McEuerv.
Story of
Bahette; a little Creole girl...’. 259.21
Tarbeli, Ida M. The early life of
Abraham Lincoln. 1896...". 813.23
^ bite, Eliza Orne. A little girl of
long ago. 349.16
^ omen of colonial and
revolutionary
Sir
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carefully
structure of the school

ed by Mr.

permitted; ample

the campaign.

countries which are proposing to “retaliate” by shutting out
American products if our tariff law does
cot

they

suit them

will think

enter upon

twice befoie
one-sided war of this

a

sort.
Austria-Hungary, which makes
the loudest talk iu that line, took
$2,439,(>51 worth of our productions last
year
and sold us $ <,(544,154 worth of her own

products.
Argentina, which has also
suggested a couise of this kind, took $5,979,84(1 worth of our products iu 1890 and
sold

$9,313,385

us

worth of

her

own.

Japan took $7,040,250 worth of our exports and sold to people of this countiy
$25,537,028 of her products. Wheu countries witli those relations realize that

a

systematic exclusion of

our products from
their markets would result in cutting off
much larger sales of their own products

to people of this country, they will
stop
ta'king about retaliation against the tariff,,
or

at

least do

nothing

more

than talk.

People who are inclined to criticise the
apparent delay ot Congress and the Administration in
member that

regard to
an

Cuba should

the relations of

Oovernment

one or

tions of

w

ith

more

Europe cannot be

without careful

re-

important step which

might complicate

thought

great

this

obstacles to vision

former

surprising

Administration, it is
McKinley

that President

building,

In the
as

few

may be saould be
illumination, whether
as

artificial, should be ha 1 from
desks; the desks them-

selves should be of such sizes as to permit the pupils' feet to rest firmly upon
the

floor; they

should be

comfortable backs and

provider with
slightly slanting

tl;e latter placed at such distances
from the eyes as to render sight easy
without the close approximation of books;
the blackboards, maps, etc., should be so
situated as to be readily seen: an erect
style of handwriting, less irksome to the
eye than slanting characters, should be
taught; and frequent changes of study or
intervals of intermission should be secured, so as to avoid the harmful effects of
continuous work of one kind.
[From
“Defective Eyesight in American Children,” by Dr. Frank Allport, in dune
Review of Reviews.
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King's New Discovery for Consumption.
This is the best medicine in the world for
all forms of Coughs and Colds and for Consumption. Every bottle is guaranteed. It
will cure and not disappoint.
It lias no
equal for Whooping Cough, Asthma, Hay
Fever, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, La Grippe,
Cold in Head and for Consumption. It is
safe for all ages, pleasant to take, and above
all, a sure cure. It is always well to take
Dr. King’s New Life Pills in connection
with Dr. King’s New Discovery, as they
regulate and tone the stomach and bowels.
We guarantee perfect satisfaction or return
Free trial bottle at Kilgore & Wilmoney.
son’s1 Drug Store. Regular size 50 cents and
£1 00.
Dr.
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and examination

great extent, he the eyes of the Administration, and with all those offices filled by
a

or

studied.

the left side of the

undertaken

The consular representatives in Cuba must of course, to a

of

be

na-

into the situation.

men

must

natural

foreign

Children.

The environment of school children,
with regard to its influence upon their

which in 1892 gave 1(52
thousand Democratic plurality, the Republican plurality iu 189(5 was 4(54 thousand, and most of these cities were visit-

Bryan during

not
and

his Cabinet have found it necessary to

reason

omit to
be-

t*>

Populists,

classed

as a

if Senator

is

Kyle

to

be

He is put down in

Populist.

under these circumstances that the

Republican minority in the Senate

being converted

bv truth and evidence, and soon

tiie_ Munyon

school of medic me
v
will be accepted
and recognized as
the onlv school
Here's proof. W'i.l v.<u

sate and sure.

is

study it?

A.

Mrs.

Mass.,

Defender at

Garfield, box 2.83 Com ord.

A.

:

“1 suffered
with
sciatic
rheumatism for fourteen years, 'out half
a
bottle of Munyon's Rheumatism Cure
in a
me well.
My little boy was affii-'ted with nervousness wliich caused
him to stutter. Mum on’s N'.-rv.- «’ur.»
I'c -cu-,. i
in the trouble
My husband
ho-- token Munyon's Ki>iney i'ihv with
ex
litnt results, and 1 h-uve’p--ommen ie
Munyon's Rheum iiism
;
a
t
i.
M
r. and it di-l him e
m's
1-ie.ie ites are certainly ail that is
homed
of linen."
Mv.uv-n has a separate erne »r e:
~(-,.se

Largest package—greatest
Chicago.

Sold and

her Anchorage.

of

the

■

each

man

submitting

his proposed amendments to the Finance
Committee, and afterwards, if necessary,
to

the caucus committee upon this sub-

ject.
They further agreed, much as they
might desire to enter upon a general discussion of the tariff', to forego that undertaking for the sake of economy of time,
and to press at every turn for active energetic work upon the schedules of the bill
with the purpose of getting final action
upon it at the earliest possible moment.
Not

speech, aside from the explanation

a

which

Senator

Aldrich

offered

opening day of the debate,
by the Republicans, other

in

the

is to be made
than the brief

responses made necessary in reply to the
attacks which it is expected that tile Democrats will make upon the*sekedules of
the bill as the discussion
progresses.
Thus the public may understand that if
there is

delay

in the passage of the bill
through the Senate, the responsibility
will rest with the Democratic
partv. If

the Republicans could control the action
of the Senate, the hill would be
passed
through that body within a fortnight and
be upon the statute books
the

certainly by

eud of the fiscal year.
If they cannot,
the fault will be with the Democrats.
If the Republicans are able to
carry out
their program, the first four months of
President McKinley’s administration will
witness

heretofore unheard-of

a

occur-

Ask your Grocer to day to show you a package of
Grain o, the new food drink that takes the place
of coffee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who try it, like it.
Grain

has that rich seal brown of Mocha or
Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
most delicate stomach receives it without dis
aess. 1-4 the price of coffee.
15c. and 25 cts. per
c

o

kage.

Sold

by all grocers.

rence

in the

the Senate and Conference Committee and
enactment into a law—all within four
months.

If this fails to

happen,

the pub-

lic will understand

that the failure is beoffered by Democrats, who

of

delay
recognize the fact

cause

that every day’s delay
is a postponement of business
activity and
prosperity, and that by this process only
are they able to create the dissatisfaction
which

they hope

may result to their advantage iu the coming elections.
Much interest has been felt in the course
of the House of

Representatives upon the
Senate resolution recognizing the Cubans
as belligerents.
Whatever delay occurs
in this matter will be because the administration is not yet ready to act iu the matter.
It is absolutely necessary that a new

administration,

which found

coming
into power its only source of information
those created by a party adverse to its inon

terests and

methods, should have time not
to study the situation, but to
study

one or more

It is easy for

men

who have not this

re-

upon their shoulders to insist
upon immediate action and to talk glibly
of the ability of the United States to whip
any nation, but the man who recognizes
that his action, unless carefully considered, is liable to plunge nations into war,
sacrifice not alone millions of money but

perhaps thousands of lives, must feel that
the responsibility is a very grave one. Human life, whether in Cuba or in the United
States, or upon the high seas, is sacred,
and a president who could or would take
action liable to create such complications
as to endanger the lives of his own people
the people of other nations, without
the most careful consideration, would be
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riooring Rights.
The Loudon Field, in speaking of moor“Foreshore rights and
roadsteads often form
for
questions
argument before the law
courts, and there are so many grants,
charters and statutes relating thereto,
that the suppose*! rights, or contested
rights, continue to be a rich gathering for
the lawyers.
Why a statute cannot
be passe*! which would
sweep away
the old cobwebs as to foreshore rights
and mooring rights is a mystery to the
ordinary lay mind. A man generally supposes that it he puts down secure moorings in a tidal channel he is entitled to
use
them without molestation by other
vessels, just the same as ships of war or

ing rights, says:
mooring rights in

this is

by

owner

no

hires

We’re

all

the ease, and even if a
club mo*-ring, say at

re
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°oltl fv^rvwhere.
AVJl. A. fOOMBS.

Price $300 and $200.

The annual meeting of the Pine Tree State
club was held at the hotel Bruuswick Boston, May 27th, with Pres. Prentiss Cummings in the chair. The following officers
were elected:
Prentiss Cummings, pres.;
David C. Heath, James G.
White and
George P. Field, vice pres.; William G.
Waitt, sec.; Charles W. Holder, treas.;
Thomas L. O’Brien, asst, sec.; J. Murray
Kay, Arthur E Denison, Randall J. Elder,
Albion C. Drinkwater, Edward C. Pike,
Lewis W. Howes, John G. Moseley, Charles
W. Holder, William G. Waitt and Thomas
L. O'Brien, directors. After the meeting
Baldwin’s orchestra, the Apollo quartette
and Edward L. Elliott, humorist, furnished
a pleasant entertainment.

Two farms in Searsmont on road from W ood
man’s mills to Severance’s Corner. One farm,
known as the Asa Cowles' place, contains 12<»
acres, house, ell and barn, price $300. Another
farm opposite, contains 50 acres, house, ell |aml
barn, price $200. Plenty wood, stave stnlV and
hoop poles on each place Sold for about half
their value to close an estate. Terms, halt down,
balance on mortgage, if desired. Address, or intt"15
quire of

VVAKKKS BKOiHKBS,
Searsmont, Maine.
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point of fact, it is very seldom, if ever,
that difficulty arises on this score.
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cupied any craft that comes along may
make use of it, and the owner if he casts
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often discussed along shore, and the general opinion is that if a mooring is unoc-
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es-
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the subject we have
as

there is any law on
been unable to find it.
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Blackboards.

Fine Siiver Pi i
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and
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FILI ED

con-

successfully

tablished the rights of yachts and other
vessels to moor or anchor on a navigable
river like the Thames; but the matter is
still in a state of uncertainty as to the
right of laying down moorings or even anchoring on inland lakes and ponds."
The situation

-»TEAHS aid TURNOUTS, EVE BY DESCRIPTION

there

Leigh.

“The Essex Yacht (Tub
on
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tures

\

s™l!'
opposite \\ inds(

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,

1 fea-
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1
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men.

I'm*

a

anchored off

Mitchell,,115
BELFAST LIVERY CO.

not

facturers

j

or

M. L.

shape

ora

:

Gravesend or Southsea, it is by no means
certain that he can turn yachts or other'
vessels away from such moorings which!
they have occupied during his absence. ;
But with regard to mooring rights and
simple anchoring rights a curious rase has
just arisen in the law courts before Mi. !
Justice Cave and a jury.
“A Mr. Milton, a fish salesman of Billingsgate, who owns or hires a fishery <>tf
Leigh (Essex,) claimed that he had” the i
right to prevent fishermen or the owner of
any vessel from using the foreshore as an
1
anchorage unless a rent was paid to him;
and, as such rent was refused, he proceeded to remove the moorings which had !
been laid down.
The Essex Yacht Club !
took up the case and opposed the demand
of the lessee of the fishing rights most
strenuously. The general result of the
case, as presented to the jury ancl Justice
Cave, is that a perpetual injunction was
granted by the court against the lessee of
the fishing rights interfering in any way
with any kind of vessel which might be
moored

ENAMEL WAR!

BELFAST, MAINE,

admiralty moorings, say
or Plymouth.
But

means

ALUMINUM TEA KETTLES,
GLEN WOOD RANGES,
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Portsmouth, Cowes
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GARDEN HOSE,

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy tor Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

country, to the Cubans, and to humanity at large.
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own
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gravity

of the situation, the importance of action,
but he also recognizes the equally important step of making that action just to his

at

Headquarters

United

suppose that President
is unnecessarily delaying action.
not

or

unworthy of the confidence of his country.
Those who understand the responsibility

VUl) II
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European nations.

sponsibility
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NEW GOODS!

j

ing yachtsmen are usually made welcome
only
to vacant moorings, and are ready to move
it through men selected by itself.
Any if the moorings are needed by the owners;
step looking to the recognition of the Cu- and the same may be said of fishermen’s
bans either as belligerents or as an indemoorings. The point raised in the Es sex
pendent nation must be a grave one and Yacht (Tub case would no doubt be simiis liable to bring about serious complicalarly decided on this side of the water.

tions with

Guaranteed l«\

j

v

quences, and might sacrifice the lives of
many citizens of his own as well as otheu

bill,

Boston.

rumor

1 lie D* fender sti. 1 lit*** at- her anchorage at
! Nt-*W Km-ht-l It*, olf the Huglieilot yacht dull,
house, hack of Glen island, where she lias
j been moored since the fall of lN'.G. Just
what sport Mr Iselin could get outside "f a
j
season's sailing on the aiunrnmn bronze
I'
t write t
1
boat
it is hard to see, 1 »r the Vigilant- lias
;
1’hii
ia, I'a., and get no ileal advice free.
had her rig tait down and tin* N ivalme is in
| poor shape to race heoguse of her ill-iit-tiiig
! can' -is.
which rests upon President
l pat New 11
in
hell
to-dav all was quiet
j
<Mi tin
Defender, ami outside of her e *rewhat the attitude of this
j taker no one was on board and in. steps had
Government shall be. recognize
the been t iketi to put her in commission. I’p
at Tin
New York yacht, c.ub no one knew
wisdom of his course in
ample
auvthing about the matter to night

Their
upon any feature of the measure.
showed that, upon the numerous

items of tlie

New York.

N0-T0-BAC”'S;“"CURE

There was a revival
that
Oliver Iselm,
is never happy unless lie is sailing a
yacht, was seriously considering putting the
Defend**!* in commission again this year to
j race against the Vigilant and Navalm*-

ation, uiioii a resolution whose adoption
might be fraught with such serious conse-

their caucus, determined to put aside personal preferences in regard to the various

8t. Louis.

v

Over 1,000.000 bores sold. 300.000 cures pro^ e Its power to
destroy the desire for tobacco in
ioriu. bio-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world
Manv cam 1" pound- in Iwu
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where. t*end tor our booklet -Don't Tobacco -t.r and Smoke Your Life tre
w r. -tree sampl'.. Address TlflE STEKUM1 lkeh ED Y CO., Chicago or New York.

who

solid front in

| questions at issue, uot only were they not
united, but that they could not unite.
The Republicans, on the other hand, in

Made only 1
economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

\oitK, May *J7.
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to-day

the other parties are not able to solidify themselves

caucus

POWDKR.

says:

which lit' is pursuing, or that leads
the House of Bepresentati ves to force him
to act, before he has obtained this inform-

of presenting
j advantage
support of the bill, while

|

enter

history of the country—the
meeting of a Congress within 1.1 days of
the inauguration of a new
President, the
times.
Earle, A. M.
Margaret
framing of a great tariff bill and passage
Winthrop..
838,22
Wharton,A. H. Martha Washington. 838 23 through the House, its consideration by

was

United States,
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House, C. D. Names of soldiers of the
American Revolution who applied
ior State bounty. Maine. 1895.
R L.
well, William Dean. The LandHlord of Lion’s Head.
A novel.
l s'97. 257 28
Jaecaci, August F. On the trail of
Don Quixote: being the record of
rambles in the ancient province of
La Mancha 1896
558 29
Kendall, P. M. Maria Mitchell, life,
letters and journals.
1896
817.1Moult m. Richard G. The literary
study ...f the Hi I
iso,;..H47J'
Neukmu!, Edimmd.
Rulers of The
sea: the Norsemen in America from
the tenth to the fifteenth
century.. 155 31
F'Try, Nora. Three iiti e daughters
"f tlie Revolution. 1*97. 359.25
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Skinner, Charles M. Nature in a city
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upon the fact that it is
ed by Republicans.

L. R.

Hogarth,

1 lie growth ot the protective sentiment,
even among Democrats, is shown
by the
fact that members of that
party have
found themselves unable to
agree about
metl: ds of lighting tin- tariff bill.
The
old line Democrats in the Senate when
their pally got together in caucus wanted
to
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the const queue that there lias been a
marked activity in the development of the
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Democrats,

upon the desperate struggle to pass their
bill.
They have, as above indicated, the
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lieve that the bill will receive the support
of at least one Democrat and probably

to

ing dissatisfaction by complaints.
A 1

or

Cuba 1<» obtain infor-

to

It’s hard to smile when the back is aching,
the head throbbing, and the body is full of
pain. The thing to do is to rid yourself of the
aches and pains, and Mundo it.
yon will help you
The Munyon Homeopathic Home
Remedies, made
L
tip of discoveries
M
and combinations
in medicine, are a
gfc-J veritable boon to
mankind
The
world is rapidly

tnat

WASHING

l

applicant for the Congressional Directory as an indeSenator Jones of Nevada, who
McKinley
in
the
and changes pendent.
Union:
membership
]
determining
in the offices are being made as rapidly as has been classed as a Populist for the past
fully
consistent with the conditions under two or three years, will, it is understood,
j
which the civil service was left by the support the bill, and it is probable that
desiring
j
preceding administration. If any gentle- Senator Kyle will do so or, at least, not time for a study of this question in the
vote against it.
Senator
man win* is inclined
McKnery of light of such information as he can obtain
to be faultfinding
with the progress ot events under the new Louisiana. Democrat, has indicated clear- through his own representatives selected
administration can point to any adminis- ly his intention to support a protective for that purpose. It is not through any
desire to temporize or to delay action
tration
in
which there was greater tariff.

li:

in

It Is Hard to Smile When the
Body Is Racked With
Pain.

«

DUST

;

Washington m the latter part of June or the
first of July he will have two or three weeks
of good hard labor before him.
In the first
place there will he a number of post-offices
to look after, as Mr. Miiliken did not endorse
papers for some offices where the term will
expire during the present month and during
next month.
Then there will he pension
cases to look after.
There has always been
considerable pension business in the Third
district and some of it cannot be looked after
by a clerk. The appointment of pension examining boards, winch have been made in a
number of cases in the other Maine districts,
are hung up in the Third district because
there is no one here with authority to present the
cases before
the pension commissioner. Of course,this is not had news for the
Democratic physicians, hut the Republicans
are naturally uneasy.
They have no chance
at present to enter the Augusta hoard, for
salaries there are more than $300 a year, but
in Somerset, Waldo and Hancock counties
changes may be expected as soon as Mr.
Burleigh has authority to endorse some candidates. The application papers of a number of Third district physicians are on lile
with Mr. Willis Wing, having been received
by him from Mr. Miiliken. They will in
due season he turned over to Mr. Burleigh.
| Washington Special to Portland Express.

Happy.

a

open support of

a

has

Ilawa’i to protect the American interests
there and open the way for more impor-

>ui

t

in favor of

inmissioner

a

mation in order that the President may
act. intelligently in regard to the matters

tant

i

movement

a

dispatched

been

months
to

and initiate

bimetallic conference:

£P»-1,723.-

to

not
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he pi '-cuing yea’, the exports of the
.uisti.iis 'i the ten months ending
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Sweet Greetings that
Steep the Home

That the Senate of the United States is

Congress has been called together,
being a tariff bill framed, passed by tlie House,
| considered by the Finance Committee of

money to ] ut into the
faimeis in less than a year's time.

!•

space of time after its inaugura-

a

GOLD

appreciate the worth of

easy to
representative in
so

Congress until you are
without one. This is certainly the case with
the Third district, for Representative Miiliken died just at the time when his Republican constituents specially needed him.
A
great deal o f political work is accumulating
for Mr. Burleigh, and when he comes to

a

President

issue, and tlie result is that the division brief
once great
party, which was be- tion0

gun in the campaign of last
made permanent.

Smiling Faces

It isn’t

was

McKinley has been less than strongly marked. The Democrats found
dawn oi the arrival of prosperity.
three mouths in office, yet persons who themselves entirely at sea, unable to
claim to be intelligent, and even thinking agree upon any course with reference to
The silver men in the Democratic party
men, go scolding and growling about be- the important features of the bill, while
continue their efforts to drive the sound- cause the new administration has not ac- the
Republicans emerged from their caumoney Democrats into the Republican complished more.
Can any one of those cus a thoroughly united body determined
party, and they are meeting with great who make this complaint point out auy to present a solid front to the enemy
success.
In every campaign planned thus administration in the
history of the coun- whom they know to be in control of the
far they are making silver the leading
try which accomplished as much in as Senate.
of that

Third District flatters.
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is no humbug. (State paper.)
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Bicycle
Repairing.
Bring in
Your Wheels.
of Bicycle repairs
repairing; neatly done

All kinds
and

at.

Belfast Machine & foundry P
^ Front

Street

Wheels

otllce,
ceive

or

Belfast

orders left at
St., will re-

t>8 Main

prompt attention.

Guatemala

was

Kingdom. pening

upon old carved fountains, quaint
basins, and portions of buildings,
\ Pa> Among Ruins.
the carvings thereon sometimes
exquisite
mespondence of The Journal.] ami always wonderfully expressive. The
Gvatemala, April 10th, chief interest lies in the ruined convents
Guatemala's second capital and churches, all of stone, showing great
: in the height uf its glory,
durability and covered with carvings.
; iiy and a half ago, it had upEverything seems to have been built with
imndred churches, half as a view to withstanding earthquake shocks
nts and monasteries, scores of
—low, massive stone walls, gigantic but
ublie buildings, and the pal- Stumpy pillars, depressed domes and flatambler residences of 150,000 tened arches.
Many of the larger buildrnagiue the scene of desolation ings are cleft in twain, as if clean cut with
Others rent in
these were shaken down without a mighty axe.
zigzag
cal half the population buried streaks, cracked, split or scaled in the

vvhe;i

a

A Collision in Mid Ocean.

f went aft to view the wreck. There was a
ragged, gaping rent in our vessel’s side
which a team could have been
through
was
often a
driven.
Huge fragments of the Hekla's
hid
stocking
bow were jammed into the side, together
in the chimrhe Atlantic
with a broken anchor, sections of wire,
Transport Line steamship
ney, but nowMississippi, inward bound, from London,
a-days people riguing and blocks. The steering gear
was also clogged, thus rendering the ship
who
want
and the
Thingvaller liner Hekla, bound
safety put
unmanageable.
out, for Ckristiausand, met in collision otf
tueir money behind
“In a few minutes a signal from our
fire- I whistle was answered
the Banks on
burglar-and
by the Hekla,
theeveningof May 27. With
walls. A woproof
and
she again appeared steaming slowly
her stout iron sides
man who thinks her
i
bulged inward and a
out
of
the
mist
astern.
She ran within
life and health is |
jagged hole in her port quarter big enough
worth saving won't I hailing distance.
Her port side was so
to roll a cable car
risk it with incomcrowded with people it gave her a slight
through, the Mississippi
found her way to the
petent persons. If
I should judge there were from
list.
port of Mew York she h*9
or
weakness
disease
incident
to
any
three to five hundred passengers in sight.
June 1, a bit overdue and a wreck
aft, but her sex, she obtains the sendees of an edu“Her bow presented a sorry sight.
safe withal.
The whereabouts of the cated, experienced physician.
There was an immense cavity in it exThe disaster occurred iu the most remarkable manner; others hurled
One of the most eminent of living speHekla is unknown. As she has not made
cialists in women’s diseases is Dr. R. V.
tending almost to the water line, and
Minday night. Churches and down in melancholy heaps, not one stone her appearance at St.
broken spars and rigging were hanging
Buffalo, N. Y., chief consulting
Johns, a port which j Pierce, of of
The biggest, and perfell with a mighty crash. left upon another.
the famous Invalids’ Hotel
from her shattered foremast.
In hailing,
physician
lies only 374 miles from the
scene
of the and Surgical Institute, of that city He has
each commander reported his ship's damwhich had stood 200 years haps the saddest ruins of all are those of
devoted
a life time to the study and cure of
collision.
It is
thought that, although badage to be all above the water line, and as
believed to be good for many the Capucine monastery and the once
His “Favorite Prethe Ilekla steamed away her captain rely damaged, she proceeded on her voyage. feminine disorders.
scription is the most perfect cure for such
magnificent cathedral of San Francisco, Mr. Hart
:
•re, went to pieces like so
quested us to report that he had sailed for
It is the only truly
L. Woodcock of this
ever known.
city was a complaints
the nearest port for repairs.
of cards.
The dead were where repose the bones of the haughty,
That is the
scientific remedy which reaches the inner
on the
passenger
and
in
the
Mississippi,
last
and
we saw of her.
fair-haired
source of trouble
completely heals,
Alvarado, with many other Mew
ntfd. and the wounded died
York Herald of June 2 are illustra- strengthens and tones both the special or“After
and nobles of Old Castile.
clearing away the wreckage
Tbe
u lief.
Those who escaped knights
It is
! about our
tions of the disaster from
gans and the entire nervous system.
steering gear and finding it indrawings made the
only medicine for women, invented by j tact the engines were started and we conuntains. and the earthquake monastery was one of the largest edifices by him at the
time.
They show the a regularly graduated physician, a skilled ! tinued on our course.
and institutions of its kind in tbe new
t.uued with such violence that
^actitioner.
Mississippi, the Hekla as she appear- and experienced
“The passengers had but one opinion
world—a superb building, with enormous
Any woman may consult Dr. Pierce either
ed after the collision, and the deck
lays none dared return to the
of the coolness displayed by Captain Canor by letter and will
receive
of
the
personally
domes, arches, pillars and most elaborate
free
of
advice
charge.
nons, his officers and men throughout the
Mississippi, showing damage. The Herald sound professional
ornamentations. Enough of it remains to
No woman who suffers from these delicate
trying period immediately following the
i.c
also publishes the
to-day is not much less
troubles should trust to any preparation
following:
The boats were ready, and we
show its magnitude and general style of
collision.
:i that which greeted the surUAUT I..
WOODCOCK, A P A.'SEXO K It, TELLS compounded by a mere nurse or any other
could have left the steamer inside of ten
stone

The

old-

fashioned
savings-bank

Two Big Steamships tome
Together lo a Fog. A
Beirast Artist Tells the Story with Peo and
Pencil.

Like Two Twins

i■ >

*s

s

from the hills.

return

architecture—here and there bits of frescoed wall and stuccoed ceiling, with coats
of arms, religious or political

A

have been erected amid

insignia

the oid. and 10,UUU people
yet it is a ruined eity of
>
and crumbling palaces,
set

i.ig we

early,

out

gain

to

a

carved

The power of the
upon them.
earthquake is well demonstrated iu the

lnige

i

Every

tiie starting point and central
id things Spanish*Ameiicau.

dusty journey
ii"in this plaza,

to

me

*.

a

to the ground.

arc'll
every column
broken, and flowers and cacti are striving

what Antigua used to be
n.aia was a kingdom.
First
•t

u

precipitated
is shattered,

masses

to

|

cover

the wounds.

Much of the build-

ing is an indistinguishable mass of crumbling stone, its boundaries marked only
by a low line of white; but countless
rooms and corridors are left, and
you may

Antigua

if for notli-

11 ere the moimtain-eliain which j
wander about them until tired.
It seems
b;ick-buiie "f the hyphen of \
as if the shades of the old friars
yet linmg the two
mtineuts,reaches
ger in tlte cloisters, and you almost ex■'t
dtitude.
Mountains bound
pect to hear their nonotonous chaut or a
a
hi
standevery side and.
whispered Ave Maria. Under this spell
.c
plaza, the twin volcanoes, we were startled by
suddenly confronting
Agua. seem to rise from your a priestly figure, arrayed in the robes of
T" the tirst named volcano is
Ignatius—the patron saint of the order.
the
earthquake which de- A second glance, however, revealed it ro

,:igua,and

also ihe

minor

shocks

be

image,

a waxen

yet of almost daily occurrence. ! like.
three peaks is still smoking, and : was

roying several Indian villages.
ighbor, Agua,is the highest vol-

ful

part of the world, and also the
lUtiful— a perfect cone, 14,000

usurpass
tains bathed in eternal

In each of the principal ruins
the Indian family has taken squatters’
lease, and i is members insist upon spoil-

ing your pleasure by following you about
with voluble explanations—for a “gratification.”
The remains of the cathedral occupy a
vast area— something over TOo feet each
It was not entirely destroyed and
way.

The

summer

■I by tin* two great oceans; and
into the anysS, the rim or

pi llion of it is yet in use—the facade
much cracked and shaken with headless

a

’An

which

has

been

partially torn
boiling far below.

water

see

and limbless images in the niches.
Much
of the adornment both inside and out is
v»*iv beautiful.
'The gilded carvings and
rich ornaments of the altars have loim

g<>t its name from tlii.~ sub.uke.
\b«inite«l forth by some
it

a

leisure.

bout half way up. and thence
xt m-uning ouioot to the crater
summit.

each like

Narrow cells may be
grave, or a well, with a

small hole in the top to admit air and a
daily morsel of bread, in which living victims were walled up ami left to die at

•'caicd, but it is easy enough to
t.
starting in the afternoon,
k. y.’ sleep in a small Indian

the

punishment.

seen,

green with pasturage and
:> of corn ami coffee, almost to
.s that veil its
apex.
Fucgo has

near

life-

in hot ovens, broiled upon gridirons, impaled upon "takes, and put to other cheer-

■

«aiis

wonderfully

It is said that the severest penauce
performed in this monastery, and
heretics were uncompromisingly roasted

years ago it hurled up stones
tons, accompanied
by tire and
'i

but

disappeared;

since

under the mountain ami chris-

sculptured saints
and sunciilicd images look calmly down
upon you from their pedestals high up
among the Moorish capitals, as if their

.lames, the (ieuLeman.

spirits dwelt

of

nature,

poured down

fotaby le.stjoyed Guatemala's
<1 -the eity which
Alvarado

Antigua

oi

its

y

use

as

sadly
market-place,
pin/,

>

a

always souattiug

e

iountain,

ne

is

around the

surrounded

i;

ths

o.

are

.isligm ing

mostly Indians,
I»

the

>oths the munici-

of the

plaza

another

is

pired
they

C'ne

lined with low
feature

common

Ymerican

cities;

and

the

vista."

of

tall

columns,

walls,

and in

reigns

by

and outlasted
hands

revenue.

the

and gazing upon the
have withstood the

and

sronshi- ;abo
ot.

in

within the plastic casts.
potent though melancholy

supreme. Standing in the shadow of stuccoed corridors

scaitered about. The

are

sol.eis

charm

a

the silence which

and

git

is

broken arches and roofless

by

little piles of
baa >a 1
faggots, alfalfa and
niodities. and many cheap diof

■.'■!>

There

but

of

that

saintly figures which
earthquake shocks

J00 years the human
them we think

fashioned

varying
looked

which have trans-

scene

beneath them,
dowu

lu
as

days long
calmly as

gone
now

upon the pomp and pageantry of holy
Te
Deum laudmasses, and many a

dim

in the

portales represent the anum of victory and Dirige Domine of
mrnerce of the place.
Antigua death, and the swift passing of succes.ally laid out at right angles, af- sive generations, each in its little day.
sual
ue

checker-board

ruins it is

now

of the streets.
is

aza

plan,

Here and there tombs wrenched asunder

but

impossible

disclose the

to

skeletons of those

who once trod these pavements when Antigua was the proudest city of the new-

Another side

occupied by

crumbling

tlie ancient

world.

La Mercod, which somehow
he general destruction with com-

The rains of centuries have

en-

tirely obliterated the inscriptions upon
the marble

little injury.
It is yet in use,
en repaired with certain inconchitectural additions which re-

■>'

slabs;

but. whether the bones

those of monk or Spanish soldier, of
bishop, or noble, or hidalgo of high deof somebody’s description of a gree, they are a pointed commentary upon
ay cottage,
“t^ueen Ann front human pride—Sic transit gloria miindi.
The natives tell us that Antigua is muy
Behind it are the
y Ann back."
Ask them why, and
walls of its once populous eon- triste—“very sad.”
tenanted by pigs instead of they are unable to explain—but the dullest
A native tailor has turned the among them evidently feels the uncanny
g lied entrance of the old
pile spirit of the place. Vine-covered walls,
"p: anu when strangers arrive he blooming gardens and ever flowing founfrom the tains of crystal water, the beauty and fra-■> untangles himself
grance of eternal summer and the peace
:y cross-legged attitude aud deand repose of the present, accentuate
to
conduct
“goose,”
sizzling
most strongly the evidences of death and
nigh the labyrinth of roofless
■ids.
The third side of the plaza appalling disaster on every hand.
are

w

Fannie Brigham Ward.

\v “La Munieipalidad,” and the
the old Palacio Xacional.
The
■o-sive stone walls and pillars of
■

ancient structures command
They were built during the

se

■gime and hear the carved
■md

arms

two castles aud two
Tile “Palacio,” where

shows at

a

vice-kings
glance the opulence

which could have afforded such
aud elegant structure.
It is
d, with double tiers of arches

A

Harmony

of Detail,

use

supported
"1

upou massive fluted
solid stone.
The Municipali-

Grace, Durability,
and Finish.

<
ity Ilall, as we should say) is
"■wer, and if possible quainter.
H-footed sentinel, pacing to and

""aid in tile dim

corridors,

holds

sket clasped to his breast like

a

11,1 tlie group of soldiers
lounging
" their
extraordinary nuiforms of
.]l'd

duck, remind
"'C'lstopheles and scenes

one

of

the

in the Black

..
I|,ls

ruins everywhere! With the asguide we visited more than
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enormous
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ruins,

religious edifices, nearly
so
completely
a
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walls.

one
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continually hap-

England.

Catalogue.

Tver Johnson’s

and some

aS to be but
pile of rubbish in
“ ked
iuit field.
One is amazed at the
^11 area covered with fallen

Till- COLLISION.

One of the
passengers on the Mississippi
was Hart L.
Woodcock of Belfast. Me.,
who is an artist and a writer for
magazines.
Mr. \\ oodcoek has written for the
Herald the
following account of the <.•■»!lision and the experiences of the
passengers.
■*\\e had warm and pleasant weather
for the first six days of the
passage, and
until Thursday
following our departr.ie
all was well with us.
There were but six
cabin passengers, and
they proved to be
most genial fellows to
pass the time with,
and showed themselves cool headed
time of danger.
We signalled on Wednesday, May id>, a big French liner, which
reported ice ahead. This intormatiou did
not alarm us. as we had
perfect confidence
in our officers and ship. The next
day
dawned overcast, with a brisk breeze
from south and west.
Huge masses of
fog settled down about us, completely
shutting us in.
“Our siren now began sounding at regular
intervals, and we all stood about, intently lookiug ahead, fearing, yet half expecting, to see an iceberg loom up. As
we discussed the matter and the
probable
chances of encountering ice
during the
night, a number of sailors came aft and
began removing the covering from the
vanuuf?
uoais aim
otnerwise arranging
them for possible use.
This proceeding
was far from
reassuring.
*Tr was now five o'clock, and,
wishing
for a bit of exercise before dinner, one of
the party proposed a game of quoits. All
arose and went on deck together, remarking that it might be our last opportunity.
HO A. IIS E NOTES
“At this moment

OT

some

one

vicinity.

“Suddenly

big steamer

into
mgiit oft our port bow.
Its immense and
indstinct bulk, magnified by the fog.
loomed high above us.
The steamer was
headed directly foi us, and was. as near
as we could
judge, some six or eight
lengths away. The fog was thick and we
could not. at first make out the other
steamer.
We could tell that she was a
passcngei b -at, as her deck was crowded
with men and women.
“At first we regarded her simply with
No thought of danger in coninterest.
nection with her had presented itself, b r.
as she continued straight on her course,
charging down upon us, we began to
realize that unless something was done to
prevent it. and that something immediately” a collision would be inevitable.
“That which had a few minutes before
been a matter of idle interest suddenly
developed into a thing of appalling danger.
The steamer still continued straight on, I
and it seemed that nothing but divine interposition could prevent her striking us
a

mime
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Flag -nation.
I.in it.-.: ;inkers f>-r Boston are now >0 h at 85.00
fr-"11 B. Sm-d and all stations on Branch..
Through rickets to all points West ami Xorthwc>r via ah. routes, f-u salt- hv V. 15 Cm>\vi.i v,
Agent. Belfast.
G1 TOO.: F.EVAhs,
General Manager
F
B. O' thi-.v (ir:." Pass, and Ticket A gen
Po-o * ml. s.-pr. 28. lS9d.
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Queer Trans-Atlantic trait Building In Toronto.
Toronto, Canada, June 2. There is
being built at the dock of the Poison Iron
Works Company, steamboat
builders
here, a strange looking craft, and the
huge skeleton, as it stands high in the air,
would puzzle the most expert shipbuilder as to what it was intended for.
It is
the invention of F. A. Knapp, barrister,
of Prescott, Out., and if it turns out to
be successful, this strange looking craft
will revolutionize lake and ocean travel.
It is said by the inventor that it will make
the trip from New York to Liverpool in
forty-eight hours, without pitching ami
tumbling in a choppy sea, and without
danger of seasickness and little of shipwreck by striking hidden rocks—a boat
that can skim over shoals that would
wieek the smallest ocean vessel, a boat
without paddle wheels, and one in which,
while a portion is constantly revolving
with prodigious rapidity, the passenger is
quietly reclining on a level plane never
disturbed by the sudden lurch and never
irritated as on board ship by his dinner or
his wine falling suddenly into his lap.
The craft is made of quarter inch steel,
stoutly ribbed, is 110 feet long and 20
feet in diameter.
There is an outer and
.in inner cylinder, and on the latter is a
series of small stationary paddles.
In the
middle are a number of diamond-shaped
ventilators for the escape u smoke, and
on each end is a rudder for
steering purThe c a ft looks exactly like a
poses.
great gas pipe many times magnified. It
will be propelled by a idU- horse power encine, and instead of noting through the
water will roll along the surface sidewise.
Tim inner cylinder will be tixod seeurelv
in tin' axle and will either work by means
ot
ball b. a rings or will hang pendant.
This cylinder will remain stationary, but
the outer skin or cylinder will revolve
" till great
speed, between the inner and
outer cylinder will he carried the
cargo,
and this will whiz around as the vessel
moves, hut the passebgeis will hardly feel
the strain as the great cylindrical ’mass
of steel moves round,
l/acli end of the
boat will be open, and as she draws but a
few leet "i water the entrance will be
above the chance <q shipping waves.
A
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them together,
you will always find
Ivorine Washing: Powder and the
superb cake cl Toilet 5oap in every

package.
Ivorine is the
Washing Powder
that the skill and

experience
a

century

purest,

1'

half

fi

can

pro-

|

|

and f

T. iiet

r

|

cake of

Bath the

Toilet Soap
leaves nothing
be desired.
The
Makers

to

.t. B. WILLIAMS OF.
O.a.-toiumry, Conn.
Famous S!i
inn
Soaps.

of Williams

Write

perfect*

most

|

et

duce.

To Roll Across.

On and after Oct. 4. 1 M05, trains connecting aj
Burnham and WattvviPe with through trains" for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland ami Boston \\ ;:i run as follows

Friday
r. v..
unlay at
For Bm ksport. Wii.rerporr ami Banmu. '1 ms.
>r waiting the sus- I day. Thursday and Sat; >:< ax at 7 no A. >t.. Wedm.
1 remember notic- j im-day ami Sumlax a: about X.ln
pense was horrible.
For St-arsporr, Wednesday an
.udax at about
ing many little things—that her name, : s.io a. m.
If K l I'RMXG :
Hekla, showed plainly on her bow and
that she had an old fashioned ng, there
I
Fr >tn Boston every day except Thursday ami
m.
being yards on her foremast.
Sunday at 7Fi 'in Ban*ror, Mondays and Friday- .it 12 noon.
“Her stem possessed a horrible fascinatiou for me, and I watched it intently as Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at ii i*. >i.
(/HAS. F. ,JOH \'Si‘>N. A^ent, Belfast.
it advanced, calculating where it would
(/ALVIN AUSTIN, Oeh l Suptu. Boston.
strike and what the result would be.
WILLIAM H. HILL. (lend Manager, Boston
During this time signals were sounded
from our whistle and answered by the
steamer.
CHANGED HER COl'RSK

1

TIM E-TABLE.

directly amidships.
“During this period

approaching

minutes had it been necessary.
“Looking at the accident from anonprofessional standpoint. [ fail to see
wherein the officers of the Mississippi
the Slightest degree responsible
were in
for the collision."
“1 believe that the signals from our
ship, and the presence of mind of our captain in sending the Mississippi ahead at full
speed at a critical moment, alone prevented our being struck amidships, which
might have meant fatal damage.
“The injury was repaired as thoroughly
as possible under the
circumstances, ami,
except that we w ere somew hat delayed by
continued thick weather, we completed
our voyage without further mishap.”
I-Iakt L. Woodcock.

Maine Central R. R.

WAHN1NO.

cried:—
‘Silence! Listen!’
Our whistle had just
sounded, and faintly from out of the fog
ame the
hoarse reply of a steamer's
whistle.
Again sounded the shriek of
our siren, and, nearer this
time, came the
deej) bass reply. We were going at hall
at
the
time.
speed
“For several minutes our whistle sounded at short intervals, the response growing louder each time, and we realized that
the other steamer must be in our immediate

unskilled, unscientific experimenter.
The People’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser a thousand-page volume prepared
by Dr. Pierce and his staff of physicians,
with over three hundred engravings and
colored plates '.really a medical cyclopedia
in one volume will be sent paper-bound
absolutely free on receipt of twenty-one
cent-- in one-cent
stamps to pay cost of
Address World’s Dispenmailing "//r
sary Medical Association. No. 664 Main
If French clothStreet. Buffalo. X V.
bound embossed stamped covers are preferred send ten cents extra to pay extra
co^t only of this handsome binding.
For constipation, the true, scientific cure
is Dr. Pierce's Pallets. Mild, harmless, yet
sure.
Nu other pill can compare with them.

..

catalogue
premiums.

for

of choice

4%

THE WHITE STORE
Is the

place

to

buy

your

CLOTHING!
This is a hard year to find money, and we are making
effort to please and satisfy you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the city of
an

Mens, Boys and Youths' Suits.
We will guarantee all
money refunded.

our

sales

or

We will sell you

buy anywhere

Clothing CHEAPER than

C:se.

Now

we

mean

\on

hi>iivss.

Lamson & Hubbard

81 Main

Spring Style, 1897.

St.,

Chas. O'Connell,
ritoiM-M k ron

Inventor.

Mr. bzra Totniau King, according to rerliaf come from South
Iroy, is the
* uious inventor in
Maine, if not in
the w. .hi.
in fact, lie invents s > much
that he hasn't time to remember half the
things he thinks of. One of his contrivances is a panel in the bottom of the outside door, with a hinge at the top and
a spring so that when the cat
goes to the
door and scratches to get out, the scratchthe
iug opens
panel for her. Reasoning
that the natural way for a cat to come
back is by way of the window, and having
a dog
that is death on all cats but the
one that lives on the place, lie lias iixed a
contrivance so that when the dog goes to
the window and puts his paws outlie window sill, the act will open a slide, and if
it is the eat that belongs there, she'll come
in: if a stranger, the dog will scare her oil
Another contrivance is a movable bar so
arranged that when the rooster Hies on it
in the morning on his way down from his
perch, the bar settles and pulls a cord; the
cord pulls out a pin that holds up a boarding in front of the feed boxes, thus feeding the cattle w ithout any one getting up
at half past four to go to the barn.
Mr.
King says that when he wants to be called
himself
lie
hooks
the
alarm
cord
just
early
on the feed boarding and when it
goes
clown, plump, it pulls the clothing off his
bed, strikes a match and sets the kitchen
fire going, opens the faucet in the sink
and sets fresh water to running, opens the
kitchen door, lets out the dog, and does
many other little chores.

ports
nvist

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.
1897 Models, 7 per cent. Nickel Steel Ii biipp, Standard
of the World, have no equal, SiOO.

1896 COLU M BIAS
Models 40, 41 and 44, known nnjHhu,' uml ! sue
siijieriur exioi>t tliu IM'T ("hini!'i;i-.
Model 42, 26-inch w heels,
....

S75

S65
“When she was blit scarcely a length
away an officer on our bridge hailed the
captain of the other steamer and shouted,
•Ho astern!1
It seemed the advancing
steamer herself understood the order, for
instantly that terrible stem began swinglav 25. 1897, steamPatterns 7 and 8 reduced from $75 to $60
ing to starboard with astonishing rapid- ! « gfT'** fc. Commencing
k er Rockland. Capt. M. L Abbott.
ity. Our captain ordered full speed ! \\ ii' leave Belfast
“
at 8 <> clock a. m
“
tor upon ar“
ahead in order to escape the blow if pos- rival of steamer from Boston) daily except
Patterns
9
10
.Mon$60 to S55
sible.
But fifty feet separated us, and day,
For Castine. Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwii k I
!• quill to any bicycles made except ( dunil ias.
the Hekla seemed bound to strike us and Bro
I
.klin, and when there are passengers will
We ask experts to examine them piece by piece.
amidships, but our engines were pushing stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
us ahead.
ID-TURNING
“Had the Ilekla's wheel been thrown
Other
Will leave Brooklin at Ioa. m. Mondays and
$40.
12 30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
over ten seconds earlier she would have
same landings ami connect at Belfast with steamSOME
it
she
SECOND-HAND
in
As
came
AT
us
BICYCLES
BARGAINS.
was,
passed
safety.
er from Boston (except on Wednesdays and Frihead on into us, striking our port side days).
Columbia Catalogue free.
The
fifteen feet from the stern.
some
through rates for passengers ami freight to Bar
GEO. T.
Belfast.
stem of the Hekla seemed to slide into Harbor and all landings on Mount Desert Island.
CM AS. E. JOHNSON. Agent, Belfast.
our ship with ease,
accompanied by a
44
MAIN
STREET.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Boston.
crunching, rending sound as the timbers
the steel plates rent
were broken and
Galley Stove Upset.
asunder.
“The shock of the collision was but
St. John, X. !>., June 1.
The Ameril can schooner Walter \Y
slightly felt ou our ship, whereas the
Kasin, 048 tons,
Hekla was thrown over to
starboard,
went ashore at Griffin's head, X. B., three
bhe then lurched sharply hack to port,
miles from Quaco, on Monday afternoon,
and overturned.
The galley stove was
throwing many of her terror stricken passengers. who crowded her deck, from
upset and the vessel caught fire and was
their feet.
completely destroyed, nothing being left
Over 14,500,000 Made and Sold
••Never shall I forget the awful cry of
but the chains and anchors.
Over Thirteen
Millions ($i:i,1,00,0hu) lire Inmrnnrt Asstts.
terror which now arose from the hundreds
The schooner was in ballast and was
of men and women who were being tossed
going from B >ston to Hillsboro, N. B., for S1*I!1X(.FIKI.I> Finn ami Maisi.m-. (11:amt !■: State Kii.i Inm-iiam
HIGHEST
AWARDS
for
n., 1 i.i AsTo add to their terror, the yards
about.
a load of plaster.
The vessel was built j
sociation or I'1111 ai• i.t.itha. Caittoi. Kiiil
Lnmtiamt Co..
Excellence of Design.
and foretopmast came crashing down upat Baltimore, was seven years old, and
Nation a
Kii.i Ismtiam i: Co., IJaiitt-oiiii, c< nn.
on the Hekla’s deck.
was only partly insured.
Excellence of Const ruction.
“The Hekla cleared us and quickly disYanaman and crew came to St. DKSIUABLK RISKS NVRIITLN AT ( I'lililM RAILS.
t’apt.
Regularity of Motion.
appeared into tlie fog astern.
John this morning and called at the
TRAVELERS LIKE AM) ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO
“As self-preservation is the first inEase of Motion.
American consulate.
The vessel got out
stinct of human nature we now turned
TORNADO INSIKANCE WKITTIN Kill 5 11.4IIS, m |< „ rults mi liuilcllrn*
of her course in the fog and struck a reef.
nnorliiblc.
Great Speed.
our attention to our own condition. Ab<>ve
Then the crew left her, fearing she would
CORRESPONDENT OP MERCHANT MARINE INMliAM E CD.
the roar of escaping steam 1 heard our
Adjustability.
over
as
the
tide
but
a
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOllillT AND SOU).
topple
fell,
rising
captain shout, ‘All hands on deck!’ ‘Clear
tide carried her up cm the beach and there
LOANS NEUOTIATED.
Durability.
the boats!’ The men rushed to their
the stove upset.
All the captain’s papers
BEAL ESTATE BOllillT AMI SOLO. ,C"”Currcsponilcnro SoIIcIkmI.
4111
Ease
a
of
Learning.
places, and, although
glance showed
were destroyed.
blanched faces, not the least sign of panic
Convenience of Arrangement.
was manifested.
Each man knew his
The merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is literally written in blood.
duty, and perfect discipline was manifestIt is traced in the vital fluid
ed.
IF YOU BUY A SINGER,
Of
millions of the human race.
“The stokers and engineers came dockThe spr ing am wet ami
You will receive careful instruction from acorn
Its positive medicinal merit
ing up from below, and made a rush for a
to {jet
your crops yer
peteut teacher at your home.
And curative power is written
boat which was being lowered, but at a
better b uy one of
You will get prompt attention. We give careful
and
and
the
hearts,
Upon
graven upon
word of com maud from the officer in attention to all customers, no matter where the
The minds of thousands
AT WOOD’S
Steel
machine may have been purchased.
**
back
and
Of people whom it has cured
Frame Cultivators.
charge they stepped
fe
began asYou will he
with the leading Company
w
with Horse Hoe AtAnd given good health
sisting the sailors in getting the other m the sewing dealing
machine business, having an unOFFICE
n A SONIC TFMPLE,
tachment.
When there seemed nothing before
boats in readiness to lower.
equalled experience and an unrivalled reputation
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,
Them but darkness and despair.
“At this time the report came from for- —the strongestguarantee of excellence.
yer can get 'em awful
A full line of supplies, parts and
It cures all diseases arising
low, and he has a few
repairs conward that the ship was not
leaking, also stantly on hand.
From or promoted by impure
53tf
Steel Shovels at 3Nc. and
BELFAST, MAINE.
that our damage was above the water line.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Lawn Mowers $1.75.
Blood by its intrinsic merit as
One of the boats was lowered and an ofCorn Planters for $1.
The One True Blood Purifier.
ficer went under the stern to learn our exSUBSCRIBE
C. H. PARSONS, Manager.
^ Yer better write him.
act condition.
CASTOHIA.
FRED ATWOOD,
The
facH. H. COBBETT, Agt.,
HEADED FOR NEAREST PORT.
4w20
limile
Winterport.
“As immediate danger was over we
signature
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.
3m18
0/ |
|
4

Boston k

j

Bangor Steamship Co.

I

SINGERS

LEAD THE WORLD

Castile,

"pant.
lied years successive
■.

|

Pure blood is the secret of health.
Burdock Blood Bitters insures pure blood.

OF

!

Hartford

Bicycles

Hartfords, $50, $45,

READ, Agent,

Fred Atwood,

Winter port.

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

“I Arise to

Say”

James Pattee &. Son,
Fire, Life

Accident Insurance.

FOR^^^^^

Belfast,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

City

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Government.

At the regular meeting of the City Council
Monday evening there was a full attendance

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 10,1897.

Board, and three abPUBLISHED K\ KRY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
The
sentees from tbe Common Council.
roll of accounts was passed. The amounts
under the various appropriations are as fol_! lows :
Editor anil
j Contingent. .$ G35 23
CHAKLES A. riLSBl KY. [
) Business Manager. : Highways.
1,252 30
118 35
Fire Department.
G8 57
Nomination.
Cemeteries.
Republican
3 GO
Free Text Rooks.
42 84
FOR CONGRESS,
! Repairs and Insurance, (schools)...
193
30
General school fund.
third District.HON. t. C. BURLEIGH.
G 97
School contingent.
in

the

iWeak

Aldermen’s

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

242 94

Library.

The hunt for Kidd's money still goes
on.
Most of the kids’ money now-a-days

Total. S25G4 10
The committee on sidewalks reported on
I
for
base
bail.
goes
I petition of Mrs. H. M. A. Poor recomPittsfield and Waterville are to have I mending that petitioners be given leave
new schoolkouses; but we doubt if they to withdraw.
The following Ordinance to amend the
are as much iu need of them as Belfast.
ordinances of the city relating to cemeteries,
Mayor Beal of Bangor will get the etc., was passed under a suspension of the
wheelmen’s votes, no doubt, since he has rules:

granted

them the

But the

pedestrians

use

Sec. 2. Said superintendent together with
the joint standing committee on cemeteries
shall be ami hereby are clothed with all the
necessary powers to lay out, establish and
grade lots and avenues in said cemetery
agreeably to a plan of the same, to see to
the setting out of shade trees, and to change
ti e line or grading of lots and avenues
therein so as to conform to said plan, when
in their opinion the general condition of
said cemetery will be improved or beuedtted
thereby. They shall have a general superintendent e of the grounds, and all work
done thereon shall be subject to their ap-

of certain sidewalks.

may kick.

A recent auction sale in Xew York included

cigarettes, six marble monuments
significant combination—a fur-lined

—a

overcoat “denude of hair,” and “one burn m hair wig.”

Only

issue of The Journal be-

one more

Congressional election. Every j proval.
j
Republican iu the Third district should
h. K
treeiuau, .'ink inspector, maue ms |
go to the polls June 21st and cast a balreport which was accepted, and from which !
lot foi Hon. E. C. Burleigh.
we make tin* following summary:
fore the

correspondent

A

of tire “Xew

Twenty-three persons selling milk in the
■ity have been recorded .11 my office during
the year, of which 14 run milk carts: dare
owners of 1 or 2 cows; and M fish dealers.
Three sold out during the year. On an average about 2.(i'm) quarts of milk are sold daily,
or *40,000 worth during the
year, which
shows the importance of protecting this industry. and also the importance of protecting the consumers. The inspections have
been made with the use of a lactometer and
the Babcock test. The laws require
per
cent-, of butter fat and 12 per cent, of solids.
] ha' e examined during the year 04 samples,
but •“ of which fell below the required test,
for butter fat. Other samples varied from
.■i to t<
By the above result of
per cent.
analysis 1 conclude that the milk sold in
this city ;s tirst class compared with other
I recommend for the pub- I
cities in Maine.
lie safety that our milk supply shall come
from tested herds. The milkmen of Portland, Bangor, Lewiston, Waterviiie Pittslieid, Camden, etc., have had their cows
tested, and there is no reason why our milkmen should not do the same.
N< person ‘has been prosecuted for the reason that the law accepted the analysis of the
ini Ik inspector, but gave no redress to the
milkmen. The law passed by the last Legislature provides for sealed samples taken
from the same can as the inspected milk,
which may lie compared, by analysis by i
< tli: r
parties, 111 case of dissatisfaction with

England

l-'umei" says that ninety per cent, of the
failures iu the line of dairying is due to
iooniinable slackness
ness

easiness

or

thinking that anytime

in

will

or

lazi-

answer

milk ng time.
in spile «-i the set-back which the crops
have recently sustained in many States,
id-re i> ample time for them to improve.
New York Herald.

Where

c’-ving
H

■

planting

no

continued

to

wet

state, the time

s

oming

has

been done,

weather,

as

in

for improvement is

j

very limited.

Augusta celebrated her centennial yes'lay, June '.'th. The address was de-

tci

ii

civd b\ Chief Justice Fuller of the U.
s .j :vnii‘ ( ourr.
He arrived at Augus-

v

<

Monday in

ta
w

tei

s

ai.<: >i11'

a

special

y Mrs.
Weston.

fiom Boston,
dlei an 1 laugh-

car

I.uir. lam awarded the issue of <100,
1
bi n is.
yiars lour per cent, sewer
'can to J. W. j.ongsiicet a Co.. Boston,
at
bid "i I'G.em:,;
twenty years
i• ui ] ci edit, public library loau to B. L.
A
at
bid
of 100.837.
Co.,
Boston,
Bay
There were eleven bidders.
What better time could there be to
Belfast's bonded debt?

re-

in ud

Yachts

and

the inspector’s analysis.
An ordinance relating to milk inspection
was laid on the table until the next regular

meeting.

each year, and oftener if reperson designated by said
board. The inspector of milk shall examine
milk offered for sale by each dealer at least
-times in each year, and shall prosecute
all violations.
The committee appointed, to examine the
condition of the lower bridge reported that
they find the bridge from the eastern shore
to the draw to be in fairly good condition,
the cedar covering sound, piling and cap
pieces fair, with the exception of three
places where the piling has settled. From
the western shore to the draw they find the
piling fairly good, some of the cap pieces
rotten, side stringers very rotten. With a

September
quired, by

Boats.

has sold his sloop Stranger
CTas. Kennedy, a summer visitor at
North port.
Frank Wilson

I.

W.

Parker

launched

his knockabout

Tuesday on a trial trip.
her Wave. Long may she

was out

Re has named
wave.

Late last season the steam yacht Alcedo,
G. W. C. Brexel of Philadelphia, while on
her way home from the eastward, was compelled, through illness on board, to lie for

days off

si’tii''

College Point, where Mr.

tendered the use of the float and
of the Knickerbocker Y. C.
As a
graceful acknowledgment < f this simple act
of dub courtesy, Mr. Brexel has presented
To tin cluli a very handsome silver
trophy,
which, by the decision of the regatta committee. will be sailed for at the annual reThe cup
gatta. of the K Y. C. on June 5.
will he given to the yacht making the best
time
over
the
elapsed
Gangway Buoy course ;
To become the permanent property of the
yacht which shall win it for two years in
Brexel
station

was

few
tee,

repairs, in the opinion of the committhe bridge will be safe for travel for

present.
The committee on sewers was instructed
to advertise for sealed proposals for build- J
ing a sewer on Church street from Pearl
street to Grove street; on Park street from
High street to the end of the sewer system
on that street, the bids to include all labor
I
and material and the work to be done by our
|

[Forest & Stream.
Mr. Brexel had the use of the private
iaTiding at Carter’s dod- when the Alcedo

own

citizens.

port., hut the yachtsmen who
J l.e highway surveyor >>f the city district
did not expect a silver cup in I
"'as instrm n-d to rebuild with
plank all the
irn foi
courtesy they are only too glad
! wad; cn Main street frum Seavey’s restauextend to all visit-in}, yachtsmen.

was

iii

d

;1

t"

of

some

the

succession.

r-

proposed ordinance provides
selling milk or cream iu the

j city shall tirst obtain a license from the
Board of Health; that all cows from which
milk is sold shall be inspected in March and

to Mr.

Monday and

The

that all persons

id

this

it

there

Meirmn

has berni

i

made of the

rant

to Grove

(Vnn-tery, not already so built,
a new
plank walk on Lincoln-

proposed I and to build
cruise of the New Y’ork Yacht Club to Owl’s
I ville avenue from Belmont avenue to the
Head and Bar Harbor, for which Commohouse of L. PL McMahan,
|
iore Megan has offered some munificent
On petition of Seaside Grange the
surveyt-r-zes
Among the vessels expected to take j or of
Dist. No. 8 was instructed to build
s a
eo:
large keel schooner of steel, nowin a stone
crossing on High street opposite
«’f construction at
Wilmington, Bel., Field street.
f
Mr. George W. Weld of Boston, a relaThree bids were received for collecting
tive ,[ Dr. \\ eld, whose summer home is at
the taxes, as follows: H. F. Mason l2 mills
Nortl Haven,
it is said that she will he
on a dollar; Chas. H.
Sargent and M. C.
liic most costly and elegant
sailing pleasure Hill 1
Mr. Hill was elected
per cent. each.
craft iu the world. She will l>e launched
ami his compensation fixed at 1 per cent.
about July 1st. Her dimensions are as folThe Boards, by concurrect vote, adjourned
lows
Length over all, 130 ft.; length on load
to Tuesday, July Gth, instead of
Monday,
water line, 105 ft.; breath of beam, 20
ft.; July 5th
draught of water, about 10 ft.; least freeboard to rad. 4 ft. 8 in.; rail
amidships from
Colonel henry E. Noyes, U. S. A.
deck, 2 ft. 4 in.; width across taffrail, 12 ft.
d in.: overhang aft, 20 ft.; overhang
Lieut-Col. H. E. Noyes, 2d U. S. Cavalry,
forward,
H ft. 1 he topsides will be painted white
recently promoted to the Colonelcy of the
and the underbody green.
5th U. S. Cavalry, was born in Belfast in
The steam yacht Rex, bought some time 1839, and spent his boyhood here. When
since by Hon. Edward H. Blake of
Bangor, his uncle, Joseph S. Noyes, was appointed
lias arrived at that port from
Alexandria, postmaster ol' Belfast by President Pierce,
Va., and is receiving an overhauling to fit Henry went into the < dice as clerk. Later
her for service. The Rex is one of the fast- he went to West
Point, and graduated about
est. steam yachts ever built.
She has made the beginning of the civil war, through which
•a logged mile in two minutes and ten seche served with distinction, as the
following
onds and can run very close to thirty miles record will show: Brevet 2d Lieut, and 2d
in an hour.
She is nearly 70 feet in length, Lieut 2d Dragoons, 24 June, 18(51. 2d Cavover all, with abeam of eight feet, and draws
alry, :> Aug., I8(il 1st Lieut. 2d Cavalry, 15
about four and a half feet of water. Her P\d>., 18(52. Brevet Captain, 1 Aug. 18(53, for
hull is built after the usual modern yacht gallant and meritorious service in the battle
style and she has a hell deck, so-c.dled, over of Brandy Station, Ya. Captain 2d Cavalry,
all, with the exception of a short space at 2.» Jan., 18(55. Brevet Major, 2 April, 18(55,
the how and the standing room aft, where for gallant and meritorious service in the
the deck is fiat. She has no masts, hut car- capture of Selma, Ala.
Major 4tli Cavalry,
14 June, 187‘J.
ries three tiag poles and makes a very
pretty appearance on the water. She is painted
white. While built strictly for speed, the
Rex is yet a very comfortable craft for a
party, having a good sized standing r*oui aft
covered with an awning and accommodations for a party of eight or ten people. Her
engine is of the triple expansion style, of 100
horse power, and capable of producing 050
revolutions per minute, and steam is supplied from a water tube boiler of the most

The

The graduating exercises of the Belfast
High sehool will be held at the Belfast
Opera House next Monday evening. Music
will be furnished by the Belfast Baud.
The examinations for promotion in the
vario is schools are in progress this week.
The examinations are to be taken for a per-

The frame of the craft is
white oak. The hull is covered first with a
planking of Oregon pine and then on the
outside with mahogany, and all her fittings
and furnishings are of the most handsome
and expensive nature. She was built in
Brooklyn, N. Y.. at the Boyce yards, in 1805,
and her original cost was $28,500.

centage in making up' a scholar’s rank, in
the record of daily work for
the year. A pupil wrho is deficient in any
connection with

study, even though he may be perfect in all
others, is expected to make up the deficiency .* The matter will be more fully explained by the superintendent next week

Rev. J. W. Hatch ami wife,
in the employ of the Maine

evangelists
Baptist Missionary convention, will begin a
series of meetings at the Baptist Church
next Sunday-Several families have arrived and opened their cottages for the season,
and the town begins to put on its summer
appearance... .The proprietors of the Islesboro Inn at Dark Harbor are digging a very
large well near the hotel-The hotel at
Ryders Cove will he opened about June 15th
by Col. F. D. Pullen of Bangor.

Schools.

The pupils of the High school assisted by
the School Committee have bought a New
Standard Dictionary for use of the school.

powerful type.

Islesboro.

Belfast

in

a

communication in The Journal.

;

We have received No. 1, Vol. 2, of the
Phillipian, published each term at the Phillips, Maine, High School by the senior class.
The editor is Cherry Bangs, and the paper is
cheery and newsy and handsomely printed.
It has a good advertising patronage. Daniel
F. Hoyt is the business manager.

NORTHPORT

Lungs

Hot weather won't

cure

weak

at

You may feel better beout of doors more, but
Don’t
the trouble is still there.
cause

taking

your

terson

at 50c

Sunday.

Your

E. W. Pierce of Boston left on Wednesday’s boat after a very enjoyable visit at
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Pendleton's.
Mrs.

Sell. Ivittie Laury, O. W. Chapman captain, from Bangor anchored here Saturday
night and sailed Suuday for Rockland. Mrs.
Fanny Chapman went with him on a pleas-

at

now

making daily

Vauuie Dolliff of Belfast accompanied
him on the trip.

The Freewill Baptist quarterly meeting
held at Monroe Centre Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June 4th, 5th and dth.
There was a good attendance and interest.

|

return to

become

a

|

California with his daughters and
permanent resident of that State.

was

i)2 years.

horn ii;

Two years ago this

summer

postmaster.

Mr.

GOING AT Jl'ST IIALK
WINDOW SCREENS, WHITE

of the merchant’s death. Since the accident
Mr. Leighton had been sick a greater part
of the time, and during the past few mouths
had been a great sufferer. Mr. Leighton was

born|in Waterboro.Me., Aug. 2, 1835,

and

It is not yet decided what will be done
with the hotel this season, but it will no
doubt be opeued under capable management
when people begin to gather at the sea shore.

was

the oldest son of Jacob and Comfort Leighton. He attended the district school, and
when 18 years old went to East Taunton,
Mass., and entered the employ of E. R. Tayor, who kept a general store. Some 10 years
later he formed a partnership with David
Dean of Taunton, Mass., and they continued in business for several years, ‘in 1859 he
came to Biddeford, where he acted as clerk
in the dry goods store of E H. Banks until
1803, since which time he had been engaged
in business for himself.
He was highly successful and was well and favorably known
througho it western Maine. He was prominent in secret society circles, and was a
member ot Damon Lodge, Knights of Pythias; Laconia Lodge of Odd Fellows, and
York Encampment. He was a life-long Republican aid served as alderman in 1878
and ’79. A wife, one brother, Rev. J. M.
Leighton, ol Belfast, Me., ami one sister,
Mrs. T. M. Buzzell of Biddeford, survive
him.

Aurelius A. Packard of Brockton, Mass
arrived last Thursday to visit his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Rodel A. Packard. He is quite
ill and lame from the effects of varicose
veins.
G. P. Lombard has moved his North
Shore cottage six feet back, raised it a foot
and a half, and built a 12-foot veranda on the
front. The Dr. Brooks cottage adjoining is
undergoing repairs and improvement, and
the Dougan cottage has been handsomely
painted. With the handsome cottage *>f
George W. Burkett, the Howes cottage, the
Roberts cottage, with the new one going up
Dr.

beyond, and the pretty little cottage of
A. Clark, the North Shore presents the

J

est

collection of

summer

houses

on

the

W.

bay.

WE ASK FOR A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE.

UNDERTAKING being our specialty. we wish to have it known that v
tively do and shall continue to furnish BETTER GOODS and at lethan any other house can furnish in this county. W'h\ pa\ such
bitant prices when you can gel better value and lower prices
Black Cloth Covered Caskets from .flS.OO and upward.
R. H COO TBS
son

70 & 72 Haiti Street,

Tin- meeting of the Y. I*. S. C. E. will be |
hehl in the Baptist vestry next Sunday even- |
mg at b o’clock. Topic, The best way to
study the Bible. Leader, Mr. K. L. Ilsley. ■
All young people arc cordially invited to attend.

Taunton,

The

friencs of Mr. Clarence Quinn of
Eagle Island have learned with sorrow of
bis death, of c msumption, at McMillan, New
Mexico. Mr. Quinn bad been in poor health
for some time, and by the advice of friends
lie went to Texas last September, with the
hope that a change of climate might improve
bis condition.
After remaining several
months, and not receiving any benefit, be
went to New Mexico, where, ou May 22, he
passed to his rest.
If strength is what you want, you should
study what causes your weakness.
It is practically lack of food.
But you eat three meals a day, and all you
can

eat at

a

time.

Ye*, but do you digest it?
Food undigested, is not food.

It is not

nourishment.
It doesn’t create strength.
To digest your food take Shaker Digestive
Cordial at meals. After a while you will
digest your food without it. Then you will
get well, and strong and healthy.
Shaker Digestive Cordial cures indigestion and all its symptoms, such as nausea,
headache, eructations, pains in the stomach,
giddiness, loss of appetite, etc. It makes
your food nourish you, and makes you strong
and fat and hearty.
Druggists sell it. Trial bottle 10 cents.
Prospect Ferry. The Sunday school in
this place has bought an organ to be used
for the meetings and Sunday school.
Mrs.
N. J. Heagan and Miss Martha E. Harriman
went to Belfast last week and made the purchase of E. S. Pitcher... .Capt. Rufus Harriman in schooner Queen of the West made
his first trip to Rockland June 0th_Lester
H. Harriman arrived home from Boston last
Sunday and will spend several days with
his wife and mother-Harry Ginn arrived
home from Swan’s Island last Friday....
Mrs. Kate Harriman went to Boston last
week to visit her husband.

Concerning Local

W. T. Howard has an order for a lagre
and handsome marble tablet for the late
Mrs. William Berry, formerly of this city.
It is to be set at Burnham.

14 Toothed, S7 50.

7 30. Four

The Chase Grauite Co. at Blue Hill has
started with quite a large force of quarryNo stone cutters are at
men and laborers.
work yet, but will be in about one week.
Herbert Mixer is acting as draftsman for the

and 100
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The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending June
l W.
is>>7; J
>-

Low, Winterport. to John W. Hohhs, do
land in Frankfort. John W. Ferguson, Belfast, t > Evelina C. Moody, do.; land and

buildings in Belfast. Susan F. Thompson et
als.. Searsmont, t- Wm. C. Thompson, do
latid and buildings in Searsmont. Eben 11.

j

Fernald, Lineolnville, to Joel W. F«*rn,ild.
do.: land and buildings in Lineoinville. R.
II Kuowlton, Belfast,to Lida F. Whit omb.
do.; land in Belfast.
Joshua 11 Thayer,
'.ami
Winterport, to Jennie E. Tliayet. i

Wmterport. Wt’ iiston Grimm! Camden,
James Frye, do.
and and bn Mings in
Lineolnville.
Janies Frye to Edmund C.
j Frye. Camden; land ami buildings in L:uin

to

j eolnville.

E. 1*. Treat, Frankfort,

to

land ;n Frankfort.
Erskiue, do
Young, Liberty. to I. 1’. Berry i;
and buildings in Liberty. Ch is. N.
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I et als., Belfast, to Geo. F B! id et als.. do.
land and buildings ;n Be'iast.
Em; y Jet
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Mansti.-Ul,

id
and
Belfast, to F. A
Gilkey. -i
buildings in Northp "t Sadie Gnu in. !.')■land and In,. derty, to A. B. Cargill, <1
ings in Liberty. John F. Rogers. BelfasT.
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Seekins, do., land and
Hidings
in Belfast.
Sarah A. Handy. Augusta,
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C. E Libby, Burnham, to F.
by, Waterviile; land in Burnham.
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Spring
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There will !>.- a strawberry festival in Seaside Grange Hall as soon as the native fruit
is
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Beau. Bel-

Belfast. Samuel J. Fogg et a!
Morrill, to Ward Grover. Boston, laud in
Morrill.
Geo. B Dyer et ah, Searsmont, to
Clias. E. Dyer, Searsmont; land m Sears-

buildings

s

tor rent at

to Eii/a B.
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HOWES &

A. A.

IN

Our

cutters

The contract now on
hand will require three years.
Hayward
Pierce also has a large crew on Heagan
mountain.

j

HEATERSand
RADIATORS
HOT WATER

or

STEAM

BEST FOR ECONOMY-EFFICIENCY-DURABILITY

Newbert, Augusta.

Send for handsome

Uum,.
163

a. m.

pamphlet. How Best to Heat Our
CURNEY HEATER MFC. CO.
kranklln Street, corner CongreBs, Boston, Maas.

E. H. DURGIN, M. I).

12 50.

j

0»

Opposite

Fitting
;

j

of Glasses and Diseases o'

the Eye a;d Ear

a

Office hours'lln 1 il tl

Specialty,
a. m.

From I 2.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p. m
Church. Details of this excursion and of
the meeting will be announced during the SEARSPORT,
MAINE.
Conference.
13tf
| rELEl'irONE COXXEOTIO X.

III

AND

&

MAYO

our

Adjournment.
Thursday afternoon it is proposed to make
an excursion to Castine, a delightful sail
across Penobscot Bay and to hold a meeting
there in the evening in the Unitarian

VAill!

make witii

i

Service of Communion, conducted by Rev. W. T. Phelan, Portland.
10.00. Business.
11.15. Paper, “The New Bible," Rev. J. A.
Chase, Houltou. Discussion opened by Rev.
O. K. Crosby, Yarmouth.
0 00

own

ii UK AT

WIIOLKS VI I

THURSDAY.

on.

A dispute on the bill of prices on a certain
kind of stone between the workmen and the
Bodwell Granite Co. at Vinalliaven came to
a head Monday at a meeting of the stoue cutters when they voted not to cut auy more of
that class of work until tlie matter was settled by arbitration.

1

PURE FRUIT Jl 1

Gospel*demauds of the Preacher, Rev. S. C.
Beach, Bangor; 2, What our Gospel demands of the Church, Rev. J. L. Marsh,
Saco; 3, What our Gospel demands of the
Young People, Rev. W. R. Hunt, Ellsworth ;
4, What our Gospel demands of the Laity,

The granite business up river is moving
along very favorably. At Mt. Waldo 150

employed

rw

Also the Osburne Lever Spring
Tooth Harrows at regular prices.

Platform Meeting.
fifteen minute speeches upon

“Our Gospel and its demands.” 1. What

company.

are

>m y

Mass.

12.50. Collation.
"Wf’/i'.S Alliance Meeting, Mrs S. ]■'. J/oi;i
ton, l1 rex.
2 00 p. in. Opening Service. Secretary and
Treasurer's Reports;
Reports from the
Branches; A Paper on the “Beauty of the
Psalms,” Mrs. M. L. Carver of Augusta;
The Post Office Mission Work, Miss Margaret E. Fox, Portland; Post Office Mission,
Mrs. George T. Jackson, Bangor

Selwin Thompson, M. B. Lawreuce and
arrived home Sunday from a
business trip to Boston. They report the
outlook favorable for an increase of business in the clothing line in the near future.

be put

ro CL05R

AT HALF PRICE

II

W. W. Cates

soon

Belfast.

=

Spring Tooth Harrow

!H)l) a. m. Devotional Meeting led by Rev.
W
H
Ramsay, Farmington.
10 00. Business
11 15. Papers, “The Future of Unitarian- j
ism," Mr. Geo. \V. Stone, Treas. A. U. A.;
Address, Rev. D. M. Wilson, N. E.Supt.

the loft.

will

=

W KDNKSDAY.

Industries.

D. 1L. Libby has made and put up 2.1 awnings this spring and lias 17 more making in

quarrymeu

i

IRON

The 33d annual meeting of the Maine Con- |
Hon. Edward Wiggin. the master of the
fereuce of Unitarian churches will be held
Maine State Grange, has beer. invited bv
with the First Parish church, Belfast, Rev. •
the master of the New Hampshire State
J
M. Leighton, pastor, June 15. lb and 17, ;
to give a series of addresses at thGrange
1807.
Following is the program;
meetings to be held there, August 1" to 1A,
Tuesday, June 15.
inclusive. Mr. Wiggin has m epted.
7-'i0 p. m. Sermon, Rev. J. P.
Forties,;

tiu-

■

BEDS and WHITE CHA>IKI i
prices low. SIDEBOARDS, REFRIG ERATORS, D1 N I\(
and CHAIRS in full variety and all prices.

Rev. Geu. S. Mills will preach the barj
calaur eate sermon for the Belfast High!
school
next
Sunday forenoon. Subject I
“Success m Life." The musie^Jwill in-j
elude
the following selections.
“How
sweet, how calm," Gould, by the ipiartette;
“Te .Dcum
in
B flat,, Shucy,
the
and
“Gloria" from Dudley Buck by the chorus;
“Grass
and Roses," Bartlett, Miss
Song,
Sally Durham. In observance of “Child- !
ren’s Day” there will he a special ser- !
vice
in
the evening.
Instead of the j
usual concert the Sunday school lessons
of the
remonths will be
past six
viewed and illustrated with the stereopticon,
Miss Charlotte Sibley speaking of the pictures, some forty or more in number, as
they are shown. The first part of the evening service will be devoted to a short praise
service led by the chorus and a ten minutes'
talk by the pastor, Mr. Mills. The topic of
1
the prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening,
will be “The Testimony of the Spirit," Rom.
8;0- 28; John 14; 12-27.

Leighton attended a base ball game at Old
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kennedy of CamOrchard, at which time he was struck in the
side by a foul tip.
This, the attending bridgeport, Mass., have arrived and are to
physician asserts, was the immediate cause spend the summer at the Waquoit.

f,

Solid Walnut and Solid Cherry Marble Top Chamber Suits

Belfast, February ti, 182(5,
and was a son of William and Mary S. (DerThe Maine branch of the Woman's Board >f
by) Frederick. In early life, he succeeded
Missions will hold its annual meeting in
Leslie
R.
Croekett
and
E.
Patterson
to the ship chandlery business of his father,
Bangor to-day, June lo. There will he sesand had been prominently identified with left Monday on a fishing trip. It is hoped
sions morning, afternoon and evening at the
will
have
as
for
Rufus
is
a
great luck,
the shipping interests of Belfast for nearly they
Central church, and addresses will be made
half a century. He was an owner in nearly terribly liberal “feller” his neighbors can
Penn of P*- rtland, Miss Child of
reasonably expert a splendid present, of a by Mrs.
all the larger vessels built here and had
Boston and others.
dressed
cod
for
the
oven or pan,
nicely
ready
been agent or managing owner of many of
The younger generation of Methodists and
them, lie was an original stockholder and j list as on** wishes.
their friends are preparing for what it N
Mr. and Mrs. William Purdy of New
director in the Merchants’ Marine Railway
conceded will he the greatest gathering of
Co.
He was a member of the Common York, a newly married couple, have been
Methodists the world has ever known, at
Council of the city two years, 18(51 ami 18(52, enjoying their honeymoon at Mr. and Mrs.
Toronto, Canada, July 1" is, when the InAmos Pendleton's during the past week.
and was president of the Board the first
ternational Epwurth League Convention
named year. He was a member of the Fire They left- for holm* Wednesday, highly
meets. The Epworth League is only eight
Department several years and was foreman pi eased with their short visit, and hope
years old but already numbers 1 boo,non
some time to come again for a more extendof Vigilance Engine Co. X«>. 1, a few years.
mem tiers.
He had a remarkably clear and heavy bass ed stay.
Rev. J. W. Wyman of Augusta will
voice which he freely used for the benefit of
Mr. F. T. Crockett and son returned home
preach at the Baptist Church next Sunday
any local object where music was needed.
last Thursday from a fishing trip among the
in exchange with the pastor, Rev. John F.
He was a member of the choir of the Uni- islands, and
considering the weather they
The music will be as follows:
tarian church for many years, and throughdid very well. They had but one good Tilton.
out his life took an active interest in all the
Morning—Chorale, “1 Would Love Thee.
chance to tish, but secured about 4'M) pounds
God and Father,” ar. by A. W. Keene; Anaffairs of the parish and was one of the of very good sized tish, which was a
great
them, “My Shepherd is the Living God,”
most constant attendants at divine services.
deal better than coming home without getThayer. Evening—Selection, Chorus: Solo,
He was made a Mason in Plnenix Lodge ting “nary” a bite.
Selected, Mrs. Pitcher.
when a young man,
and always conMr. and Mrs. Charles Brier wish to tender
Fifteen delegates from the Belfast church
tinued to take great interest in the order.
to their many friends ami neighbors their
are attending the L'mversalist State ConvenHe married twice. His first wife was Martha Bradbury, by whom oue son, Charles sincere gratitude for the kindness shown tion in Rockland, as follows: Rev. C. H.
them iu their great bereavement attendant
W. Frederick, survives him. His present
Wells. Mrs. B. Ivelley, Mrs. W. B. Rankin,
wife was formerly Augusta S. Quimby. Of upon the drowning of their son Harry ; also Miss A. A. Hicks, Mrs. Albert Gammans,
Mrs. V. A. Mitchell, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce,
his father’s family of nine, but three now to the members of Sparkling Water Lodge
of Good Templars and of the Juvenile TemMrs. Henrietta L. Walker, Mrs. C. E. Joliusurvive, Mrs. Mary E Merritt of B ston,
for
the
beautiful floral tributes s ni, Mrs. J. Y
plars society
Mrs. Cornelia O
Cottrell, Mrs. S. G. Cottrell,
Stevens of Bangor and
contributed by them.
Miss Sarah R. Gardner, Miss Ida Roberts,
Mrs. Charlotte F. Freeman of Gorham. The
Miss Annabel \\ alker, Mrs. Oiive Cooper.
NORTHPORT C AMP OROUND.
funeral was held yesterday afternoon, at his
Mrs. Ross has opened the Waquoit for the
late residence, Rev. J. M. Leighton officiatServices at tin* Methodist
Episcopal
ing* Flags were at half-mast on the Belfast season.
Church next Sunday wili he as follows:
\essels in the harbor yesterday.
The Swan cottage was opened for the sea- Morning, sermon by the pastor. Sunday
school at l'J in. Junior League meetiug at
son last week.
William B. Morse died June 2d at bis
4 on p. m.
Epwortli League meeting at b :>0;
borne in Searsmont, aged Os years.
His
H. H. Andrews has arrived and opened
leader, Mr. Luther Mason; topic, Eedection
wife *lied only a few weeks ago, at which the White Rock Cottage for the season.
for the Department of Finance, Prow lb, s.
time Mr. Morse was in good health.
He
l_’s s-j_>.
Song and Prayer service at 7.bo.
A. P. Mansfield has sold one of his cotleaves one son, Mr. (’. Morse, who tenderly
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7 .‘>0
at South Shore to Frank A. Gilkey.
tages
cared for bis father in bis last illness. Mr.
Class meeting Thursday evening at 7.-’.o.
Morse was an earnest spiritualist- and for
11 A. Bletheu and wife of Dexter arrived
The Tuesday evening session of the Mainto open their cottage for the season, last
many years was a co-worker with bis wife,
State Unitarian Conference promises to be
Mrs. Abby Morse, who went before him to Friday.
one of great interest.
Tin* preacher anthe “Better Land.” They will be greatly
A team from the Waquoit makes conmissed by their numerous friends and associnon need for Tuesday evening, Rev. John
ates.
The funeral was held Saturday, Mrs. nections regularly with the Boston steamers Perkins Forbes of
Taunton. Mass., is a very
M. J. Wentworth of Knox
officiating.
forcible and eloquent speaker, and the other
at Belfast.
named
ill
the program are men of
speakers
The mail arrangements it tin- Camp marked ability in rhe-ir profession. The resiCharles H. Leighton, the oldest dry goods
dent ministers and general public are eordealer m Biddeford, and a highly esteemed Ground will be the same as last
season,
and influential citizen, died June 4th, aged
diaily invited to attend these meetings.
with M. C. Hill as
erick

RACKS,

We have just received a new lot and can now show
and lowest prices ever shown in Belfast; prices fi
pair and upward. We have only one more each o'

On account id tin- sickness and death "f
the brother of the Pastor, the Unitarian
Church has been closed for two Sundays.
Services will be resumed next Sunday.
Sermon at 10 4o; Sunday school at I'-.* o'clock.
A full attendance of pupils is requested.

S. Elwell arrived home from San
Francisco last Thursday evening.
The only
noticeable change since his last visit home
i-* that lie is some thirty pounds lighter than
his average weight, hut otherwise he is looking well and enjoying good health and
plenty of it.
Mr.

.,

lot of

one

DRAPERIES.

was

Georg** M. Knowlton, who recently returned from California, lias sold his late
resilience at East Northport t<> Mr. George
Rose of Boston. Mr. Knowlton will soon

We have also

HI'S easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

came

at

great Couch bargain, in Corduroy, full fnn

,M!n‘

Rev. Thomas Stratton of Rock port will
preach at the Univeraalist Church next Sunday forenoon. Other services at tlm church
will he as usual.

is

Miss

of the Grand Army Post. Shortly after returning lionn* from church he had an attack
which resulted fatally Saturday. Mr. Fred-

ills

our

only

4 feet, 0 inches hit'll, 25 1-2 inches u \
these we shall close at $1 .SO. Also one lot of sum
3 shelves, for only 75 cents each.
*
#

The Churches.

Capt. Alonzo Batchelder of sell. Helen
down from Bangor Suuday bound for
St. John to load laths for New York. He
sailed Monday. His daughter Abbie and

James Woodbury Frederick died at his
residence on Congress street in this city last
Saturday afternoon at the age of 71 years
and 4 months. Although lie had been in
feeble health for some time, and liad been
subject to sudden attacks which completely
prostrated him, lie was about the streets as
usual up to Memorial Sunday, when lie attended the services held under the auspices

r'fc'ii
r

Bucksport and Camden, touching
both Camp Grounds, an accommodation

greatly appreciated especially
Temple Heights.

Obituary.

ji

llOO'U S

Dealers.

shelves,

4

Sarsaparilla

from

that

and *i.<xx

BOOK.

nerves

*_■

Steamer M. & M. is

See
for

Is the One True Blood Purifier. $1; six for $5.

trip.

SON

COUCHES and MORRIS CHAIRS.

Hood’s

Mrs. Hattie Estes of Lynn returned home
last Thursday, having spent several weeks
with her mother, Mrs. Arietta Chapman.

trips

Furniture

With pure

will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures so many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

Mrs. Nellie Shaw has leased the George
Knowlton house at Brown’s Corner and
will soon occupy the same.

ure

sound health.

means

Blood

Mr. Oscar Drink water has moved from
the Ingalls house into one of his own near
the schoolhouse.

because the weather happens
If you have a
to be warm.
weak throat, a slight hacking
cough, or some trouble with
the bronchial tubes, summer is
the best time to get rid of it.
If you are losing flesh there is
all" the more need of attention.
Weakness about the chest and
thinness should never go together. One greatly increases
Heal
the danger of the other
the throat, cure the cough, and
strengthen the whole system
now.
Keep taking Scott's
Emulsion all summer.

R. H. COOMBS &

Pure

rich, healthy blood, the stomach and di
gestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no d fspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Balt Rheum will disappear. With pure

Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Currier of Camden
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Pat-

Emulsion

druggists

Blood

Mr. Irvin Lear at Beech hill has leased
the Couant house and took possession last
week.

Scott’s

For sail) by all

Mrs. Ellery Herrick returned to her home
Brooksville last Monday.

Miss Susie Blake of Belfast was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. A. F. El well last Suuday.

lungs

stop

NEWS.
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HIGH ST. Ill I

American

Express

for Sa

Cottage

On Clinton Avenue. Northport
Five rooms, furnished. Cottage
and has blinds.
3t22*
Or to

■

f

<

Apply
S. J.TRKAI

Stipt. .1. K. Mkaks,

on

the

irr-

Dissolution of Partner
The

partnership heretoforee\One
undersigned, lining business unde

A K. IT KK(' K A t bMl’AN V. is t!
b\ mutual eonseut.
flu1 busineswill be continued bv Mr Smallex
A
K

,11*1 IN
Belfast, dune 1.18'.'7.—3w22*
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!

I
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BELFAST.

Pensions have been granted as follows: InHiram W. Trundy, Belfast; additional, James R. Littlehale, Warren; re
issue, George W. Ayer, Brewer; Augustus
crease,

.etingof the Church of God
Maple Grove Camp Ground,
18 th and continuing over

C.

My rick, Troy; reissue, Levi L. Curtis,

Belfast.
Camden last
ted the milk herd of E. S.
were 57 head of tine blooded
went to

nan

1

which were
killed.

condemned

as

Woodcock went to
his paintings to Bosg the Jordan art gallery on
ml the painting hail been
It is number 154
mg there.

Hart

L.

i>e

of

Civil Engineer A. D. Hayes has surveyed
for Mrs. E. L. White of Lyuu her lot of laud
on Northport avenue south of the home of
her father, Howard Murphy. An avenue
has been laid out on the north and south
sides and on the shore front, and 35 cottage
lots staked out.

Interested parties are again agitating the
question of a trotting park at the corner of
Northport avenue and the Perkins road.
There is a field of 20 acres, 40x80 rods, with
Wing of Morrill has a line an excellent chance for drainage. It is less
Hereford steers, for which ; than 2 miles from the city and about the
5100. They were two years ! same from Northport Camp Ground.
seventh day of March, 1897,
Jackson & McIntosh, grocers, Coliseum
Beat this, in building, Main street, have for sale the High
vet, six inches.
Life Java and Mocha coffee, from Winslow,
ie, if you can.
the Supreme Judicial
been issued.
There

f

has

•'

prius terms. Following are
for Waldo county: Septem*
Peters; January, Judge
Judge Whiteli use.

ve

the charming place at
ided for the summer eujoymembers of the Uuiversalist
at.

■

through

a generous provis*
the late Gen. Samuel F.
opened this year on July
v
from the parish has the
for two weeks.

g'»r

of

.se

C iib of
_

Boston, composed of
oner
residents of Castine,
.n iliis vicinity, with their

umber of “0, met at dinner
■■-Tel last Thursday evening,
the evening were the well
Mr. Noah Brooks, an old
1 Bev. John F. Locke, for
st u of the Unitarian church
oui selections were renderTucker, Miss Clara Turpin
e Ashendeii.
["Boston Jour-

Walker has a large
ilk to build this season. In
walks ordered he is t re-

iS" oner

’■

>

street

from Park

Church

to

High,

to
on

Miller,

High

church to Miller, and from
«ry t. Beaver, “ii Commercial
"iiore, and on Bridge from
He has rebuilt the sewer
k on Pearl streel, and is to
wail to support the walk on
■; et from
Bay View to the
■

Thomas 11. Marshall Relief
v

:nst;tii.-d at

Memorial

Veiling by
President,
tsli. The names of the offiislied in The Journal last
H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
1

iv

ust

N

Camo, Sons "I Veterans,
invitation, also a few other
tlie installation remarks

McKeeu,

tlie

newly

in-

•%

taken
highway crossing
T;ng of the Railway Commisigusta June 2nd. lion. S. C.
•wiston, and the chief engineer
Central Railroad, appeared for
md the selectmen of Waldo aptlie town.
The object of both
s to have the crossing
mutually
was

commissioners will order
crossing of tlie
d in the town of Waldo, the exorne by the Maine Central.
It
railroad some >.‘.,uo0. but four
iis will be done away with. Our
spuiideiit says that tlie Maine
ded, and that a decision will
Tlie

ith

highway

September.
■

ballots for the special election
ativeto Congress were receivClerk from the Secretary of
lay.... A. K. Jackson of Poor’s
en
■«

the agency for tin* Deering
liiuery-S. G. Swift’s new

>e is
geared to sO 1-2, and each
the pedals propels tlie machine
Tit. m of residents of Yinaliw restricting immigration has
seined by Senator Frye in the
F Triggs has built a new car-

place on Pearl street.
mgwood is laying new floors
'he barn at the place he recently
'■

:

t

his

heirs of David Lancaster_
ght shipped a valuable milch
f to Bangor last week....The
idling Shoe Co., Belfast, are adan edge
trimmer ou ladies'
not apply unless experienced.
Keen has a gloxinia which her
i.’.u is the handsomest one in the
blossoms-There was but
late at the civil service examinark and carrier at the Belfast post
Saturday.... A syndicate of Main
uants and clerks took compassion
last week, paid the licence fee,
a collar, and adopted him as a
Hamilton & Sawyer receiv'dearn pump the first of the week
V

»g

Willard Clapp.

Notes. Beginning June 25th,
and Bangor Steamboat Company
X trips per week to Boston, the
'-nobscot making three trips and
I Bangor three trips per week,
r Mt. Desert will then make six
Rockland to Bar Harbor each
»pt. W. I). Bennett and D. W.
rly purser and engineer of the
have bought the steamer M. &
a*d her on the route between
>d Bucksport
The M. A M. has

Postmaster Kilgore has been notified that
mail service on the
Boston & Bangor
steamers will begin June
25th,
List of unclaimed
letters remaining in the

the

Belfast post office for the
week ending June
s, Wlh : Gentlemen—\rr.
Joseph Biard, Mr.
\V iHie A.
Knowlton.

Additional shelves

to

Burgess, Quartermaster of SlieriMiller Command, Union Veterans’
L inou, has a
supply of emblematic buttons
for use of tlie members
of the order.
All

members of the Pythian Sisterhood
requested to be present at the next
regu-

city is very fond of asparagus
when it is on the table eagerly awaits
his share, which consists of the ends left by
the family. These pussy will eat one at a
time until not a scrap is left. The same cat

farmer who bad fifteen
planted to sweet com for the factory
at Unity who will have to
plant over again,
the continued wet aud cold
having rotted
the corn in the ground.

A cat in this

and

will eat candy, cake, popcorn, peanuts and
crackers, but prefers raw meat for a regular
diet. Since writing this item we have heard
of another

cat

probably there

which eats asparagus, ami
others.

are

Col. W. H. Fogler gave an exceptionally
enjoyable talk Wednesday evening to the
members of the Union Veterans Union,

Sons of Veterans and invited guests. His
talk was on “War Reminiscences," mostly
of the doings of his regiment, the 19th Maine.
The colonel interspersed facts and fancy
and introduced funny anecdotes in his own
inimitable style. As a story teller, the colonel is :n with the best and kept his hearers

Wednesday evening convulsed with laugh-

ter.
Several veterans were present from
Thomaston. [Rockland Star.

The annual meeting of Waldo County W.
T. 1. will be held in the Methodist vestry

C.

Wednesday, .June

2bd, beginning

at

10

o'cloc k.

Dinner and supper will be served in
the W. C. T. U. parlors.
Entertainment
will be furnished for delegates from a distance, who should send their names to Mrs.

Clark, local president, in advance.
Francis Smith of Rockland, Superinsendent of Scientific Temperance Teaching
in the Public Schools, will be present and
speak on her work. All arc invited especially school te achers.
A.

E.

Mrs

reception

given last Thursday evening to Mr. and Mgs. Charles Kennedy of
Cambridgeport, Mass., and Miss Smiley of
A

was

Waterville

at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Shaw on Congress street. A very
enjoyable evening was spent by a large company of friends and neighbors. Ice cream
and cake were served, and an excellent

Charles F.

musical program
net solo by A. J.

We bear of

Capt. H.

A. Babbidge has a contract to
wharf at White Island, and is to
move his scows, pile
driver, etc., the firstfair chance. They will be towed to Yinalhaveu by steamer Castine.
a

the West Waldo
Agricultural Society trotting park iu Liberty June 24th close June 17th. The purses
are as follows:
2 20 class, trot and
pace,

$120;

2 d5

at

races

class, $70,3-minute class, $50.

L. L. Gentner is making an addition to his
stable. He is laying another Moor in the
basement, which will a Mow room for 20 box
stalls aud still leave an ample cellar below.
A cement lioor with iron gutters will be laid
in the present stable.

pleasantly passed

supper.

••

Make

Boston to take command of
The sch. is chartered to load jetty

den and gone to

her.

Lanesville, Mass.,
Mayport,
American Shipmasters’ Association classed or rated the following vessels
during the past week in the Record of
American and foreign Shipping: American
3-mast schooners Hattie H. Barbour, Jennie
F. Willey and Mary A. Hall-Three ves-

stone

at

for

Fla... .The

sels now at this port for repairs are remarkable in point of age, if in no other respect.
They are the schooners H. Curtis, built at
Harrington in 1850, the Sea Bird, built at
Steuben in 1848 aud the William Flint built
at Waldoboro in 1863. The Curtis has been
a successful West Indiaman,
bringing to this
port cargoes of sugar aud molasses. Work
was begun on the Curtis aud Slater
Monday,
in both cases by
stripping planking from

McTaggart
train

for

a

off

week’s

Morrison is

First Methodist church

duty

from the

passenger
Ambrose J.
his substitute as bag-

vacation.

serving as
gage master and Sidney McTaggart is in Mr.
Morrison’s place as brakeman.It is probable that the Bangor, Hampden & Winterport electric railroad will be completed to
Hampden witliin a few weeks. A new company is to be formed in Bangor to carry
on

the work.

Bucksport

Seminary Commencement.
The commencement exercises of the East
Maine Conference Seminary, which began
Suuday, May 30th, with the baccalaureate
sermon of President Chase, closed Wednesday night, June 2nd. Gov. and Mrs. Llewellyn Powers were present at Wednesday’s
exercises and the Governor addressed the
students at the close of graduation. The
graduates were also addressed by Rev.
Roscoe L. Green of St. John M. E. Church
of Boston.
There were thirty in the graduating class, including fifteen from the com-

stern.

Everett, Mass.,

was

the

path

of the

>-■>

as to

closed all summer on account of repairs on
dam, yet my kidneys bothered me just the
same.
Finally I was compelled to look for relief.

Leading

the

I had

two

they gave

doctors treat
little

j

1,000

different times but

me at

assistance.

Some time
ago I saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised and I
got a box at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store. They
gave me more relief than the medicines from
both doctors.
They benetited me in every way
me

or no

and I feel much better than

1 have for

long

a

newly

married

friends in Belfast, who extend
tions to the happy couple.

Remember the

DOAN’S, and take

name.

no

1

1

—

We have contracted with the manufacbig quantitv of these
Rockers. 1 hex- arc made to sell for
M 00, but as a good advertisement for
us we have contracted for a
large quanta, and in order to give our patrons a
Wonderful Bargain shall sell them at

Only

Rocker

one

each

SHOES

GEO. W.

to 1

customer.)

BURKETT,

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

113,000 Poz. Curtains
more curtains than we haven «w <>:■ ever had
BI T what shades we have in are se'.Lng (

Are

PLACE THESE ARE SOLD

THE
AT

THE

ABOVE

PRICE

Felt Shades, alt mounted on Fate Spring Fixtures,
and with border.
••
“
••
S0c.

IS AT

10c,

**

17c.

••

Papers at Ic. per roll is less Hunt
ire are selling some nice
papers a'

Ilooni

DIN$MQRE’S,|
33 Main Street, Belfast, Me,

FREE
To Men and Women
For three, days

at 10 A.

~,c.

Also a lot of '25c. (Hass Ware at

CARLE

10c.

&

JOXES.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L. A. KNOWLFON, President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

mm i dial
DEPOSITS:

only, commencing

SATURDAY,

sell, hut

cun

ire

Feb. 2$,

ISiH.

July 21, I MM
859,1 SO.29
Dec. 13, 1895.
8100,838.11.

S3tt,353.H0
July II, 1HU5.
«I23,«S5.5S

I* «4.

March

$7!»,4H0.5!I
July 14,1 s!M».
$l72,0!i:i.ltf

■>, | *«»5.
$*3,1*7 h,53

Dec.17,’96
3183,869.99

1*1.,

These figures are taken from oar sir >rn\s»atements
of the Currency, Washington, on the alt >ve dates.

AT...

to

the

Comptroller

DEPOSITS ill the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on liemm 1. Ir.D» II!-,.r.
pavLti.ie .lam,
ary 1st au.l July 1st. Deposits during the first three days of ,■ ,-,/ ,n■, ,th draw interest
m the
of that month. This department offers much >jn'nti>r s-awr>t>/ t.o depositors than Saving.- Hank- m.usmucli as every deposit is a roan to the hunk, an 1 all deposits 'i.t our Bank ire
,v..
amount of our Capita! Stock.
This Bank beiny; the latest established Bank in Wald * i’.n:itv. our viulr has
rhe !nr.^: j,m.r v-.a_
ments in Fire and Burxlar-Proof work, thereov o:f ;; tn^
c
,j r• d-v sir.?r- t 'i in c v
bank in this oountv.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES at S3. $5 ami *$ per vear. All
v
are
■„
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
1 vH
•■

--

<

THE DRUGGISTS.
Will
man

■■

-•

and

present
every lady
gentle(but not children) calling at their
a package of the new, celebrated
to

■

••

•-

store,

PERHAPS

MOKI TEA.

You don't know that you

can buy the “up-to-date”
styles in watches and jew-

charge. This offer is made to
convince the citizens of Belfast and
that
this wonderful, yet simvicinity

without

ple preparation
is claimed for

|

will do

exactly

elry of

us,

BUT YOU CAN

PERHAPS

what

pBB BpihMi

You don’t know that we
the oldest
jewelry
house in the Stare >1
Maine.

it.

are

builder, composed of the
harmless roots and herbs used by the Moki Indian. It gives brilliancy ti> the complexion, is a
positive cure for sick headache and constipation;
removes pimples, hlothes. moth patches and all
Cures dyspepsia, malaria,
rawness of the skin.
biliousness, dizziness, sour stomach, loss of apthat
are due to a derangeand
all
diseases
petite
MOKI TEA is

congratula- j

a nerve

of tlie stomach and liver.

It

BUI

You don’t know that we
our personal attento all our watch re-

give
tion

pairing.
BUT YVF. DO.

PERHAPS

upon the

acts

W E ARE.

PERHAPS

j
|

The first of the many Easter
weddings
that of Miss Alice Naomi Kimball to
Alexander James Campbell, which was solemnized at noon to-day in the Tenth-avenue
Baptist Church, the Rev. Clay M. Hill officiating. The church was beautifully decorated with palms, ferns, ivy and calla
lilies,
the vvork of the bridesmaids, under the supervision of the bride’s sister, Miss Helen
Kimball. The pulpit and choir platform
were transformed into a bower of
beauty by
the aid of growing ferus aud palm
trees,
while on the walls aud about .the platforms
were bunches of fan palms and
potted ferns.
Bunches of evergreen and bamboo added to
the effectiveness of the scene. The outline
of the platforms were made prominent
by
banks of beautiful calla lilies. White satin
ribbons were festooned from the gas jets
over the platform to the organ.
Eight hundred invitations had been issued, many going to the Hawaiian Islands,
aud the pretty little church was crowded to
its utmost capacity long before the bridal
pirty arrived. Miss Mary Baker presided
at the organ and rendered several selections

spring

turers agent for a

Campbell-Kimball. We have just been muscles and tissue,
giving new lib* and buoyancy
handed a copy of the Oakland. Cal., En- to the frame.
quirer of April 21st, which contains a long I Take a cup of MOKI TEA upon retiring at night
notice of the marriage of Miss Alice N. Kim- and become fair, sweet-tempered and happy.
It is very pleasant to take, and so positive are
ball, daughter of John S. Kimball, formerly
of this city.
We make the following ex- we of its results that we make the above liberal

was

best

ROCKING CHAIRS

LOT

1 nr ips' ww

couple.

:

on

___

r 5oo

sub-

stii ute.

QNE

all mounted

__

speak well of them among my friends.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents
Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, \. Y.. sole agents for the Fnited States.

ment

tracts

Opaque Curtains,

rollers, in plain and Dado patterns, worth to cents
each, shall close the entire stock at the unheard ol
price of

while. You can refer to me as having used Doan’s
Kidney Pills with good results and 1 will always

to

The dress of the bride was of white duchesse satin, trimmed with lace and chiffon.
She wore a tulle veil, caught up with a sunburst of diamonds aud pearls, the gift of
the groom. She carried an exquisite shower bouquet of roses and lilies of the valley.
A reception followed the wedding service
at the home of the bride’s parents, i;» Forest
avenue.
The parlors were decorated with
potted plants, and the couple received under
a
marriage bell of carnations and sweet
peas, on which was worked the monogram,
O. J. The many rich gifts received were
displayed in an upper chamber. The reception lasted until 10, after which Mr. and
Mrs. Jennings left on a two weeks’ wedding
tour. On rbeir return they will make their
home in Everett.
The bride has many

Opaque Curtains.

was

on

pulpit.

—

500 Ladies’ Print Wrappers
From 75c. to $2.50 each
1 Bale Lockwood, Jarti wWe ReMans,
5c.

be very annoying both night and
frequent
day. 1 was told that my kidney trouble, aroused
from the nature of my work in the mill, but it
s<>

this arch at the foot of the centre aisle was
a tloral gate.
The platform of the church
was hanked with stately pa1 ms.
The front j
for the immediate relawere
reserved
pews
tives of the bride ami groom.
Promptly at
8, to the strains of Lohengrin’s wedding
bridal
march, the
party
proceeded
down the main aisle. The flower bearers, Master Otis Cobb, a nephew of the bride,
and little Miss Miriam Bicknell of Malden,
held open the tiorai gate until the rest
of the party had entered.
Mr. Fred Everett Jennings was best man, and Miss
Maud A. Thurston, maid of honor. The
ceremony took place under the arch and
was
performed by Rev. T. C. Watkins
of Springfield, assisted by the regular pastor
of the church, Rev. W. H. Meredith.
At
the conclusion of the ceremony the flower
children again led the way, scattering roses
in

of this.

well known and

Mr. F. S. Johnson of Poor’s Mills says “J have
had kidney trouble for two years. The secretions
of the kidneys were highly colored, scalding and

Norw ><(d street,
the most brilliant ami

iu front of the

note

is

veracity is unquestioned.
are reading local evidence,
Investigating home testimony,
Belfast news for Belfast people.
It is not from Florida or Michigan.
Suspicion can’t lurk around it.
Honesty is a prominent characteristic.
Home endorsement its salient point.

important event of the present season in
Everett society. The interior of the church
was elaborately decorated, the most striking
feature being a mammoth arch of dowers

directly

Foreign Testimony.

His

■

is

10 Brocade Satin Skirts, *215 $10
300 Shirt Waists fBonanza Bargains, only 50c.

You

Fish Facts. T. J. Hopkins arrived last
Friday from a successful lobstering cruise in
the pinky Nancy Hanks. He reports these
gold bauds, 14-karats,
figures
as the largest lobsters he
has handled for engraved in a scroll on the outside. Inside ceremony in the same place, same room and
some time.
.Sch. Kit Carson of Bueksport of each ring is the owner's name and one of same houst where her mother was married
-7 years ago, and the wedding took place on
was in port last Friday with a
good fare of the class mottoes: “Be Noble, or “At the
the same day of the week and iu the same
cod and cusk and a few pollock and halibut.
Threshold.”
mouth.
After the ceremony the company
-John Sanborn caught a 4-pound trout in
Two Belfast calkers had a startling adSwan Lake the first of the week and sent it venture while at work at their calling last sax down to the wedding breakfast in the
dining room, where rare taste was displayed
to Com!actor Emery Co k_J. A. Gamweek. They were on a calkers’ scow alongin the arrangement of the table and decoramans of Chicago caught two handsome trout
side the sell. Euima S. Briggs, when a tug
tions. The presents were inch and numerin Swan Lake last week.
They weighed boat towed the scht o erintothestnam. The
ous.
The happy couple left iu the afternoon
4 1-2 and .*> 1-2 pounds.
chop in the harbor swamped the scow, but
steamer Penobscot for their wedding
by
We have received a copy of the Gulf Edi- the two calkers saved themselves and their
tour to Boston, New York and other points.
tion of the Kansas City World,bearing date of tools by meaus of a yawl boat which was
Many friends gathered at the wharf to see |
May bOtk. It is a paper of .42 pages, filled towing alongside.
them olT, and they were liberally show- !
with illustrations and write-ups of Kansas
Mrs. Jennie Antoine, State Superin- ered with rice and good wishes. Mr.
in
connection
with
the
comCity industries,
Locke is the junior im in her of the tirm
tendent of the department of securing homes
pletion'of the Kansas City, Pittsburg &
of II J. Locke & Son, jewelers, and one of
for
homeless
of
the
W. C. T. 17.,
children,
Gulf road to Port Arthur and deep water.
our most deserving and industrious young
went to Searsport last week to take back a
Tiie Kansas City stock yards, where Eugirl who had been placed in a family but business men : and Mrs. Locke is the older
gene Rust, formerly of this city, occupies a'
who was not satisfied or satisfactory. When daughter of Mr. ami Mrs. F. B. Knowlton,
responsible position, are illustrated and deand a young lady universally esteemed.
scribed ; and on another page we find a they arrived at the depot here the girl ran
and the police had a long chase to get Tiie newly wedded pair have the best wishes
away
of
of
one
the June brides, whose
portrait
of a large circle of friends ami of the comher as she got a good start before her purmarriage to Walter Eugene Parker, formermunity in general. On their return from
suers learned which way she
went.
She
ly of Belfast, took place June 2d. The World
their bridal tour they will go to housekeepwas overtaken on the road near Mason’s
says.
ing iu the A. H. Banks house, Id Church
Mills and returned to Mrs. Antoine.
street.
At home Wednesdays iu July.
One of the June brides is prominent in
the society of the West Side.
Miss HouseRailroad Sparks. Conductor R. 8. Rich
Jennings-Otis.
The wedding of Miss
holder is tlu: fortunate possessor of a charming disposition, a winsome manner, and an is running the Belfast and Waterville freight Alice Lessner Otis, the daughter of Mr. and
unusually attractive face. She is loved and train, and conductor James Tucker is ou Mrs. George D. Otis, t<> Mr. Charles Edwiu
Jennings, Jr., which was solemnized in the
admired by a large circle of friends.
the Portland and Skowhegau train.John
Shipping Items. Capt. Francis G. French
of Rockland, who retired from the sea about
one year ago and engaged in business
ashore,
has bought sch. Austin I). Knight of Cam-

mental

a

The endorser

The Board of Registration will be in sesweek from Tuesday to Friday, inclusive, to make a final revision of the votWedding Bells.
ing lists fur the special election. The sessions will be from Ha. m. t« 1 p. m.; from j
Locke-Knowlton.
A small
wedding
to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m ex -epi, Friday, when |
party of intimate friends and near relatives
the session will close at b p. m.
gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Street Commissioner Walker, while at ; B. Knowlton Monday at high uoon to witwork last week getting gravel for the city , ness the marriage of their
daughter Ethel
on the shore below the steamboat wharf, j W. ami Mr. Samuel It
Locke.
The house
in
a perfect state of
was very
dug up a stone hatchet
pretp iy decorated throughout with
preservation. There was a landslide from cut tlowers, foliage, etc. The ceremony was
the bank at- that point about a year ago, and performed by Lev. J. M. Leighton.
Mr.
it is thought the hatchet was unearthed at I James A. Gam mens of Chicago was best
that time.
j man and Miss Louise Knowlton, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor.
The bride
H. Chase & Son have received the class
J was dressed
very prettily in blue in eombiurings for the graduating class of the Castiue
Normal School. They are heavy plain oval ation with pale pink silk and white embroidered chiffon.
The bride stood during the
with the,
"97'
sion next

travel.

Column of

a

^

50 Black Brocade Dress Skirts, $1.92
40 Novelty Dress Skirts,'$3.50

One Line of Local Evidence is Worth

|

Pepso cigars will preserve your health.
Pepso cigars contain pure pepsin.
Pepso cigars will digest 50 grains <>f food.
Pepso cigars aid digestion.
Pepso cigar is novelty in itseif.
P<-pso cigar is the coming cigar in New
England.
Patent applied for.

sociability and with
music, and the company numbering thirtytwo sat down to a most appetizing picnic

The Curtis is to have a new stern, mercial course. At the business meeting of
j
aud
the Slater will have a thorough | the
seminary President ('base and precepoverhauling and repairing.The U. tress, Miss A. M. Wilson, were both reS.
Lighthouse tender Lilac, Capt. John- elected.
son, was in port last Friday aud an examinThe Savings Bank Tax. The Board of
ation of the buoys of
the harbor was
State Assessors, Hon. George Pottle, Hon.
made. The steamer was returning from a
Otis Hay ford and Hon. W. C. Marshall, at
trip along the eastern coast. From here she the
monthly meeting in Augusta, June 1st,
went to Fort Point, tlieuce directly to Port- !
uglily repaired, painted inside
the assessment of taxes on savcompleted
land.
A short time ago the
Lilac set a
u
is in fine condition for the seabanks doing business in Maine, one of
ings
red spar buoy on the S. W. point of the i
u* ss.
She leaves Camden at 1 15
the most important incomes which the State
leages in Camden Harbor_Sch. Emma S.
lies at all the landings on the
has at this period of the. year. The total is
was launched from the marine railBriggs
irrives at Bucksport in time to
8190,202 07. For the six months preceding
way June 2d, and sailed the 4th fpr Tenant’s
it the <>.15 train for Bangor. Rethe figure was $191,153.17, and for the six
Harbor to load stone for New York_Sch.
vill leave Bucksport at 8 a. in., ou
months period previous to that $190,054.90.
norning train from Bangor. The Nonpareil arrived Thursday to load hay The decrease in the last tax compiled from
niched here Saturday evening on from H. C. Pitcher for Deer Isle....Sch.
that of the preceding period by no means
Maria Webster loaded lime casks from Dagp river and left Bucksport Monindicates a reduction in deposits. As a matfor
Rockland
last
week.
Her Belfast gett’s
ng on her first trip.
Capt. Tur- ter of fact these are larger, the decrease in
ner
has
new
deck
at Lewis’ wharf.
plank seasoning to put taxes
Capt Bennett
being due to the greater amounts
’!•
with the travelling public and j into the vessel as soon as they are ready_ which the hanks have invested in governshould he a paying one_Steam- Sch. Allandale arrived from Boston June ment bonds, which are altogether exempt
with flour for L. A. Kuowlton. She
Capt. Mills, is now running on the 4th,
from taxation, and also in Maine investBme, two trips a day, leaving Rock- sailed Saturday for Bangor to load lumber. ments, which are taxed at a reduction, from
-Sch.
Paul
was
in
a
few
Seavey
a. m. and 2 p. m., and North Haport
the obvious reason of encouraging banks to
days the past week, with slate from Bangor invest in them. The Portland Savings Bank
•h a. m. and 4 45 p. m. every day
for Sandy Hook-Capt. McClean of the
50. The Belfast
"lay-Capt. Ingraham of steamer
pays the largest tax, $25,893
Bangor is to place a white spar buoy I-masted barkentine Josephine writes to Savings Bauk pays a tax of $3,374.20; SearsFrank E. Wiley of this city from Bahia,
Point, North port, as a guide to
port, $504.33. The State tax assessed on
under date of May 2d, that the vessel made
:r*« in
making the Camp Ground
Loan & Building Associations is $202 95.
the
ruu
from
the
of
11 the
Delaware
to
Capes
fog-For four trips in sucThe Belfast Association pays $0.03.
Bahia
in
37
days. For 8 days in succession
steamer City of Bangor made her
1
the average sailing was 265 miles, the best
at the wharf in this
city within one
The greatest improvement which has been
day being 288 miles or over 10 kuots for made in the manufacture of cigars during
7 o’clock a. m-The steamer M.
24 hours. The barkentine is on the last half
" bile in Belfast harbor on her
the nineteenth century has now been accomreguof her third round trip between Baltimore
Diesday, ran into some floating ob*
plished in ‘Pepso.’ This cigar contains
and Rio Janeiro within a year_Sch.
in the water and received a jar
enough pure pepsin to digest 500 grains of
B.
■I ^connected her condenser.
Roper towed down, from Ban- food, thereby making it beneficial instead of
She Margaret
aud began loading ice from the
gor
Tuesday
I on to Camden, where
repairs were Belfast Ice Co. yesterday. She will take injurious to the system.
mad.-.
600 tons to Fortress Monroe.
Patent applied for.
•"

:

etc.
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WILL OPEN THIS wff*

honey-

possesses many accomplishments, having
graduated from Mills College two years ago,
and has since spent the greater part of her
time iu

wTIurkett-

^beo.

The groom is a wealthy merchant of Hon.
will take his bride to the island to
reside. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John S. Kimball of Seminary avenue, near
Mills College.
She is a very pretty girl and

...

The second anniversary of the Baptist
Choral Association was observed by a social
gathering at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M.
W Rich, on Main street.
The evening was

for their

Shopping Centre.

olulu, and

with the emblem of the order and the words

New Advertisements. Don’t forget that
every week, aud every day in the week,
there are bargains at Burkett’s big dry
goods store iu Odd Fellows block_Special
bargains in ladies’ Oxford ties at W. T. Colburn’s, McClintock’s Block, High street.
See prices quoted. Ladies’ low shoes, all
styles and in the latest colors-Curtains,
room paper, glass and tin ware at Carle &
Jones’. Prices lower than ever before.
Good goods for little money. .See notice of
wool carding by A. A. Thompson of Freedom.Bargains in furniture at R. H.
Coombs & Son’s....The alarm at the Belfast. Savings Bank will he sounded every
day except Sunday at 8. 45 a. m. If sounded at any other time it will indicate that
help is wanted at the bank... .Fred Atwood,
general agent, Winterport, keeps a full line
of repairs for the Meadow
King mower in
stock.
Orders for mowers and repairs
promptly filled. .The City of Belfast advertises for proposals for building sewers
Diusmoi’e offers one lot of ladies' low walking shoes at f.i cents a pair. .Stockholders'
meeting of the Belfast Loan aud Buildiug
Association at. the Belfast, National Bank
June P.th at 7 p. in for election of officers,

Campbell departed

moon.

“Belfast, Me., Canton Pallas. Second Field
Day, Skowhegan, Me., June 10, 1807.”

one

Entries for the

Mrs.

Thirteen members- of Canton Pallas, P.
M., I 0. O. F., went to Skowuegau yesterday by the 1 25 train to attend the annual
field day exercises. The members wore as
a
badge a clam shell painted by Sanborn,

acres

build

a nerve

The Girl’s Home. Offers of help have
from Lisbon Falls, Orono, aud Scarboro. From the latter place the Willing
Helpers contributed three dollars “to be
used for the motherless children whose sad
story was told in the April number of The
Girl’s Home.”

F.

Rand & Watson, Boston. This is a supearticle, as the many who have used it can
testify. Messrs. Jackson & McIntosh carry full lines of groceries and provisions.
rior

The bride was most becomingly attired in
white brocade satin, cut entrain and trimmed with chiffon and pearls
The white veil
which extended to the end of the traiu was
fastened iu her hair with a magnificent pearl
j cresceut one of the wedding presents. She
carried a bouquet of lilies of the valley. The
,
Miss Helen Kimball, the next
j luaid of honor,
younger sister of the bride, was gowned in a
silk underdress with silk liberty
green
mull overdress, making a very pretty costume. She wore a white hat trimmed with
white violets and chiffon and carried a bouquet of white violets.
After the ceremony the bridal party took
carriages and drove o it to The Lawns,” the
country residence of the bride’s parents,
where a wedding breakfast was served and a
reception held until 4 o’clock, when Mr. and
a

See notice of free distribution of Moki tea

This tea is

THE GREAT DRY GOODS

march.

Petit Manan Laud & Industrial Co.

come

Geo. W

are

the

builder aud every
lady ami gentleman who calls will be given
a package without charge.

departments.
d'ui

while the audience was gathering. The
party entered to Lohengrin, and during the
ceremony “Call Me Thine Own” was softly
played. The party retired to the bright
happy strains of Mendelssohn’s wedding

Troy.

A bearing was opened in the Court House
yesterday before Joseph Williamson, Jr.,
Master in Chancery, on the claims against

a. m.

are

Library,

been appointed post-

F. Harding has

B.

master at

by A. A. Howes & Co.’s, druggists, for three
days only, beginning next Saturday at 10

to be placed in the
permit a more convenient classification of
the books in some

Belfast Free

lar meeting
Tuesday night, as important
business will come before the
meeting
Miss Susan E.
Diusmore, who has been
■studying at the New England Conservatory
of Music for the
past three years, will take a
limited number of pupils
during the summer.

rendered, including a corMorrison; piano duett by
Mrs. Shaw and Mrs. E S. Bowker; song
cut
Commander Clifford of by
Miss Blanche L. Sullivan; and piano
Hussey of tlie Sons of Yeter- by
s.-lo by Mrs. Morrison.
l. e cream and cake were
Mrs.

The Alliance will meet
at their rooms toat 3 P, M.
A full attend-

morrow, Friday,
anee is desired.

You think you can beat
low prices,

us on

BUT YOU CAN’T.

Hiram Chase & Son,
25

A. A. HOWES &
Brliasit,

MAINSTREET, BELFAST.

Sol<‘

GO.,

A^'iitNi

('•ml 2

oiler

First

come,

nothing

to

first served

Remember it

costs

you

“Times Change and

2w*

try it.

Sold in 25 and 50 cent,

packages.

Meadow King Mower
A full line of
is

repairs in stock.
orders

convenient

promptly filled.

Where

mowers

5c.
3c.
5c.

EVERYTHING IN TIN WARE CHEAP.

interport,
General Agent.

Notice is hereby given that this Bank has placed
BURGLAR ALARM GONG on its hanking block,
which will he tested and rung on every week day
at 8.45 A. M. The alarm sounded at any other
time indicates that assistance is wanted at the
.JOHN H. OUIMBY, Treas.
Bank
Belfast, May 215. 1897.-3n.21

Change with Them.”

« QUART TIN PANS,
1 QUART TIN DIPPERS, (handled)
2

agent
repairs

no

and

ORDER EARLY.
ATWOOD, W

FRED
4w23

for

*

*

we

Your

;

t

,v

CARLE & JONES.

PLACE YOUR ADVERTISEMENTS IN

a

1

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

NEWS

Oh

I

HE

Literary

WEEK.

Maine
The 4 h
Maim. Mattek>.
in Augusta June
w
meet
battei y
2Siih Almost JO years tnave passed

News

and

The estate of Gail Hamilton, according

1

to

an

inventory tiled,

Women do not Like to Tell a Doctor
the Details of Their
Private Ills.

$31,029.
the subject
made is by

amounts to

The fullest presentation of
ihe
since
battciy v.as mubieieU into of teachers’ pensions ever
service_Ex-Mayor Frederick M. Laugh- i Hiss Elizabeth A. Allen, in the June Reton ot Bangui uied May L'Tdi at tlie home vi vv
Miss Allen was active
of Reviews.
oi his lather, l>r. Samuel N. Laughton, |
in the New Jersey movement for teachers’
alter a long iiiness ot Blight's disease,
and has informed herself as to

complicated with other aliments. Mr.
Laughton was bum in Eoxcrott May JO,

The reason why so many women suffer
in silence from the multiple disorders connected with their sexual system is that
they cannot hear to broach the subject
to a man, even if he is a physician.
No one can blame a modest, sensitive

pensions,

what has been done in other States and
countries.
Her article treats the subject
in its practical as well as its argumentative bearings.

1

The Cost of Labor' Strikes.

SILENT SUFFERERS.

Notes.

strike of 1877 the loss to
business inflicted by the
mob at Pittsburg alone is estimated at
$5,000,000, and the county of Allegheny
the
was compelled to pay $*,787,000 of
loss sustained during the Pittsburg riots.
The Chicago strike cost the railways $5,358,000, and the employees $1,700,000, a
total of $7,058,000 not including the loss
The National
to the Pullman Company.
Commission says that “beyond these
amounts very great losses, widely distribIn the

property

railway
and

THAT THE

The lunerai was held at g.JO
Sunday afternoon, conducted by St. John |
uted, were incidently suffered throughout
it is unneceswoman lor this reticence,
Commandeiy Knights Templars. All the
tlieeountry.” TheCalifornia fruit-growsary in these times, however, for a woman
Much has been said of late about the
Masonic bouies oi Bangor attended, also
The
ers, for example, lost $50,000 a day.
makes to all afflicted women a most generous
the Odd Fellows, Board ot Trade, em- prevalence of eye disorders among Amertotal loss which resulted from that one
offer.
Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., bids every
ployes oi the Public Works Company, ican children, but very little has been
strike, in all probably exceeded $10,000,for As
tabic
and a delegation Horn Portland oi the done in the direction of practical reform.
woman who suffers to write to her and confide
000.
The telegraph strike of 1883 cost the
on
movemeuts
this
theFoodandRegula
Grand Lodge Knights ot Pythias.The One of the few7 hopeful
simiiating
men $250,000.
the
and
every symptom that annoys her. and she will give
companies $909,000,
-OFfollowing members ot tne executive line is that recently organized in the Minher advice without charge, and that advice is
The railway strike on the “Gould system”
ting the Stomachs and Dowels of
elected j neapolis public schools under the direcMaine
were
lor
committee
in 1880 cost the strikers $900,000, those
based upon the greatest experience ever possessed
at the lecent annual business meeting ! tion of Dr. Frank Allport, who contribthrown out of employment by their acbj’ man or woman in this country, and extends over
Sut- utes to the June Review of Reviews a
New England Woman
ot
the
tion $500,000, and the railroads $3,180,1 a period of twenty-three years, and thousands upon
of
what
account
in
Boston
and
held
valuable
suggestive
Association,
rage
000.
thousandsof cases. "Why suffer in silence any longer,
Etta
11.
Mrs.
Osgood, Mrs. 0. A. ; has been accomplished,there.
Promotes
For the strikes that occured from lbbl
Quimby, Mrs. S. J. L. O'Brien, Mrs. j Hardly had the report of Mark Twrain’s my sister, when you can gethelp for the asking? Pont fear to tel I her everything.
to 1880, inclusive, the wage loss by emness and Rcst.Contains neither
Sarah Hamilton, Mrs. Annie Greely, Miss
The case of Mrs. Colony, whose letter to Mrs. Pinkham we publish, is an
nor >Iineral.
ployees is estimated by the United States
! serious illness reached these shores when
E. Yates, Mrs. Helen E. Beedy.The j
illustration of the good to be received from Mrs. Pinkham's advice; here is a
Commissioner of Labor at 851,814,000,
it was followed by a contradiction that
Not Narcotic.
has
tiled
notice
Hallowed \\ ater Company
and the employers’ losses are estimated by
j brought cheer to the hearts of the multi- woman who was sick for years and could get no relief- -at last in despair she
oi its acceptance ot the city’s oitei to purAnd
the same authority at 830,701,000.
j tude <>f his admirers. So far from being a wrote to Mrs. Pinkham—received in return a prompt, sympathetic and interThe city will
chase the water plant.
the trouble is not growing less as the
wreck, Mr. Clemens seems to be j ested reply. Note the result and go and do likewise.
physical
as
soon
as
the
take
Recipe of Old DrSAMI EL PITCHER
inclupossession
probably
j alert, vigorous and hopeful, despite the :
years go by. From 1741 to 1880,
“I was troubled with such an aching in my back and hips, and 1 felt so tired
necessary papers are made out and ac- ! trials and troubles which have come with
there were 1,491 strikes and lockPumpkin Seed
sive,
I
was
all
For
it
could
four
the
last
do
to
all the time, and had for
years.
year
dlx.Senna
The price to be paid is |
counts settled.
j
while for the six years ending Dec.
outs;
ij his later years.
Let us hope that the
RodulL Salts
OF EVERY
£17,000.l'lie soldiers and sailors' iuuuu- j author of
drag around. I would have such a ringing in my head by spells tha t it seemed
[l
lsst., the number of strikes alone was
31,
Finn” may live
Scut
dnise
|
“Huckleberry
I aelied from my shoulders to my feet and
merit at South Portland was dedicated!
as though I would grow crazy.
Ppptrnunt
3,902,—forty a year for the first period,
to earn and enjoy comfortable royalties
lh Carbonate Sod/jc
I was also troubled with a white discharge. 1 wrote to Mrs.
May gOtli. Gen. C. 1*. Matlocks ot Port- [1 for
was very nervous.
and over six hundred and lifty a year for
[
He is a man
many a year to come.
fform Seed
OT
land delivered the oration. The veterans
the second.
Pinkham at Lynn. "Mass received a prompt reply and followed her advice, and
Making all due allowance
He is
whom the world can ill spare.
Clarified Sugar
G.
j
A.
II..
ot Boswortli ami Thatcher Posts,
for fuller reporting of strikes in the latter
J
Wmtc/yrecn f lavor
now 1 have no backache and begin to feel as one ought; in fact. I never felt betmore than an entertainer—he is a skilful
were present, and siiepiey Camp, S. ot V..
1 thank Pod that I went doctoring with Mrs.
period,the contrast is still a startling one.
delineator of life and character, and his
ter in ten years than 1 do now.
Hon. Edward C. Peydiil escort duty.
! Aperfect Remedy for ConstipaSurely it is cheaper as well more just to
woik appeals in truth to all sorts and conPinkham when I did. for if 1 had not 1 know I -would have been in my grave.”
nolds. who presided, gave an interesting
At present
settle by court than by strike.
tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
ditions of men.
Mich.
E.
Colony.
Nellie
—Mrs.
Nahma,
history oi the work oi the association,
we pay for the strike first, then we pay for
Worms Convulsions FeverishIn its current number of Tales (June,)
aud paid a high tribute to the ex-soldieis.
a commission to examine into its causes
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
.At a laigely attended town meeting Town Topics presents to its readers perAids to Mouse=Work.
Our Maine Soldiers.
and results; let us have the inquiry first,
at Farmington May gOth, it was voted by haps tlie most ambitious story that has
and save the expense of the strike. [Prof.
TacSimle Signature of
Its aua
substantial majority to donate tlie appeared in its quarterly series.
Tlie present age is certainly a kind one When spring's soft sunlight waked the rills Frank Parsons, in the Arena.
And kissed the laughing streams,
ot
stun
~'g,'»0U to the Franklin, Som- ! tlior, Mr. Clinton Ross, whose other works to women of all classes. I wonder if the
forests, valleys, plains and hills
erset A- Kennebec Paiiroad
A Novel Lobster Factory.
Company, i have earned him no little distinction in woman who does her own house-work ap- And
S Castoria is put up i: mo-sire bottles
Grew bright beneath its beams,
NEW YORK.
to assist in building the road via New j| the later school of writers, has produced preciates how much she has for which to
is not sold i:i bulk, P u't allow ar.y<:
Sharon through Kennebec county to tide- in “ITiucess Enigma” a charming ro- be grateful in the numerous inventions by When happy hearts of freedom saug
One of the most novel institutions in
•’
plea or prcc..you anything- else c:i
And
at her shrine,
water.The law court has sent in a mance, healthy in tone, virile in effect, which common tasks are made easy for
connection with the fishing industry is
worshiped
is ‘‘just as good" and “will answsouthern fields the war-cry rang
The
that of a floating lobster canuery.
rescript in the case ot Harriet F. Hussey and of a style sufficiently fascinating to her. There is a refined as well as a vul- From
To echoing hills of pine.
pose." $-0' S'6 that you get O-A-S-T-0
enchain the reader’s attention from the gar way of doing manual labor, and the
et al.. in equity vs. Charles H. and T. J.
idea was originated by J. M. Shand,
The usual array of lady will perform daintily that which tlie A noble band of “Boys in Blue”
Southard oi Sagadahoc county, sustaining beginning to the end.
a
lobster
packer on the coast of
the bill and ordering an injunction as ap- bright stories, sketches, poems and wit- peasant will do coarsely.
Maine. The following facts in connection
EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER.
Responded to the call,
with the unique craft are interesting, as
In washing dishes—that bugbear to To liberty and country true,
pealed. t he rescript states that a judge ticisms familiar to readers of this breezy
._EE—They gave their lives—their all.
the
the
ot probate appointed as executor ot a w ill ;; quarterly make up the rest of the June many women—a mop and long-handled
showing
advantages gained by
It soap shaker are now7 indispensable to her They left fond hearts and clinging arms,
is not qualified, even before the probate number of Tales from Town Topics.
method.
And scenes of home, so dear,
of such will, to appoint a special adminis- | is an attractive collection of light summer who would not plunge her hands in the
The vessel is perfectly flat on the bottrator on another estate to which the es- | reading.
(Town Topics Publishing Com- scalding suds. A patent dish drainer is a Where cannon’s roared with war’s alarms
tom, drawing about five feet of water
Their country’s flag to rear.
tate represented byr him as executor is | pany, 208 Fifth avenue, New York.)
when loaded.
She is 70 feet iu length
sine qua non, for the mistress does not inover all,
56 feet keel measure and 22
in the lazy and untidy habit of let- When sheltered on our northern shore
largely indebted, and such appointment is
In entering its fifty-fourth year The dulge
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In peace we sweetly slept,
Bridget disj Living Age seems to have entered a new ting tlie dishes “drain.”
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Black, anil Capitol Commissioner Berry, career
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On gory fields they fell.
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so old that we seldom pause to think of
lowed, Me.
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She can Singapore May 15 for Boston.
of our grandmothers. The iron and
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more.
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from Portland March 25 for Buenos Ayres.
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exhibition, but under the new rule this
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The captain of one of the lobster smacks are used in these vacation schools.
cannot he done.The special feature of
First, as to oral and written, column
appeal of the association says;
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, at Port Spain
and sentence spelling, I shall say only
Memorial day observances in Boston was j that visits Portland says the business has
25c. and 50c. bottles.
For the very little ones there is music and
April 29 fur Delaware Breakwater.
the unveiling of the statute of Col. Robert changed wonderfully in the past few years. dancing, frolic and fun, with simple instruc- this, that the wise teacher will acquaint
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
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plete, has been but little used by BelA Maine Horse in Africa.
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Having purchased the original re<
a lobster about four miles off Cape
$2 a Year for The Journal ana Tribune. estate of J. C. Cates, for the convenn
in Fairfield and the buggy came from J. caught
walk on a summer afternoon through should be given to common w7ords, while
while fishing for cod that would gle
Nevvagen
words
should
be
the crowded districts of the East sicie technical and unusual
J. Pray of this city.
pensioners having claims pending, an
[Waterville Mail.
be an unheard of curiosity at the present
To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
The Board taught incidentally. But excluding words
will set those doubts at rest.
who may wish to present claims for ad
In some way his book caught on a
day.
one
the
course
would
their
to
The
Journal
latter
be
of
the
year
subscription
of Education furnishes the buildings for
classes,
What It Means.
increase of pensions, I will be at <1
claw in such a way as to firmly hold the ,
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune sh >e
this work, but the expenses must all be materially abridged, and the chances of
When we advertise that, we will guarantee lobster.
shop, 127 Main street,opposite the r
The captain had all he could do
The
spellers
met
propractical
producing good
Dr. King’s New Discovery, Electric Bitters, to
by voluntary subscriptions.
tt it
(price $1 a year) will be sent one year free. June 24 and 25, 1897.
subscriber offers for sale at a great bargain
get him over the side of the boat be was
the course
increased.
for
six
vacation
schools
Fifth,
of
the
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, or Dr. King’s New
portionately
his house on North port- avenue. The place is
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
so large and
I,. C MO lv-1
heavy. When held by his privileges
Life Pills, it weaus that we are authorizevi
It. Ful- should be further abridged by excluding one mile from the post-office, with sidewalk the
weeks cost $1.50 for each child.
claws at arm’s length the tail touched the
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
by the proprietors to sell these remedies
ton Cutting is president of the associa- words that contain no catch, i. e., words whole distance; house 1 1-2 stories, new, 1-2acre
bottom of the dory.
of land, city water. One of the pleasantest locaon a positive guarantee, that if the
unless requested. With The Journal furpurchaser
tion.
Howard Townsend is chairman of which naturally spell themselves.
My tions
in
the
of
the city, overlooking
hay. Inquire
is not satisfied with results, will refund the
nishing all the local news, and much other
the committee.
C. W. CROSS, 387 Broadway, Bangor,Maine.
Subseiiptions should be researches on this point would indicate
purchase price. These medicines have been
Bicycle riders, foot ball players and sent to William H. Tolman, 105 East that more than half the common words
Or of C. E. TIBBETTS, Belfast, Me.
tfl5
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
Who are injured by the use of coffee. 1
sold on this guarantee for many years and athletes
generally, find a sovereign remedy
there couid be no more conclusive evidence for the spraius ami bruises and cuts to which
Twenty-second Street, and should be belong to this category, and consequently
supply the news of the world, political and there has been placed in all grocery sbe
ideal
The
studied.
not
be
need
the
Schools.”
ground
Vacation
of their great merit. Ask about them and
they are constantly liable, in Dr. Thomas’ marked “For
general, with fashions, household science preparation called Grain-o, made of pun
Checks should be made payable to Warner to be covered in spelling would be repregive them a trial. Sold at Kilgore & Wil- Eclectric Oil.
that takes the place of coffee. The mo-:
and mechanics, literary and other departson’s Drug Store.
Van Norden,treasurer. [Harper’s Weekly. sented, therefore, by a carefully graded
stomach receives it without distress, a.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
list of the common words most liable to tine view
“Our little girl had diarrhcea in a very bad
It does not cost
can tell it from coffee.
of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
The only remedy in the world that will at be mispelled. The number of words in fine cellar,
it is a very taking combination at $2 a
CASTORIA.
form. We tried everything we could think
as much.
Children may drink it with
city water in house; nice garden, under all,
once stop itchiness of the skin in any part of
of but without effect until we got Dr. Fowat any time,
this list, according to my estimate, would good cultivation, apple, pear, }>lum, shade trees
begin
m
Subscriptions
may
year.
i* «
fi. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package. Try
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
the hedy, that is absolutely safe and neverler’s Ext. of Wild Strawberry, which helped
be between six and seven thousand. [Dr.
and if desired the two papers will be sent to for Grain-o.
every
M. C. DILWORTH,
her right away.” Mrs. Ann Borgman, Ver- failing, is Doan’s Ointment. Get it from
VTAppUi
J. M. Rice, in the June Forum.
Or C. B .HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44t
different
addresses.
dealer.
Mich.
Sanilac
Co.,
your
ban,
1S44.
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Cramps,
Colic,

l Colds,

l
\

Croup, \
Coughs,

SHERIFF

ache,

<

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
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Complaints.

The Nose and Throat

—

^Elixir
Best for Children

Attention Pension
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House for Sale.
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House for Sale.
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TACT.

ionable wemen were

f',r
aii.

our

great demo-

id ir in about the

right place.

In summer
New York for many years.
he can always be found lounging in Madi-

Square in a white duck suit and panama hat, either feeding the sparrows or
giving cakes to the children. About three
years ago he organized and superintended
the first May party.
The idea w'as quickly taken up by the school teachers, until
son

say that a round waist reuousness. and tlat waists are
know this, and

n

that most

beautiful figure to
result is that hours
who have

nies

New

pretty

a

in

youthful

keepand

grace

and l must say, you

now almost every institution that concerns
itself with children lias joined the ranks;
and the spirit of Tennyson’s beautiful ode

else to

nothing

attend to their toilet, to
waists

de-

are

“The

May Queen,” which has been burlesqued and laughed at as belonging to
impossible times, lias been realized here

never see a

representative New York

on a

will let my feminine readers
vuet by telling them that, if

I
■

to its full extent.
Miss Rockefeller looked sweetly simple
last Saturday in a natural grass linen

frock.

The

handsome silk skirt had

a

narrow

stripe, and the black velvet collarette
novel

satin
of

was

A rich brocaded satin
fection of black and

a

design.
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weekly
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meet-

at

once,
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required

se-

keep

the time

tax; but all the
ind hard workers.

girls are
Many of
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to

:eat

Sarsaparilla

t's

has

The command-

Paraphrased.

the first battleship of the
struck a Napoleouic attitude.
out
his clarion voice, “this day
a.ng
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kmetosc'ipes

vty
••nyui

i

are

looking
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Infants and Children.
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erer 7

Trapper.
get a clear view of the
litigant’s friend. “No,
didn’t. 1 Told him that my
nt ueniey. and he seemed to
a "i. 1 ie theory that by relievs
ause the
money lie would
ipo'vtr."
Washington Star.
vyr
d tie-

belle!

In

Sl\

flours.

Kulnev and Bladder diseases
x
hours by the “New Great

1
-'

Kidney (

ke.” This new
account of its
great surprise
r cuptness m relieving
pain in
kidneys, hack and every part of
in
male
or
female. It
assages
'■iitiou of water and pain in
pass•st immediately.
if you want
•i and cure this is
your remedy.
A Howes &
Druggists, Bel;i<

an

on

ly 27

it from here to Brushfourg?”
■‘•urist of au old fellow who was
> in a field of
sickly corn “down
Is it far."
“Waal, it haiu’t so
r it hain't so very nigh.
If you
’V the
big road it's ferder nor it
d you cut aerost the country it’s
:h

it is

’"r

H

fer,

and if you

keep right

iiittad it’s kinder betwixt nigh and
1 's
considerable of a ja'ut from
<itter how you git thar.”
[Har*
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iinlicl'i
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silk

a

skirt,

Her bodice

shoulder,

was

do

with

was

which she

over

-taffeta

a

lem

MATISM

LL

RED

IN

A

DAY.

Cure" for Rheumatism and Neually cures in 1 to 3 days. Its
<» the system is remarkable and
It

removes

at

once

the

cause

i.sease
•i'*se

A.

immediately disappears.
greatly benefits: 75 cents.
s & Co. Druggists, Bel-

Howi

1 v8.

salmon, it is said, produces
eggs.” Egbert: “And they
ki* about it, either.”
[Puck.
Spavin Liniment removes all
:t or Calloused Lumps and Blemhorses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles,
ill
Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
;
by use of one bottle. Warranted
Emdi

k'

wonderful Blemish Cure ever
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug-

Belfast,

Me.

Iy27

remarked the observer of men
gs, “may not have as much sense
but I don’t imagine a baby bevy woman who come along and tells
hn es him." [Detroit Journal.
■

For Over

Fitly Years.
Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
s
Soothing Syrup has been used for
v
years by millions of mothers for
Blren while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
"
1
ays all pain, cures wind colic, and
'" st
remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pieastaste. Sold by druggists in every
’lie world. Twenty-five cents a botalue is incalculable. Be sure aud
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
other kind.
o

and

essary now. Bobbie Bunting: “I
that fellow must be engaged to sister
Willie Slimson: “Why?”
“He

iddeuly stopped giving

me

money.”

pole

less conspicsatin

Mrs.

Dyer's

husband's

a

The Ca» Canfields have

place
Lodge, and

a

are

the tune of

little

figure,

crown

with

tipping

eye; though now and then she is
lost and taken home by the police. \\ hen
I see one of these make-believe little

beauti-

one

Dainty IrocKof natural grass linen, with s'ylisli
cut oil In front, the back ami sides bilng
fluted.
coat

front, and

being

worn

no

One

Kind

of

A

Piety.

The hand of religion
Its value no mortal
It leads us in safety

potent, to save,

is

ran

prize,

clear down to the grave,
Then gives us a pass to the skies.
But since the grand choice in the garden
was

to

the

Local

Paper.

given,

Since Adam from paradise fell,
Full many are found to be

Heaven,

While many

are

i

an

once

j

Tribute

At a recent business convention, exGovernor Francis of Missouri, who is in
a position to know whereof he
speaks,
paid tribute to the local newspaper as follows :
Each year the local paper gives from
*-■>00 to *.">,000 in free lines to the community in which it is located. No other
agency can or will do this. The editor, in
proportion to his means, does more for
liis town than any other ten men, and in
all fairness he ought to be supported—not
because you like him or admire his writings, but because the local paper is the
best investment a community can make.
It may not be brillautly edited or crowded
with thought, but financially it is of
more benefit to the community than the
preacher or the doctor. Understand me, I
do not mean mentally or morally,but financially, and yet on the moral question
you will find most of the local papers on
the right side.
To-day the editors or the
home papers do the most for the least
money of any people on the face of the
earth.

was

pious

like

pious like Hell.

orphan-boy, mortgaged

and

leased.
served without hope of a fee,
For one that was lending the Lord what she
fleeced
From the girl in the kitchen and me.
’Twas a day or two since I gazed on the face
Of her, the once Mademoiselle.
And thought, though she bragged of “abuuding in grace,”
That she, too, was “pious like Hell.”
And

the wheat, and eonterfeit coin.
Should rob us of none of our rest;
Let this be our motto while journeying on—
“God orders all things for the best,”
And mind you, no knowledge to mortal is
given
By which that frail mortal can tell,
Except by the fruits, who is pious like
Heaven,
Or, as Peol was, “pious like Hell.”
But tares in

A

iife work is

adopts teaching as her
practically debarred from

marriage under peril of losing her posiDenied her

right

to

fulfill her des-

tiny by this unpleasant alternative, with

earnings
cumulate

B-L makes friends

who

woman

tion.

The Great Peace-Maker.

insufficient to enable her to acanything for her future main-

everywhere—it pleases
all men—it touches

tenance, what shall she do in that dismal
to-morrow that must find her aged, penniless, and childless? Her married sisters
have grown-up sons and daughters “to
be leaned on and walked with,” but she is
Since the public depoor.
mands celibacy of its female teachers,
and not of its male teachers, and the
alone and

former
tectors

are

deprived

a

spot hard

reach

except with

of the natural prowomen and men

B-L

that insure other

against neglect in their old age, the public should make it up to women teachers
in pensions or higher salaries, higher even
than are paid to men, in order that these
single women may themselves provide for
their lonely old age.
This view is not so
absurd as custom misleads people to
think.
German writers express surprise
at the numerical disparity between male
and female teachers in American schools,
but note that the States having a preponderance of male teachers are not those
which have the most effective educational
system. They cite Arkansas, with 08.5
per cent, of male teachers, as being far
behind Massachusetts, with 00. Hi
per
cent, of female teachers.
Dr. Sclilee acas
a
truth
that
“the
further
cepts
general
the American school system develops the
more the female teachers
predominate.”
President Warren of Boston University
remarks: “If this be true it may quite
possibly have a sociological and pedagogical significance not yet generally recognized.”
[Elizabeth A. Allen, in June Review of Reviws.
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A New
At iSlloam

Congregational Church.

Springs, Arkansas. Kev.
liams, Pastor.

W. H. Wil-

We recently received copies of Siloam
Springs, Arkansas, papers containing de-

scriptions of

a

largely through

new

church built

tlie efforts of

a

there
former

pastor of the M. E. church in this city,
and which was
2d.

The
central
one

opened for services May
Springs Herald says:
edifice occupies one of the most
locations in the city, being only

The Siloam

block

avenue

on

distant

from

St.

Nicholas

the east, and about midway
The basement is built

north and south.

of our beautiful, native blue

limestone,

and tlie main audience room of brick,
which were made within our own territory. The building is an ornament to our
city as well as an honor to the church
erecting it. It is forty feet square, with
tlie tower and entrance at the northeast
corner, and the platform for pulpit and
choir, iu the southwest; tlie walls of the
audience room are thirteen feet high, and
the ceiling in the central portion 22 feet.
Both walls and ceiling are papered and
The
present a beautiful appearance.
window s, one large, on the north,and nine
smaller are constructed of frosted glass
tor the larger panes, with smaller border
lights of colored glass so arranged as to
be an ornament to the building and to insure a beautiful, mellow light in all por
tions of the edifice; and not less important than any other arrangement—as was
demonstrated by the exercises of Sunday
—the accoustic properties are so perfect
as to meet the needs of even those whose
hearing is defective.
The services of Sunday morning at
which a good audience was present were
conducted by the pastor, Rev. W. H.
Williams, who, after reciting a few details in relation to the history of the edifice, preached a sermon on “The Hope of
the Gospel,” emphasizing the hope of
pardon, of power of sin, and of a future
life, as distinct and assured objects of

gospel hope.
In the evening

the house was crowded
with an audience of three hundred pernot
sons, many
being able to gain admission.
Many members of other churches
were present at the service, which was designedly arranged for a fraternal service.
Addresses were delivered by Rev. W. M.
Mathews of the U. 1*. church on “The
Church and the Sunday School;” Rev. A.
Marston of the M. E. Church, South, on
“The Necessity for Churches,” and by T.
W. Shipley of the M. E. Church, on
“Church Fraternity,” interspersed with
remarks by the pastor, who presided.
A
choir consisting of Mrs. W. F. Welty, soprano, Miss M. Morelan, alto, Messrs.
Wisner and Wallace, tenor, Messrs. Hubbard and Welty, bass,and Miss Belle Martin, organist, furnished excellent music.
The building is a model of neatness,
harmonious proportions, and utility, and
when completed by the addition of pews
and the finishing of the basement will be
everything that could be desired. The
building committee, consisting of W. H.
Davey, E. T. Wisner and H. P. Alden
in
addition to generous
gifts have
spared neither time nor energy to the attainment of the desired result.
Much
credit is also due the ladies of the church
for their enthusiastic support, and much
gratitude is due those who have so cheerfully contributed of their means to the
enterprise. In their new home, in the
midst of new surroundings, it is anticipated that a larger field of usefulness will
open before the <?hurcli, the membership
of which has doubled during the present

other^^^B
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Lo wo 11, Man]

is

DELICIOUS,
REFRESHING,

Louise Gilley, the 14-year-old daughter
of the lighthouse keeper off Negro
Island,
Camden, is tbe Grace Darling of Maine.
On Saturday last two boys, a Webb and
Joy boy, were out rowing when the boat
capsized.
They were little boys and
frightened. Their screams brought Miss
to
the
Gilley
shore, and without a moment’s hesitation she got into a boat and
lowed to their rescue.
Being unable to
get them into the boat without capsizing
it she told them to hold on to the sides
while she paddled it ashore.
Both the
buys were saved and much credit is due
the young heroine, for without her assistance
they would have been drowned.
Camden is proud to own such a brave girl
as Miss Gilley.

STRENGTHENING

Your Grocer
and Druggist sell only
the above kind for
they are honest.

AND

HEALTHFUL.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOP
EVEliV

Of

EVERY

family

farm, in

EVEKY

village

EVERY J^tsito

Mrs. Laura E. Mims, of Smitliville.Ga.,
“A small pimple of a
strawberry
appeared on my clieek; it soon
to
began
grow rapidly, notwithstanding all efforts to check it.
Mv
eye became ternbly
inflamed, and was so
swollen that for quite
a while I could not
see.
The doctors
said I had Cancer of
the most malignant
and after exn type,
!>
hausting their efforts

IT GIVES all
IT GIVES all

vJ-<JeVYWwi^H
^-^B

COLD1" HEAD

the Nasal Passages.
Allajs Inflammation. Heals and Protects the
Restores the Senses of Taste and
Membrane.
Smell. Full size 50c.; Trial Size 10c., at Druggists
or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York

Bucklen’s

Arnica

Saive.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruise8, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevei

Sores, Tetter, ■'Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Kilgore & Wiisou.
money

T<*x*t*i toi*y

important
important

news

of the Nation.

news

of the World

IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive" editorials.

j

IT GIVES

fascinating

IT GIVES

an

short stories,

unexcelled

agricultural department,

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to young and old.
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to
everybody.

Remedy.

flK '^

address.
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FOR True Womauliood.

up tue case as
formed that my father had died from
the same disease, they said I must die,
as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
“At this crisis, I was advised to try’
S.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer
began to discharge and continued to do
so for three months, then it
began to
heal. I continued the medicine a while
longer until the Cancer disappt ared entirely. This was several years ago and
there has been no return of the disease.”

Cancer is a blood disease, and only a
blood remedy will cure it.
S. S.*S.
(guaranteed purely vegetable) is a real
blood remedy, and never fails to permanently cure Cancer, Scrofula, liczema.
Rheumatism or any other disease of the
blood
Send
for
our
books
on
Cancer
and
Blood
Diseases,
mailed free to
.a.

in

FOR Noble Manhood,

without doing me
any good, they gave I
\\ hen inhopeless.

A Real Blood

on

FOH Eduea t ion,

says:

color

any
Swift

meinbiM1 ol

EVERY

Republican Journal and t Y, Weekly Tribune

We Furnish The

:ONE YEAR FOR
*

$2.00,

CASH IN ADVANCE.

Address ail orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO,, BELFAST, MAINE.

Specific

Co. Atlanta, Ga.
Write

your name

and

address

Tribune Office, New York

...Jl Btaltb Table...
there’s work to ba
7|YHEN
YjL/ done you send for Mr. X.

He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.

Time proves

reliability.

When sick you grasp the first
floating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.

City,

7RIEUNE will be mai'ed

o

on

a

and

a

postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

you.

...THE...

GEO. W. BURGESS,

SUM 8 SIBLEY CD

JOB PRINTER,

JO BISK US UK

CRAIN,

new

Opera House Block, Belfast. Me.

FEED,
SEEDS and

People’s bodies are still constructed
they were forty years ago, and the
L.F.” cures more cases of indigestion
and constipation than ever.

as

groceries.

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

bottle.

35c.
Avoid Imitations.
a

ImpnrtorN
Dealers in the line*

t

ol

SSnlt.

«jualiry

Anthracite and

Notice of Foreclosure.
ITT HE RE AS HORACE It. MTlCHEEEof I'nity,
V?
County of Waldo. State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the eleventh day of June.
A. D. 1892, and recorded in the County* of Waldo
Registry of Deeds, in Hook 230, Page 477, conveyed to me, the undersigned, certain parcels of
real estate, situate in said Unity, and bounded as
follows, to wit: The first parcel, hounded easterly
by the stage road le ding from Unity t<» West
Troy; northerly, by land of Charles .Mitchell;
westerly, by the 25 mile pond (so-called); and
southerly, by land in possession of Eben Thompson, containing twenty-five acres, more or less.
Second parcel, bounded easterly, by land in possession of Ralph Pillsbury: northerly, by land of
Charles Mitchell; westerly, by said stage road,
am! souther.y, by land of Virgil Higgins and the
cross road (so-called.) Third parcel, bounded easterly, by the mad leading from Unity depot to
GerrislVs corner in Troy; northerly, by Unity and
Troy town line and land of 1>. C. Myrick; westerly, by land of J. A. Adams; and southerly, by said
Adams’ land. And whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been and still are broken, fnow't he refore, by reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated May 20, A. D. 1897.
EDWIN H. GARCELON.
3w21

kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

Blacksmith

And all

Newton S. Lord & On.,

j

£*~ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
33, 35, 37 Front St., Helfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Co.,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

The MILES LUCE estate in Waldo, containing
one hundred and fifty acres, is for sale at a
bargain and. on easy terms if desired. This is

about

DEALERS IN

water,
Also

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Taints, cC-c.

No. 31 Front St

,

of the best farms in

t he county, with elegant
large wood lot and tine pasturage.
a two-liorse mowing machine, horse rake,
horse fork, and anew two-horse rack ; also a piano.
For information address

one

AND

Irf

Flli.ll Fill! SALE.

SAIL MAKERS,
And Successors to J. W. Frederick &

Belfast, Me

I. M. LUCK, 1>. D.S
17tf

Merrimac, Mass.

A FULL LINE OF

pastorate.

cocaine,
any

injurious drug.
It is (prickly absorbed

Gives Relief

RSI
B^W<«?F?COLDl

if your

tinted.

are

There are two kinds of piety—one is
kindled by tire that descends from Heaven,
the other is set on fire of Hell.
The latter
is too common, and very closely resembles
that of Peol Sokis.
“A few years since, a powerful revival
of religion was witnessed at Old Town,
Maine.
Among the converts was an Indian of the Penobscot tribe.
.Soon after
his conversion, Peol attended a prayerand
was
called
to
“tell his
meeting,
upon
experience." Not exactly understanding
the construction of the King’s English,
Peol expressed himself as follows:
“Oh
glory, me feel pious like hell"'
David Barker of Bangor has clothed
the incident in rh\ me.
There is an apparent irreverence in the lauguage, but
is only apparent.
Its real spirit is reverent and instructive, in a high degree.
We publish it iu the assurance that it will
do good.

You Are Safe

open, the back and sides

When one reflects that Miss Alta Rockeweekly events until August)
Both ladies carried lace trimmed parasols,
which throng Central Park.
Preceded by feller, the millionaire’s daughter, devotes
and their costumes were of superior style.
most of her Saturdays during the summer
a brass band, a class of school children,
A description of Mr. Train’s individualled by their chosen Queen who walks, or to superintending and accompanying these
ity and May party idea deserve to be
is carried in a chair under a canopy, parties to the park, with her co-worker
placed in the guide books, along with tlie
and friend, Miss Nettie Croshaun, one can
parade to lhe park.
other great monuments of Greater Xew
The gold paper crown and the simple but wish more of our
wealthy and fash- York.

(they

Gustav Kobbe writes a paper on “Heroism in tbe Lighthouse Service,” for the
June Century.
Mr. Kobbe says: Several
of the violent storms that have whirled
over Matinicus Rock have tried tbe fortitude of the little band of faithful watchers upon it.
One of these watchers, Abby
Burgess, has become famous in our lighthouse annals, not only for long
service,
but also for bravery displayed on various
occasions.
Her father was keeper of tbe
rock from 1853 to 1801. In
January, 1850,
when she was seventeen years old, he left
her in charge of the lights while he crossed to Matinicus Island.
His wife was an
invalid, bis son was away on a cruise, and
bis other four children were little
girls.
Tbe following day it began to “breeze
tbe
wind increased to a gale, and
up;”
soon
developed into a storm almost as
furious as that which carried away the
tower on Minot’s Ledge in 1851.
Before
long the seas were sweeping over the rock.
Down among tbe boulders was a chickencoop which Abby feared might be carried
On a lonely ocean outpost like
away.
Matinicus Rock a chicken is regarded with
affectionate interest, and Abby, solicitous
for tbe safety of tbe inmates of the little
coop, waited her chance, and when the
seas
fell off a little rushed knee-deep
through tbe swirling waters and rescued
all but one of tbe chickens. She bad
hardly closed the door of the dwelling behind her when a sea, breaking over the
tlie rock, brought down the old cobblestone house with a crash. Whil^the storm
was at its height tbe waves threatened the
granite dwelling, so that the family had to
take refuge in the towers for safety; and
here they remained, with no sound to
greet them from without but the roaring
of the wind around the
lanterns, and no
sight but the sea sheetiug over tbe rock.
5 et through it all the lamps were trimmed
and lighted. Even after the storm
abated,
the reach between the rock and Matinicus
.Island was so rough that Captain Burgess
could not return until four weeks later.

Made In Tin: National Cloak Co., West 23d
Street, New York.

Queens dreaming of mimic triumph it
Miss C'rosbaun was also in a cool gow n
always suggests to me Eugene Field’s of fancy blue and white linen duck. Iler
poem of “Winkin, Blinkin and Nod.”
jacket was oi the popular blazer pattern.

social lions theie.

prettier sight in the country
than the New York Saturday May parties
There is

to

“Come Lassies and

dilapidated looking

over

Newport «-alled Eastbourne

at

air

her veil in shreds and her

reputation is

the tirst cotillion leader in the

ful

ribbons,

English

Lads away to the May-pole dance.” More
often than not the Queen is carried home
in her chair under her canopy fast asleep,

of black velvet, which, with the folded velvet made a striking contrast.
that of

dance with

the old

wore a

Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
■' >
“I bought one bottle of
says:
ire' for Rheumatism, and two
•lid me more good than any rnedir took.”
Sold by A. A. Howes & Pensions for Women School Teachers.
ggists, Belfast.
Iy8.
wanted. “What kind of a posiu want?”
inquired the dispeuser
atronage. “Well,” said the placeughtfuily, rubbing his chin, “I
anything I can't get.” [Judge.

The whole Park is studded with such

narrow

Girl.

Maine’s Grace Darling.

parties on every pleasant Saturday. The
prettiest part of the program is the May-

a

obl-rosi glace
new c tllar-

an

story of their

a

of childhood.

ette

done for

also do for you. Hood’s Sarail blood diseases.

s

I

stripe.

land.

bust go free.

(

in

taffeta,

ex-

o-verod with black net, and a
short black velvet bolero, with
ovei

tell

Stars and Stripes, to the lads who
bring up the rear, pulling hand-carts containing the luncheon and the big pail of
ice cream, each wears such a happy smile
that one longs again for the joyous times

was

dainty,
tabs extending
stylish effect.
uous

glace

They

ous

much observed at
the Waldorf.
Mrs.

at

pathetic.

Lighthouse

Ibbr Burgess Hakes a Brave Rescue of Her Imperiled thickens.

each

were

Dyer's rich brocaded satin skfrtlooked

bolero.

From the little tots who march behind,
carrying a tiny specimen of our glori-

brainy

in the magic circle of the Four
Hundred. Mrs. A. ('ass Canfield and Mrs.

Dyer,

con-

white, with dainty black

own.

that

women

Elisha

cut short in

white frock and veil—the latter sometimes
a piece of old lace curtain—are often al-

Letcliitisky in Vienna,
obey his unswerving
hard practice daily.

had to

they

a

was

West 23d Street. New York.

1

them studied with
where

skirt, the bodice

The stylish coat

A

a

Train has been

m's

dreamy temperament.

Many

responsible for this pretty diversion. Mr.
a picturesque figure in

c

lovers of

inclined.

Queen and wearing the paper crown,-or,
if not, that of being a lady in waiting.
The eccentric George Francis Train is

New York Letter.]
Kinley is making herself very
Washington by receiving the
informally every morning as
does her fancy work.
This
me

so

poor little childish heart beats with pride
and pleasure in the hope of being chosen

the Proper Thing. Miss Rockefeller
Parties. Some Lovely Frocks.

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,

50 Tons Pressed Straw

50

WANTED BY

AGENTS WANTED

Nursery Stock.

FOR SALE BY
F. G.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

SALESMEN.

WHITE,

May 6,1897.—6wl8

Belfast, Me.

Salary

to
or

sell the

best

commission.

line

of

Cash ad-

vanced for expenses. Write for particulars.
THE R. G. CHASE CO., Malden, Mass.
3 ml 2

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Burnham. Mr. and Mrs. John Hart went
Searsmont last Friday to attend the funeral of his father-in-law, Mr. W. B. Morse,
who died quite suddenly of paralysis.E.
C. Libby intends to go to Montana to look
after his sheep interests there.

ST ATE

to

Fred Frasier Black

Tuesday.

in town

was

Gard Kimball returned from Washington

Monday.
Soli. Marcellus
Bock port.

is

loading spool edgings

S. Goodell is
to New York.

business trip

on a

Mrs. H. B. Whittier returned to Everett,
Mass., last week.

Desire Harris is visiting her sister,
H. H. McGilvery.

Mrs.
Mrs.

George Greenlaw of Westboro, Mass.,
visiting at T. H. Decrow's.

Mr.
is

Mr. anil Mrs. Geo. Putnam are occupying
their residence in the east village.
Mrs. Belle Ladd of Bangor is in town, the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. Y. Mitchell!

G. J. Shaw took twelve salmon Monday,
of which weighed over thirty pounds.

one

Capt. John W. McGilvery made a short
Boston last week, returning Tuesday.

visit to

C. E. Whitcomb and daughter Yinnie are visiting Capt. J. N. Putnam and
wife.
Mrs.

Smart of Milford, Mass., is the
his grandfather, Capt. Nelson

Melvin

guest of
Smart.

Mrs. Jennie Hunter, who spent the winter iu Boston and vicinity, is at home for the
summer.

Blanche Nickels, who has spent the winter in Philadelphia, returned by steamer

yesterday.
Capt. ami
burn, Mass

are

Edward Sherman of Wovisiting Capt. and Mrs. C.

N. Meyers.
Fred M. Harris of the firm of Harris &
Lawtin, Washington street, Boston, spent

Sunday

in town.

Mrs. Joanna Morse, who spent the winter
with her daughter in Jersey City, returned
home Wednesday.
Christian Endeavor Society will give
-’f their popular sociables and enter-

The
one

tainments

this, Thursday, evening.

.Tairas B. Parse has the position of second
ohirer
at

N

on

steamer

York for

ev

ine n. m

yet-Mr. A.

Elwell of Lawrence, Mass,,
his sister, Mrs. Houston of Pittsfield, Me.,
and a Mrs. Prescott of Haverhill, Mass.,
were guests at Mrs. A. P. Fogg’s last Saturday and Sunday. Mr. Elwell had a very fine
span of matched horses, which he bought in
Pittsfield fur Mrs. Prescott. Mr. Elwell is a
brother of Mrs. Fogg. Mrs, Fogg and son
have sold their farm to the Grover brothers
of Belmont and we learn that Claude and
family are to live on the place.
P.

Pittsfield. Sidney Melvin is very sick
the doctors entertain no hope of his recovery-Virginia Morse, the young daughter of L. C. Morse, is somewhat improved
under the treatment of Dr. Drake_I. E.
Dins more of Los Angeles, Cal., is visiting
his sister, Mrs. J. C. Connor. Mr. Dinsmore has
been in California about twenty
years.... W. M. Farrington, formerly of
Sangerville, has opened a new jewelry
store in the store recently vacated by R. E.

r>.

a

Badsworth,

now

loading

South American port.

b. b. Co.

nave

nail

a crew

at

Rhodes, opposite the post office... .Mrs. W.
K. Hunnewell, Mrs. A. H. Burse, Mrs. John
X. Martin and Mrs. Mary Hunter are the
delegates from the Pittsfield Universalist
parish to the Universalist State Convention
which meets in Rockland Juue 8, 9 and 10.
-Mrs. Mae Pushor has returned to Bangor
after a visit of several weeks here.
Rev. H. E. Townsend visited his brother in

painting the baggage house and every
Dover this week-Miss Hattie Perkins of
tiling on the wharf looks bright and new.
in
town
this
A club of ladies gave a sociable and whist Uxbridge, Mass., visited
party at G. A. R. hall last Thursday even- week....Hon, A. M. Spear of Gardiner delivered the Memorial Day address here Moning and a very enjoyable evening was spent.
day,
May 31st... .Mr. John Weymouth and
Local travel on the bay and river \\ lil find
his housekeeper, Mrs. B. L. X. Bartlett,were
Thu trips of the M. & M., which runs between
united in marriage June 5th, by Rev. H. E.
B'icksport and Camden, very convenient. Townsend-The X.
L. A. Society will
The Harbor Dramatic Club, by request, meet with Mrs. Geo. H.
Hunter, Thursday,
will repeat the drama “Out of His Sphere”
June 10th.
a. the hall at the Harbor next Monday evenwork

North Stockton Springs.

ing.

The Centre

school, taught by Miss Bertha Partridge,
Capt. Henry T. Lancaster will remain at bad
exercises appropriate to Memorial day.
home fur a voyage and his ship, the Sachem,
The program was as follows: Song, Battle
will be commanded by Capt. Sewall Nickels.
Hymu of the Republic, by school; exercise,
FLst.net Erskine, Agnes Park, and Cath- The Life of Lincoln, by school; rec., We
erine Nickels, who have been attending the
Bring Flowers, Helen Littlefield; reading,
E M. C. Seminary at Bucksport, are home
Marching To-day,Herman Partridge; Mag exfor the summer vacation.
ercise, Wave,Flags, Wave,Cecil Moody, Willie Lanpher, Henry Clifford and James ClifJ. A. Clement, F. A. Curtis, C. F. Gordon
and F. E. Whitcomb have been a* Swan ford ; sung, Tenting To-night, Mrs. F. Partand others; rec., Memorial Day, MinLake tins week. They report the fish as ridge
nie Moody; flower exercise, The Red, White
very shy, but some of the party have made
and Blue, Helen Calderwood, Jennie Clifsome fine catches.
ford, Essie Moody, Clara Ridley, Dora RusTL«• xi'iir sion to Castine, postponed last sell, Willie Calderwood;
rec., Grandpa’s
Saturday on ..uut of the storm, will be Grave, Clara Ridley: song, America, by the
g.v.
Saturday, June 12th, if pleasant. school. The selioolhouse was prettily decoSteal:; r Castine will leave here at 11 o’clock
rated with flags and flowers and in spite of
u m
returning early in the evening. Fare the bad weather quite a number of visitors
fin- the round trip 2.1
nts.
The Metro- were present.
Several visitors made appolitans and Ca .mines will play the first of a propriate remarks after the exercises_Elserins of games at the old fort. Game called
der W. H Rice is having a series of meetat 2 o’clock.
ings at the Centre school house. He preachThe G. A. R. have passed a vote of thanks ed an interesting and appropriate Memorial
sermon, May 30th, and will preach again
to L. O. Sargent for a roster of The lfith Me.
Rcgt. eoautifully framed and •ontaming all next Sunday at 2 p. m. Sunday school will
d the original names of those who enlisted be directly after the services... .Everyone
n tiie regiment.
The post also voted thanks in this vicinity has the bicycle craze since
Tti Messrs. Murphy, Hamilton and Rich, who A. M. Ames of Stockton Springs village lias
donated the music fur Memorial Day; to the •,aken the agency for Elgin bicycles... .Miss
Cadets who rendered valuable service as es- Addie Crockett has arrived home after gradurt, and t< the ladies of the Relief Corps uating from Castiue Normal school. Miss
Crockett’s friends are pleased to bear that
who prepared the decorations.
■

■

she had one of the class parts, an essay on
Heroes and Heroines-Clifford and Wilber

—

NORTH SEARS PORT ITEMS.

Staples visited their sistef, Mrs. Jennie
Moore of Monroe, recently-Mrs. Susan
list.
Phillips and four children of Brookline,
Hally Perkins and wife of Frankfort visit- Mass., are visiting at Mr. Henry McCased at Asa Carter's last week.
liu’s.Mrs. Clara
Harri man’s poultry
There will be a dance at the Grange Ilall, house was broken into and twenty large
chickens stolen recently, and a barrel conNorth Searsport, June 17th.
a hen and twenty-one chickens was
Lorenzo Jones and wife of South Brooks taining
stolen from Mr. James Jacobs a few days
visited at A. Stinson’s last week.
later-Howard Cummings of Prospect visPound party at the Grange next Saturday
ited friends in town recently.
night. Come and bring your pound.
Mrs.

Martha Mathews

is

still

on

the sick

Comrades from this place are loud in praise
the treatment received at YVinterport
June 3rd.

of

party of Grangers met at Brother and
Sister James L. Dow’s last week. Icecream
ake were served and all returned home
happy and wiser for visiting Sister Dow.
A

cOlnty

correspondence.

Prospect. The auction sale last week at
the John Harding place was well attended
and everything brought good prices for these
The incubator sold for §22, and some
of the best blooded chicks, four weeks old,
brought 22 cents apiece. Half-bloods went
as low as 13 cents apiece.
The ten volumes
of the Americanized Encyclopedia Brittanica brought §10, a secretary §15, one rocking chair, §10, and two shoats §4 and §5.
There were a good many household goods to
dispose of and quite a large amount went to
Winterport bidders.. .This week the County
Grange meets in Prospect. The attendance
is expected to be large unless the weather
changes so that the ground can be worked.
It is now becoming a serious question

times.

Belmont. Mrs. Helen A. Jordan and
Sadie Knight of Lincolnville were in
town Saturday.... Isaac A. Flagg, who has
been quite sick for the past few months, is
now
able to be up and dressed.We
would like to hear what the Liberty corre- whether
anything can be put into the ground
spondent has to say about the rainy weather. on some farms before it is too late for a
....The “Lend a Handy circle, Order of
Less potatoes will be planted.
crop.
Kings Sons and Daughters, did not meet On one farm here the manufacturers of
last Sunday owing to the bad weather, but !
Bowker’s phosphate have authorized the
will meet Sunday June 13th, at Nathaniel
ageut to put in two acres of potatoes, using
in
Simmons’
Belfast. Topic, “Some things
I
liberally Bowker’s potato phosphate.
worth living for.”
Bible word, “Son.”
don’t know at what lay. Manufacturers had
Monroe. Mrs. Joseph Palmer lias gone better adopt that method altogether, as in
to Portland to spend the summer with her the past it has been hard to realize cash and
daughter. Her son, F. L. Palmer, accom- a small profit on crops among the farmers
panied her on her journey-Capt. and Mrs. using phosphate-Miss Grace Partridge of
Telford Durham and Mrs. Mary Moore will Belfast is visiting relatives here_J. F.
Libby has a large lot of spring goods just arvisit Mr. and Mrs. .E. M. Dolleff in GardiMrs.

week-Mrs. Fred Putman is eonlined to her bed by sickness.... Mrs. Fred
Tasker remains about the same....Mrs.
Walter Bowden has been very sick the past
week, suffering from a stomach trouble_
Mr. ami Mrs. F. A. Holmes of Swauvilie
will give a free dance at Monroe Town Hall
Thursday evening, June 10th, in honor of
their [recent marriage.Mrs. S.
Clark
of Lawrence, Mass., who is spending the
summer in Maine, was the guest last week
of Mrs. Franklin Chase_Crows are makner

ing

next

good living just

at

Monday night, by invitation.
per

was

served to them.

and

is

selling cheap_At last we
have an agent for bicycles. Ames & Merritliew of Stockton
village sell the high
grade Elgin, manufactured in Elgin, 111.
Call at the store and see a model daisy of a
wheel and keep abreast of the times... .Miss
Flora Haley and Mr. Weudall Marden
graduated this term at the Castine Normal
school and have arrived home_The teacher and pupils in Clark district, Prospect,
held Memorial Day exercises in their school
Monday afternoon. Following is the pro-

Responsive exercises, school; rec.,
United at Last, Edith Curtis; rec., Memorial Day, Myrtie Clark; rec., Little Hands,
Mida Curtis: rec., Unknown Dead, Agnes
Ward; rec., What Little Children Can Do,
Roy Littlefield; singing, Cover Them Over
With Beautiful Flowers; rec., Decoration
Day, Hattie Hall; rec., The Brave Soldier,
Georgia Curtis; rec., Why We Keep Memorial Day, Charlie Gray; rec., Memorial
Day, Mertie Cunningham; rec., Our Honored Dead, Nettie Littlefield; rec., Our Brave
Boys, Rosa Hall; rec., The Blue and the
Gray, Everett Gray; rec., My Grandpa Was
A nice sup- a Soldier,
Tommy Powers; singing, National Hymn, school.

present on spring
chickens. Ivlr. H. W. Dawson has lost 23
by crows... Mrs. Betsey Colson has returned from Bangor and brought her little
grand-child with her-Arthur Ritchie,
Esq., of Liberty was in town on business
last week-A Sunday school was organized last Sunday with a large attendance, and
the promise of many more. Mrs. F. L. Palmer is superintendent, and Miss Nora Lufkin, organist... .The Monroe Odd Fellows
visited Garfield Lodge of Winterport last
a

rived,

gram;

BYRON BOYD, Secretary

__

Mr. Justin
Merriam .came
near meeting with a sad accident last Monday forenoon. He was running a planer at
Merriam’s mill and his left hand caught between the board and roller and was drawn
in until the roller was half way between the
wrist and elbow, when for some reason or
other the roller revolved on the arm and the
board remained stationary. Had his arm
moved a few inches farther the planer
knives would have whittled it out of existence.
He was quickly released from his
perilous position, and, after several hours,
was attended
by Dr. T. X. Pearson, w’ho
pronounced no bones broken, but the hand
and arm badly bruised aud strained_
Elisha Merriam returned last Saturday
from Massachusetts. He reports that Russeli Gray, who was very sick with typhoid
fever, is better, though confined to his bed

and

Mrs.

List of candidates nominated, to be voted for June 21, 1897.

Morrill.

I).

Capt.

for

OF MAINE,

REPUBLICAN

Absolutely Pure.
Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder co.,
♦>
NEW YORK.

Mrs. Lola Barnes is in Thorndike for a two weeks’ stay-Mrs. Susan
Barnes is at home from Massachusetts for the
summer_Mrs. Dora Clay and sou were in
Castine last week-Isaac B. Clay, who
graduated at Castine Normal school last
week, has gone to Portland where he has
employment-The selectmen are making
extensive repairs on the Johnson bridgeThe selectmen and their attorney, F. W.
Brown, Jr. of Brooks, were in Augusta
June 2d to urge the building of an underpass near the Sargent crossing. It is understood that the Railroad Commissioners
reported in favor and that the Maine Central, through their attorney, appealed. A
decision is to be rendered in September.
Waldo.

Searsmont. Mr. Freeman Wellman, who
has been sick for a year and a half, died
Thursday, June 3rd. Rev. W. C. Baker conducted the funeral Sunday. The deceased
leaves a widow and two daughters, Mrs. M.
G. Black of Northpurt and Mrs. John Hopkins of Union-Rev. W. C. Baker preached
at the school house at East Searsmont last
Sunday_Next Sunday will be observed as
Children’s Day at the M. £ Church. Sermon to the children in the morning and a
concert by the children in the evening....
Misses Alice M. Poor and Hattie Bean returned from the Normal school at Castine
last Thursday_Mrs. Jas. F. Burgess is

For

Kepresentative

to

For

Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta.

Representative

Mrs. Susan Flye; chaplain, Mrs. M. A.
Elliott; con., Mrs. Emma McDonald, guard.

SHIP

,

is in

a

present at the installation. A fine supfurnished by the corps. This corps
prosperous condition, all the member,

working harmoneously together.
Winterpokt. Rev. Mr. HetHon of South j
West Harbor preached in the M. E. Church
Sunday morning and his sermon was very j
much enjoyed. Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Wight ;
assisted in the singing and Miss Marion

New

Cld, sch. Lizzie B. Willey,

York, June 1.

class in music formed for a week’s instruc- j
tion....Miss Maria Treat of Hampden was j
in town Monday and visited her brother, j
Joshua Treat_Last Thursday Mr. Wm. j
McGrath saw a fine large deer in the field
below his house. After feeding around for 1
some time the deer jumped the fence, went
down to the shore and swam across the,
river-Mrs. E. F. Littlefield and daughter, j
Miss Eftie, returned last week from their j

bugle

Isaac Leathers, our deputy sheriff, has moved into his new residence near the depot,
known as the old Daniel Jones place-The
Pliilando Rowell family have moved to Morrill-Mrs. Lizzie Austin is still here at the

again.

village under the care of Dr. A. E. Kilgore.
Her mother, Mrs. Clifford, is with herMr. A. Houghton, who has been seriously
ill for a long time, was on the streets Tuesday. It is the first lime that he has been
out of doors for some months.. Mrs. Rachel
Sinclair is still confined to the house by her
rheumatic troubles. Her niece, Miss Mil-

Centre Montville. Mr. Wm. F. White’s
house and barn were completely destroyed
by lire between twelve and one o’clock
Thursday morning, May 3d. When the lire
was discovered the barn was enveloped in
liarnes, which soon extended to the house,
which was not more than sixteen feet distant. There were four good horses in the
barn—for one of which Mr. White had recently been offered S3C0—four cows and a
calf, besides numerous farming tools, all of
which were destroyed.
Such household
goods as could be hastily removed from the
lower story were saved. There was no inThe fire is supposed to be the
surance.
work of an incendary. Afire inquest was
held by the selectmen Saturday afternoon
and a petition has been circulated to call a
town meeting to see if the town will offer a
reward for the arrest and conviction of the
incendiary-Mr. J. O. Bartlett went to
Bucksport June 2nd, to attend the graduating exercises at the E. M. Seminary. His
the
Latin Scientific Course.Miss Madge
Thompson attended the graduation at Castine-Mr. Herbert Jackson of Poor’s Mills
recently moved onto the Bert Choate farm.
....Mr. Chauncey Swift has
moved into
Geo. E. Nash’s house.
son,

\V.

R.

Bartlett, graduated from

Some line catches of trout,
pickerel and black bass have been made re
cently in streams in this vicinity. E. D.
Gushee seems to be “high line.” Saturday
he took six trout from the Allen brook, a
short distance above Sherman’s mill, the
six weighing 10 pounds.
He was about
thirty minutes lauding the lot. A fewr days
Appleton.

before that he captured forty pickerel from
the same stream, and did not move from the
position he occupied when the first one was
taken. Geo. Gushee took a trout from the
same brook weighing two pounds and nine
ounces....M. F.

Hanly, Esq.,

is

enlarging

under his building, making
the cellar
F. L.
it the full size of the building.
Davidson will occupy the store as soon as
the necessary repairs are made.Mrs.
Daniel Dresser of Rowley, Mass., is here, the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. S. A. Pedrick.•
Mrs. "Walter Gushee, who has been visiting
her parents in Liberty, has returned, and is
now the guest of Mrs. Frances Gushee....
The Foss place has been sold by Stephen J.
Gushee, to a Mr. Upton of Camden-Rev.
W. C. Baker of Searsmout delivered the
Memorial oration for David Esancy Post.
The Memorial sermon, Sunday, was by Rev.
C. E. Harden. Services were held in Union
church_Our farmers are feeling discouraged. Many of them have not plowed a
furrow, their land has been so wet.

“

uster A. Lewis, Belfast;
SaulsbuiBangor;
Charles E. Raymond, Port Johnson for Belfast ;
sld, sch. W illiam E. Downes, Marshall, Philadelphia ; 5, cld, schs. Melissa Trask, Trask, Jacksonville; Carrie E. Look, Haskell, do.: 6, ar, bark
Re1 uca Crowell, Surinam ; 7, ar, barn Penobscot,
Hong Kong; sells. Ulive T. Whittier, Whittier,
Cienfuegt is; Almeda Willey, Dodge, Brunswick,
Ga.; George B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Bangor;
Emma M. Fox, Hopkins, do.; Lizzie Lane, blossom do.: Maggie Mulvey, P inlett, do.; James A.
Parsons, Bowler, Gardiner; Pocliasett, Herrick,
Sedgwick; Fannie & Edith and A. Hay ford, Rock-

“

These

land.

damage.
St. john, June 6. The steamer St. Croix, Capt.
Pike, which arrived Saturday night from Boston,
was run into off Seguin on Friday night in a
dense fog by the fishing schooner Uncle Joe of
Harpswell, Maine. The steamer stopped but the
fishermen reported they needed no assistance.
Vineyard Haven, June 4. Sch. Edward Stewart,
Jordan, Bangor for New York, reports June 2, 20
miles N. N. E. of Highland Light, in fresh N. W.
wind, carried away foretopmast and tore forestaysaii badly. June <>. Sch. Emma Green, Wood, of
and from Bangor for New York, with a cargo of
lumber, ran ashore on Middle Ground Shoal, N ineyard Sound, yesterday, but was floated last night
by steam tug Storm king, and proceeded, apparently uninjured.
Nassau, N. P., June 6. Sch. Ella G. Ellis of
Rockport, Me Cushman, which arrived at Ragged
Island, Bahamas*, for a cargo of salt on May 25,
through a misunderstanding between the consignee and the collector, began to take in her cargo before a permit to load had been obtained and
was seized and fined §500 for this breach of the
revenue law of the colony. The master came to
Nassau, and with the help of the American con-

is fitting up some new dressmaking rooms,
and intends, as usual, to have first class
dressmakers to attend to the wauts of his
customers-Elmer G. Roberts has been
engaged by the Yankee Blade Publishing
Co. to take charge of their office business
and will begin work at once. ...Mrs. Asenath
Allen, widow of the late Reuben Allen, lias
sold her interest in the estate to Ivory Allen, her son-in-law, and has moved into the
Henry Small house....C. E. Lane is away
on a business trip... .State Constable Mears
called upon friends here Tuesday.

sul was enabled to get the fine remitted. The vessel will not be able to clear with her cargo before
the 10th inst. She is bound for New Haven, Ct.
Charters. Ship Roanoke, (previously) Honolulu to New York, sugar, at or about §4.75; in
place of
Ship Henry B. Hyde, (previously) New York to San Francisco, general cargo, p. t.
Sch. Jacob Haskell, Navassa to C’artaret, phosphate rock, §2. Sch. Carrie A. Buekuam, Crandall tv* Trinidad, $<>.50 and towage. Bark Augostiue lvobbe, Brunswick to Cape de Verde, lumber,
§11. Sch. Morancy, Gonaives or St. Marc to New
York or the Sound, logwood, §3. Sch. Henry R.
Tilton, Darien to New York, lumber, §4.37 *1-2,
place of the H. B. Hussey, cancelled. Sch. Carrie
E. Look, Jacksonville to New York, lumber, p. t.
Sell. Menawa, New York to Baltimore,sulphur,§1.
Coal freights: Sch. Isaiah Hart, Baltimore to Boston, 80 cents, above 5 bridges. Sell. Mary E. Palmer, Philadelphia to Portsmouth, <30 cents.

pirigo.

BO JUS.
Banks. In Searsmont, June 0, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Banks, a son.
Cousins. In Franklin, May 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
Column S. Cousins, a daughter.
Campbell. In Amherst, May 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Winfield C. Campbe 1, a on.
Dorr. In Penobscot, May 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Dorr, a son.
Simmons. In West Warren, May 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Simmons, a son.

Belfast

Price

CORRECTED WEEKLY

••

MARRIED.
Gii,chrest-Dow. In Thomaston, May 31, Alvah
Gilchrest and 1 ez Dow, both <>l Thomaston.
Nichols-Young. In Belfast, June 5, by Rev.
L. M. Burrington, Joseph F. Nichols and Sarah A.
Young, both of Belmont.
Weymoutii-Jackson. In Morrill, June 2, by
Rev. H. 1. Holt of Cushing, George Weymouth
ana Myra Jackson, both of Morrill.

20,o30i
ittfr
9021 oo
85 oO 9i>
Ooa, 1 25
Iool 8
5 all 1-2
40a45
10ol2
10ol2
50o75
14old

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Hav, p. ton,] 0 00 a 12 00
3 1-2 a 4
Hides, p lb,
r> a7
Lamb, p I!,,
Lamb Skins,
25(540
Mutton, p It.,
4To5
Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 25 a 30

3(\a 35
454 1-2
Straw, p ton, 0 00a7 00
10 a 18
Turkey, p lb.
1 l-2a.3
Tallow,
Go.7
Veal, p lb,
~10 Wool, unwashed, 12513
8210 Wood, hard, 3 5055 00
13ol5i Wood, soft, 3 00^3 50

Retail Price.

DIED.'

Current.

Price Paid Producer.

prou uce Market.

Apples, t> bu,
dried, Jr) It),
Beans, pea,
medium,
yel’weyesl
Butter, £> It.,
Beef, fc> it),
Barley,
bu,
Cheese, (J lb,
Chicken,
it>,
Calfskins,
Duck, t> lb,
Eggs, > doz,
Fowl, t> lb,
Geese, fc> lb,

Potatoes,
Round Hog,

are

all

nal.

I

[Maine Farmer.

S 50
75

a

g-

assortment of Ladies’ Low Shoes of all st

in all the latest colors at very low pr

*

W.T.COLBURN, ‘““J7
Seasonable

BREAD

Shoes.
i

:

^

£oEp- RUSSET

*v

BEST

!

BICYCLE,

Hxxxxj?;

OIL

TENNIS,

cV^; ;-^g

LADIES OXFORDS.

The bread used day after day in each
and every household is one of those
small and apparently unimportant items
that receive due consideration at the
hands of but few housekeepers.
“Bread is bread" in their minds, and
they thoughtlessly take any kind that a
grocer or baker may offer.
“Water is water," too, but everybody
knows better than to drink dirty amt

impure

water.

Why

not be

equally

all i.x tiii: i a ti:s /

STEVENS BRG

fastidious about

So.

your bread?
There is as much difference between
different bread as there is between different kinds of butter—you know how
different bad butter is from good but-

.Main

Good

ter.

Bread is

>

AM) LOU AST VIH>

susceptible

of even greater
difference, and in order that you should
have good bread you must have good
Hour, and do not allow your grocer to
palm off ou you his own special brand
of Hour, as he is doing at your expense
and liis gain, but insist upon his furnishing you with the old tried and true
flour, “Pillsbury’s Best,” and with it
your efforts at bread making will be
crowned with success.

Street,

Barga

In Second Hand Oar;
and Harnesses
ALSO PIGS FOR SALt

BELFAST

LIVERY

i). b. sorrow orth

Proprietors.
Notice of Foreclose

NOTICE.
To T. W. Brown. Jr.. Esy., a Justice
in and for the County of Waldo
the

owners

pew
WHEREAS
ing House in Brooks,

ITT HERE AS SAMI El. IV YORK
Vt in the County ot W.ihio. b\ h
deed dated January 14. 1882. and re
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Honk Is
conveyed t<< Etta < Adams of R.
County ot Plymouth, Commonwcali
chusetts, a certain parcel ot real esia'
Northporr, in said Count} "1 Wahl
same premises on which -a id Sauna
lived, and being the same come}eh
B. York by Yinal Hills. l>y hi> deed
1882, and recorded in said Legist
Book 1 Bo, Page 2f»l.and whereas !
Adams, on the 17th da\ of Mart
for a valuable consideration, sold,
conveyed said mortgage and tin* del
cured, to the undersigned, Hesl>n I
is the present holder and t.wner <*f si
and whereas the condition of said it
been broken, now therefore, by n
breach of the condition thereof, 1
closure of said mortgage.
HESLYN 1
June 3. 1897 —3w23

of the Peaci

of the Union Meet

in said County, have
meeting for three years, therefore we,
the subscribers, pew owners in said meeting house,
request you to issue your warrant to one of us to
notify a meeting of said pew owners, to beheld at
the said meeting house on Saturday, the third day
of July, A. D. 1897, at two o’clock in the after
noon, to act on the following articles, viz
Article 1st. To choose a moderator to preside
in said meeting.
not

had

a

Article 2d. To choose a clerk and other neces
sary officers
Dated at Brooks, this 8th dav of June, A. I).
1897.
M*. CHASE.
h. H. 1’ILLEY,
JOHN M. DOW,
M. M. HUXFORD.
STATE OF MAINE.

>

WALDO SS.

Proposals for Building Sen

To //. 1J. PiUcij of Brooks, in the County of Waldo
Pursuant to the foregoing application, you are
hereby directed to notify the pew owners of the
meeting house mentioned in the foregoing application, to meet at said meeting house on Saturday, the third day of July, A. 1>. 1897, at two
o’clock m the afternoon,for the purposes mentioned in said application, by posting a certified copy
of the foregoing application with this warrant annexed, on one of the outer doors of said meeting
house and at the post-office in Brooks village,
both of said notices r<. be posted as aforesaid,
three weeks, at least, before the time of said meeting, and publishing it three weeks successively before tlie time of said meeting m The Republican
Journal,a newspaper published in said county.
'Given under my hand and seal at
seal.
Brooks,in said county,this 8th day
--'
of June A. D., 1897.
F. W. BROWN, Jr., Justice of the Peace.
A true copy. Attest: -H. H. Pillev
3w23

Sealed proposals for building a sew*
of Belfast. on < hureli sneet tr**m !
Drove street, Son feet, and on Paid
High street to the end of the sewci >>
street, 200 feet, will be received b> t
on sewers of said city until Tuesd..
t<* l*.
ato’clock i\ m., said propose
tire work and pipe and **ther ma
laborers employed on the sewer inuof Belfast. The City (’••uneil i* >e'
to accept any of the proposals or :
For plan ot flit- sewer and oilier par:
of, apply to the subscriber, chairman
CI.AKEN' !.
uiittee on sewers,
Belfast, J urn s. 1807. -4w23
■

—-—

WOOL CARDI
AT

Belfast Loan &

Building Asso.

Retail Market.

Apples—Baldwins, f> bbl, $1.75@$2.00.

KID

KIM)3I.

I take this method to inform my e<
wool left at the following places will
returned for the same as at the no
cott. Liberty; C. E. Drake, Albion
Brooks; Vickery A Hatch. Morrill 1
Belfast. For further information a*l*
A. A. THOMPSON, 1 r.
Freedom. June 3, 1897.— 3ni23

A meeting of the stockholders of the Belfast
o8 Lime, p bbl,
90(5100 Loan At Building Association will be held at the
18 Oat Meal, p lb,
3(54 Banking Rooms of the Belfast National Bank,
41 Onions, p lb,
To8
June 1G. 1897, at 7 o’clock r. m for
41 Oil,kerosene, gal, 11,512 Wednesday,
the election of officers and the transaction of any
Corn Meal,
41 Pol lock,pit.,
bu,
31-2^4 other business that may legally cotne before them.
15219 Pork, p lb,
7 o8Cheese, J4 lb,
C. W. WESCOTT, Sec y.
Cotton Seed,
1.12
cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl,
Belfast, June 8, 1897.—Iw23
3
529 Rye Meal. P lb
Codfish, dry, |> lb
75580
Cranberries, £> qt, 5;29 Shorts, p cwt,
Clover Seed,
lb, 11212 Sugar, p lb,
5(55 1-2
35
Flour, D bbl, 4 50(oo 50 Salt, T. 1., p
Boston Produce Market.
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 90^2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
2(52
353 13
8a9 Wheat Meal,
Lard, fc> lb
Boston, June 7, 1897. The following are to
day’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, lG(al6 l-2c;
We received a pleasant call, Friday, from
dairy, North, best, 14 a 15c.
Mr. Edward Stanw'ood, tbe accomplished
Cheese—Northern choice, new, large, 8c; new,
and scholar ly editor of the Youth’s Corn- small, 8 l-2e.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 14c; Eastern, 10 1-2 u
Mr. Stanwood is in the 11c.
pan ion, Boston.
Beans—North, small pea, $1.00(al .15; yellow
of
his
and
for
prime
journalistic experience,
eyes, $1.000.1.15; red kidneys, $1.4CKal.70.
t he next twenty years will do his best work.
Hay—Fancy, $17.50,0’$ 18; good,$10.00^17.00;
He i s a native of Augusta, and after gradu- lower grades, $ll'o$lo.
Straw—Rye straw, $17; oat straw, $8 a $8.50.
ating with honor at Bowdoin College, began
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, f>
bis editorial career on the Kennebec Jour- bush, 60io53c; white star,
35(o38c.

Maker. In Concord, Mass., dune 3, George W.
years.
Makei, formerly of Belfast, aged 47
Morse. In Searsmont, June 2, Win. B. Morse,
months.
8
G7
and
aged
years
Prince, In Rock port, May 31, Chas. M. I rmce,
aged GO years.
Quinn. In McMillan, New Mexico, May 22,
Clarence Quinn of Eagle Island, aged 27 years.
Shuman. In Camden, May 28, Mrs. Emma G.
Shuman, aged G4 years.
Wellman.
In Searsmont, June 3, Freeman
Wellman, aged 70 years.

Tips,

great values. We also have

Beef, corned, $ ib, 7
Butter salt, 14 lb bag,
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, fc> bu,

Coombs.
In Ellsworth, May 27, Jacob w.
Coombs, aged 65 years, 9 months and 14 days.
CUKTIS. In Camden, May 128. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Curtis, aged 4 years.
Frederick. In Belfast, June 5, James Woodbury Frederick, aged 7L years and 4 months.
Higgins. In North Ellsworth, May 31, Ephraim
Higgins, aged 73 years, J month and 1G days.
In Vinalhaven, May 28, Fitz Albert
Hunt.
Hunt, a native of Belfast, aged 7G years.
Marshall. In Marlboro, Mass., May 24, Lillian
M. (Mahoney), wife of Albert A. Marshall, a native
of Liucolnville, aged 25 years 7 months and 27

to

Goofl Style Russet Oxford Ties, 75
Princess, Congress Oxfords, 1.00
Pat. Leather Strap Sandals. 75

“

has been chartered to load coal for Portland.
Nassau, June 5. Sch. Lucia Porter, Randall,
from New York May 12 for Tampico, straudeu at
Biminis, got off with assistance June 2 and arrived here to-day. She has sustained no apparent

dred Rowe, is with her-It is supposed
that the oldest man in town is Daniel
Cleary, aged 95. For many years he has
been cared for by Joseph Ellis-Mr. Dow

Representative

Ladies’ Kid Oxfords, PatBll UiM
“
Finer Kid Oxford Ties,

AMERICAN FORTH.

sch. Mary L. Crosby, Trim, JackKelly of Camden gave a very line solo. In Ship Island; ar, schs.
Andrew Nebinger, Bangor;
sonville: 2, ar,
the evening a praise service was conducted ; David S. Siner, Clark’s Island; cld, sch. Menawa,
Pendleton,
Baltimore;
sld, sch. Abraham RichardMr.
and
a
free
by
Monday evening
Wight,
son, Port Johnson for Bangor: 4, ar, schs. Sarah
concert was given under his direction aud a
L. Davis, Pattershall, Somes Sound; Willard
|

of Virgie Morse... .Mrs. Ella Rowe
is very sick_B. F. Clough of Boston is
visiting his brother, Dr. J. W. CloughMrs. Pulsifer and family of Brooklyu,
N. Y., are occupying the New York cottage
care

For

Special Bargains.

SAILED.

June 2. Sch. Garland, Allen, Stonington, Me.
June 4. Schs. Emm » S. Brings, Osborne, Tenant's Harbor and New York ; Alaska, Swett, Rockland Nonpareil. Cousins, Deer Isle.
June 5. Sch. Allandale, Sadler, Bangor.
June 7. Sch. Paul Seavev, Pattershall, Samly
Hook
June 8. Sch. Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland.

Boston, June 3. Ar, schs. Charlotte T. Sibley,
West, Apalachicola; Isaiah Hart, Williams, Baltivisit to Boston.. .Miss Marion Kelly of J
more; 4, ar, sch. Isaac Oberton, Trim, Weeliawken; 6, ar,sch. Sandy Point, Larrabee, Bangor; 7,
visiting her parents at Matinicus Light Camden is visiting friends in town.... Mrs. ar,
bark Edward May, Manila.
Station.
She was called there by the ser- H. E. McDonald of Belfast was the guest of
Philadelphia, June 1. Ar, schs. Henry R. Tilton,
her aunt, Mrs. Marshall, last week, return- Satilla; J. Holmes hirdsall, Portland; 7, ar, sch.
ious illness of her sister-We saw Charles
D. H. Rivers, Colcord, La Brae.
Banks the other day and he was smiling. It ing home Monday-Eugene Howland was
Delaware Breakwater, June 1. Ar, sch Georgia
Gilley, Port Spain (and ordered to New York);
brief
visit
last
week-Mrs.
is a boy!-Mrs. Amanda T. Muzzy and at home for a
Baltimore, June 2. Ar, soils. Arthur V. S. WoodM. L. Willard is making extensive improve- ruff, Bahamas; Sarah E. Palmer, Iceboro; cld,
family have returned for the summer.
Frank A. Palmer, Portland; 3, ar, sch. Thomas
ment on her house-Miss L. A. Grindle
Prospect Village.
Mrs. Alice Haley,
W. Hyde, Brunswick, Ga: 7. cld, sch. Arthur V.
has
returned
from
Belfast-Defender
Hose
S.
Woodiutf, Heagan, Bueksport.
Miss Sarah Killman, Miss Francis Eames
Poitland, June 3 Cld, schs. Augustus Palmer,
ami Mr. Frank Crockett went to Castine to Company has bought a small building for a Louisburg, C. B.: E. W. Day, Crockett, Winterattend commencement. Mr. Wendell Mar- hose carriage and engine house aud moved port.
Bangor, June 2. Ar, schs. L. A. 1 lummer, Fosden and Misses Flora Haley and Addie it to the lot next to the Lord block.
ter. Belfast; Rabboni, Lord, New York; 3, ar, sch.
Annie P. Chase, Ellis; New Bedford; cld, schs.
Crockett were in the graduating class.
Brooks. The A. D. Bean Camp, No. 55, S. Onward,
Eaton, Wareham; A. F. Kindberg, Ken....The S. B. I. S. met with Miss Ora Libby of V., organized here last April with about dall, New York; 4, cld, sell. Paul Seavey, PatterNew York; 8, ar, sch. E. L. Warren, Tainshall,
last Thursday. Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Erskine 25 members, is prospering finely. The offitor, Boston.
of Frankfort joined the supper circle. A cers are as follows: Capt., Con L. Grover;
Port Tampa, June 1. S1<1, sch. J. Manchester
Wade, Baltimore.
good time was enjoyed by all. They will 1st Lieut., Charles Hobbs; 2d Lieut., Haynes,
Washington, D. t'., June 1. Ar. sch. Young
Brothers. Kennebec; 5, ar, hark Grace Lynwood,
meet with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lane June Pereie Cilley; Q. M. S., Lester Cilley; S.
Fort Spain;?, ar, sch. Yale, Kennebec;
17th....Mrs. Ella M. Littlefield returned of G., Byron Johnsou; Chaplain Sidney Gilley,
cld. sell. Young Brothers, Portsmouth.
Providence. June 1. Ar, sch. Lizzie Lane, Banfrom her visit to Boston by steamer Penob- Tibbetts; Camp G., Hilliard Seavey; P.
gor: 2, ar, sch. S. G. Haskell, Richardson, Turks
scot, June 2nd, accompanied by her aunt, G., John Jones-Several of our people at- Island.
Green’s Landing, Me., May 31. Ar, sells. D. I).
Mrs. Phebe A. Williams of Boston, who tended the Quarterly meeting at Monroe
Haskell ami James Holmes, Belfast.
will spend the summer here.Miss Grace Centre, last Sunday... .Theservices at Union
Savannah, June 5. Sld, sch. Susan N. PickerM. Libby and Miss Hattie Mardeu are ex- church each Sunday afternoon are very fully ing, Haskell, Boston.
Brunswick, Ga., June 2. Sld. sch. .Etna, Chippected home from Massachusetts to spend attended and Rev. F. S. DollilT always has man, New York; 4, ar, sch. F. (/. Pendleton, Burthe summer with their parents-Mrs. Dr. something interesting to say. The Sunday gess, New York, and sld. 5th for Satilla.
Newport News, June 2. Ar, sell. Gov. Ames,
Colson of Bangor is visiting her son and school is also prospering finely-The road Davis, Providence ; 5, sld, sell. Daylight, Portland.
Perth Amboy, June 3. Sld, sch. Gen. Adelbert
family, Josiali Colson....Mrs. Maud George, surveyors io ti*. different parts of the town
Ames, Small, Boston; 5, sld,sch. CarrieT. Balano,
who has been very sick, is gaining slowly.
have begun work on the highways, and we Coombs, Savannah.
Galveston, June 4.
Sld, sch. Mary A. Hall,
note with satisfaction that they are clearing
Liberty. The Memorial address at the
Pressey, New York.
Fernandina, June 4. Ar, sch. Win. II. Sumner,
church Sunday evening, postponed from out some of the rocks that for years have
New York.
Memorial day on account of the storm, de- been a nuisance to the travelling public. Pendleton,
Jacksonville, June 4. Ar, soli. Mary Ann Mclivered by Arthur Ritchie, Esq., of this vil- Another point requiring careful attention is Cann, Gates, Long Cove; 5, ar, sch. A. li. SherBaltimore.
lage, was a very scholarly, historical and that of the crossways and the turnouts for man, Pillsbury,
FOREIGN PORTS.
patriotic address and is favorably comment- the water on the hills. Brooks paid dearly
Fayal, June 1. Ar, brig Hanv Smith, Boston.
ed upon bj" all who heard it....L. C. Morse during the washouts of last autumn for negLouisburg, (... B., June 2. Ar, sch. William B.
of Pittsfield was in town for a few days, lect in this direction-Joseph Eliis lias Pasmer, D\er, Boston.
Port Elizabeth, May 1(5. Ar, bark R. A. C. Smith,
called this way by the death of his brother bought a fine young business mare of M. J. Hooper, New York.
St.
Helena, May 15. Passed, bark Jennie HarkWilliam Morse of Searsmont... .We noticed Dow, who has two more to sell-Our peoness, Amslmry, Manila lor Delaware Breakwater.
a statement
in the
The Journal's items ! ple were much pleased to see Geo. Damon of
Port Spain, May 20. Ar, sch. To fa, Wilson,
New York; 22, sld, sch. D. 11. Rivers, Coleord,
from Montville, that L. C. Morse’s little Freedom here Memorial Day. The Major
Philadelphia.
daughter Virgie was dead. We are happy as we used to call him, brought his life along
MARINE MISCELLANY.
to state that such is not the case.
Though a and it reminded us of the times in the past
Spoken. June 4, lat. 37.31, Ion. G(> 11, ship
of
sick
child
there
are
Belle
from
old
of
when
the
homestead
on
Hill
Bath, from New York for Hong Kong.
very
bright prospects
Sprout
Baltimore, June 3. When the big sch Frank. A.
her recovery-Dr. Whitcomb fell and in- he would wake the echoes with his old Palmer
sailed for Portland, with 3,425 tons of
jured his leg quite badly last week_Mrs. bugle. In the forties, rifties and sixties, coal yesterday, she was drawing 23 feet of water.
The sch. Sarah E. Palmer, registered 1.173 tons,
W. D. Sanford is in Pittsfield assisting in Damon’s
was known far and near....
the

PEOPLES

Congress

LADIES' OXFORD TIES

June 3
Sell. Nonpareil, Cousins, Deer Isle.
June 4. Sell. Allandale, Sadler. Boston.
June 5. Sch. Paui Seavev, Pattershall, Bangor.
June d. Sch. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhayen.
June •». Schs. Garland, Alle i, Green’s Landing;
P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhaven.
Junes. Schs. Margaret B Roper. Crammer, Bangor: Heurv Whitney, Welch, do.; Laughing Water, Sprague, Swan s Island.

was

X

NKWS.

ARRIVED.

|

NAME.

State.

Bradford F. Lancaster of M;,

PORT OF BELFAST.

Mary Danforth; past president, Mrs.
Myra F. Brown. The members of the post

per

to

Frederick W. Plaisted of Augusta.

Mrs.

were

Representative

For

to Congress

their

urer,

SQUARE OVER THE PARTY

PROHIBITION

DEMOCRAT

Congress

Freedom. D. B. Carter, W. S. R. C., at
last regular meeting June 4, installed
the foilwing officers: President, Mrs. M. E.
Lawrence; vice president, Mrs. L. M. BBillings; secretary, Mrs. M. J. Nutt; treas

IN THE

X

TO VOTE THE STRAIGHT TICKET, HARK A CROSS

ol

Examination for

High S(

Candidates for admission to the Fr*
of Belfast High School, excepting
Head of Tide and Centre Drammar s*
present themselves at the High Scli"**l
day. June 14, at 8.30 o’clock for exan
second examination will be held the l.n
August in the same place, the date ot
F. S. BID
be given later.
22
Supcn

Tenement to Reiil.
Desirable rent at No. 118
Apply on the premises to

|

High

stn

JAMES H
Belfast, June 2, 1897.—2w22*

1

